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 ABUSE: AN EVALUATION OF NO PLACE FOR ABUSE ON THE 
 
 KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES, AND BEHAVIOR OF ASBURY THEOLOGICAL  
 
SEMINARIANS 
 
by 
 
Edwin Arthur Shei 
 
This study was an evaluative study in the quasi-experimental mode utilizing a 
modified time-series design. Its purpose was to evaluate the impact of the book No Place 
for Abuse upon Asbury Theological seminarians’ knowledge, affect, and intent toward 
church ministry as it relates to woman abuse (acts perpetrated by a male intimate with the 
intent of causing physical pain and/or harm). In this study No Place for Abuse positively 
affected participants’ attitudes toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse in a 
significant way. 
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CHAPTER 1 
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM 
In an 11 March 1994 Health and Human Services (HHS) press release, HHS 
Secretary Donna E. Shalala identified woman abuse in the United States as an 
“unacknowledged epidemic” (cf. Beattie and Shaughnessy xix). Though today woman 
abuse is considered an acknowledged epidemic in the U. S., little has changed (Locker; 
International Council of Nurses; Speier; Unicef; Yale-Griffin). Afflicted by an intimate 
male, in the U. S. conservatively one in four women has suffered some form of physical 
abuse in her lifetime (Shalala). Exposing myths surrounding woman abuse, including the 
notion that religious beliefs in general prevent battering, Lenore E. Walker relates, “The 
Catholic, Protestant, Mormon, Jewish, Eastern and other religious women in this study all 
indicated that their religious beliefs did not protect them from their assaultive men” 
(Battered Woman 22). Regarding Christianity in particular, James and Phyllis Alsdurf 
discovered that many abused women are married to church leaders, deacons, or pastors 
who consider themselves to be committed Christians (16). 
Though women do abuse men, the concern herein is with woman abuse because 
in the U. S. about 95 percent of abuse victims are women (Adams 7). Rita-Lou Clarke 
lists a number of other reasons for focusing on women when discussing abuse: 
1. Much of a wife’s violence toward her husband is a response of his 
[original emphasis] violence toward her. She is protecting herself or 
retaliating in violence after sometimes years of violence done to her.   
2. Abuse by husbands does more physical damage than a wife’s violence 
toward her husband. The man’s greater strength makes it likely that a 
woman will be more seriously injured when beaten by her husband. 
3. Husbands have higher rates of using the most dangerous weapons, such 
as knives and guns. 
4. When violent acts are committed by a husband, they are repeated more 
often than is the case for wives. 
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5. A large number of violent attacks by husbands occur when the wife is 
pregnant, endangering the unborn child as well. 
6. In a traditional marriage the wife is more bound economically and 
socially. If she has children she is doubly bound, since in this kind of 
marriage, the wife is almost always the primary caregiver of children. (19) 
 
For a church to engage abuse actively and minister effectively to abused women, 
a basic understanding of the problem is critical. The next section presents the concern of 
Christ and the place of churches in ministering to abused women. “An Analysis of the 
Problem” discusses churches’ preparedness and ability to minister to abused women. 
“Theological Considerations” introduces theologies crucial to church ministry as it relates 
to abused women.    
The Setting of the Problem 
Every church in the U. S. has adult female congregants who personally know 
(past/present) the suffering of abuse (Adams 11). For most U. S. women, as well as a 
physical and psychological crisis, being battered results in a crisis of faith (Fortune, 
Keeping the Faith xii-xiii). Joy M. K. Bussert provides some insight into the depth of 
abused women’s crises of faith as a result of battering: 
Recently I was asked to meet with a group of battered women who wanted 
to talk about religious issues. In preparation they gave me two questions. 
The first was, “How can a battered woman still believe in God?” And the 
second was, “How can a woman who has been battered still go to church 
if God doesn’t seem to care?” (70)   
 
Jesus Christ cares and wants to minister to abused women through Christian 
churches. Luke 4:18 records that Jesus was anointed by the Holy Spirit “to bring good 
news to the poor … to proclaim release to the captives, and recovery of sight to the blind, 
to let the oppressed go free” (NRSV). Explicating the fundamental meaning of ptwco,j 
(Luke’s preferred term of the poor), Joel B. Green provides a conceptual avenue for 
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linking the poor in Luke with abused women:     
Words in this domain characteristically embrace both socio-economic and 
religious connotations. Persons thus described might be utterly destitute or 
they might have small property holdings, but the fundamental portrait is 
one of persons who have given up their independence, who are susceptible 
to exploitation by those with power, [emphasis mine] and who must look 
beyond themselves for help – help that comes, ultimately from God. 
(“Good News to Whom” 64; cf. Marshall 249)  
 
The parallelism in Luke 4:18 (the poor, the captives, the blind, and the oppressed) 
denoting Christ’s ministry intentions is, for abused women in general, an uncanny 
description of their experience. Luke 4:18 indicates abused women are of special interest 
to Christ, and often Jesus Christ is of special interest to abused women. Anne L. Horton 
and Judith A. Williamson report, “Each year more abuse victims, perpetrators, and family 
members seek help from clergy and religious leaders than all other helping professionals 
combined” (xi).  
Regrettably, the understanding and application of Christ’s special interest in the 
poor has from the beginning been problematic for churches. For instance, in the Lukan 
account, anointed by the Holy Spirit to minister to the poor, the captives, the blind, and 
the oppressed, Jesus immediately puts his calling into practice (Luke 4:31-44). The 
synagogue (church), on the other hand, finding this a hard message to understand and 
accept immediately rejects Jesus (Luke 4:28-29). The high point of this story line, 
however, is that those who did embrace Jesus and his call of ministering good news to the 
poor (e.g., Simon, Luke 4:38-41) found themselves blessed (Luke 4:31-44).   
More than a discretion, ministering to the poor and their counterparts (the 
captives, the blind, and the oppressed) is part and parcel with the life of Christian 
churches. For instance, Jesus called out his disciples in a context of ministering good 
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news to the poor (Luke 5:1-11). Later, ministering to the poor was elemental in the life of 
the first church for “they would sell their possessions and goods and distribute the 
proceeds to all, as any had need” (Acts 2:45, NRSV). Not coincidentally, following the 
founding of the first church, Peter’s first act of ministry was the healing of a crippled 
beggar (Acts 3:1-10). Yet shortly thereafter, the same church is found struggling to 
minister to the poor (Hellenist widows) in their midst (Acts 6:1-7).   
The first church struggled to minister to the poor in its day, and churches struggle 
ministering to the poor, the captives, the blind, and the oppressed today. Using the 
phrase, “preferential concern for the poor,” Christine E. Gudorf addresses the failure of 
churches in this area: 
God’s preferential concern for the poor in scripture is more than an 
attitude on God’s part, salvation history reveals the ongoing activity of 
God on behalf of the poor. But God’s liberating activity on behalf of the 
poor depends upon the willingness of persons of good will–both poor and 
non-poor–to cooperate with God in this activity. If the cooperation of 
human beings is necessary for God’s preferential option to be effective, 
then the churches have an obligation not only to teach that God has a 
preferential option for the poor. The churches have a further obligation to 
teach Christians why it is that poverty is an affront to God–a sin–and what 
it means to cooperate with God in liberating the poor from poverty. In our 
day it is clear that the churches have not succeeded in this task, for many 
Christians either misunderstand the meaning and purpose of preferential 
option for the poor, or refuse to accept it as central to Christian life. (28-
29) 
 
With regard to abused women in the United States, a sizable contingent of pastors 
want to understand the issues surrounding domestic violence that they might better carry 
out Jesus’ special interest in the poor (Alsdurf 183). The book No Place for Abuse by 
Catherine Clark Kroeger and Nancy Nason-Clark was published to offer help in this area. 
Consequently, this study was an attempt to ascertain the effectiveness of No Place for 
Abuse as a positive influence on seminarians’ attitudes toward church ministry as it 
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relates to woman abuse. Demonstrated to be a positive influence in the seminary setting, 
No Place for Abuse will likely be a helpful resource for the pastorate.  
An Analysis of the Problem 
Christ is concerned about abused women, but unfortunately for the most part 
churches are not prepared to minister to abused women. In 1985 Alsdurf expressed his 
concern over “a significant deficiency on the part of the church in its ministry to abused 
women” (169). A decade later (1997), Nancy Nason-Clark reported, “Only 26 out of 332 
(8%) pastors in our survey study reported that they feel well equipped to respond to 
situations involving family violence, while 124 (37%) claimed that they are poorly 
equipped, with others falling in-between these two extremes” (Battered Wife 146). The 
need of abuse training for pastors (seminary training, denominational continuing 
education programs, professional seminars, etc.) and the willingness of pastors to take 
advantage of such training is a recurring theme in woman-abuse literature (Alsdurf 176, 
183; Fortune, Violence 191-93; Kroeger and Beck, Women 181; Miles 15-20; Nason-
Clark, Battered Wife 98; Pellauer 59). While various secular institutions have been 
training those within their organizations to help abused women better, in general 
churches have yet to respond.     
As early as 1986, the Surgeon General’s workshop on violence and public health 
under, “Spouse Abuse: Evaluation and Treatment,” chaired by Luella Klein, 
recommended that spouse abuse information “should be a part of basic education and 
training for all health professionals (physicians, psychologists, nurses, social workers, 
counselors, health educators, etc.) as well as for teachers, lawyers, police and others [e.g., 
clergy] who serve the public” (Klein et al., recommendation E-33, 71-72). In 1996 
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Kentucky mandated state-approved training programs on domestic violence for social 
workers, mental health workers, nurses, physicians, law enforcement personnel, and court 
justices (H. 309). Clergy per se are not named among those listed in the Surgeon 
General’s report, nor are they among those mandated by the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
to participate in domestic violence training. Nevertheless, Christ’s mission statement to 
bring good news to the poor (Luke 4:18-19) provides ample cause for churches to 
consider requiring similar training if not more of its leadership (see Fortune, Violence; 
Delaplane and Delaplane). 
To gain better understanding and appreciation, as well as building relationships 
and enlarging resources, churches may want to take advantage of the domestic violence 
training offered by various local institutions. Noting that woman abuse is a multifaceted 
community problem that cannot be eradicated by any one group, Kroeger and Nason-
Clark call upon churches to partner with secular institutions to stop woman abuse. In this 
regard they write, “The road to partnership does not necessarily involve endorsing all the 
interventions of another agency or group of professionals. But it does involve accepting 
and understanding the specific value and contribution of workers trained in many 
different disciplines” (67).  
All too often churches have (1) denied or minimized the reality of woman abuse 
(Fortune, Violence 191-96; Miles 50-53; Miller 131), (2) resorted to simplistic and/or 
passive solutions such as prayer alone (Beaman 119-23; Bussert 62-63; Flack and Flack 
132-33), (3) placed the burden for change on the abuse victim as opposed to confronting 
the abuser (Clarke 77-81; Walker, Battered Woman 22-23), (4) been bound by 
ethics/theologies that have compounded the abuse (Adams 103-14; Bussert 55-66; Clarke 
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61-85; Kroeger and Nason-Clark 41-45), and/or (5) viewed woman abuse as mainly a 
problem “out there” as opposed to one in the local church. As a result the adage “out of 
sight out of mind” has concretized ministry barriers (cf. Nason-Clark, Battered Wife 59; 
Alsdurf 250; Miles 50).   
Personal experience and citations have taught me that woman abuse is as much a 
problem in Christian circles as elsewhere. In the pastorate I repeatedly encountered the 
sin of woman abuse among church members and non-members alike, and I also 
discovered that my sister is a survivor of battering by her former husband. Thus, woman 
abuse has affected my church family and my biological family. Sadly, I failed as a pastor 
to minister to the abused women God brought within my reach and subconsciously and/or 
consciously I was blind to the abuse of my biological sister. As a pastor, I was frustrated 
not knowing how to minister to abused women. Research indicates I am not alone. Carol 
J. Adams, a graduate of Yale Divinity School and published authority on woman abuse, 
relates, “More than a few ministers feel a crisis of inadequacy in the face of such 
[battering] disclosures and with good reason. They have not been prepared for this” (5).  
The notoriety surrounding the O. J. Simpson/Nichole Brown case is sufficient to 
have alerted today’s churches of the need of ministering to abused women. Tragically, 
the response of churches to abused women has often been similar to that of the priest and 
Levite in Jesus’ parable of the robber’s victim (Luke 10:25-37). At the same time, today’s 
“Good Samaritans” ministering to abused women have been empathetic feminists and the 
world’s caregivers via the ministry of women’s shelters (Fortune, Violence 192-93). 
Numerous woman abuse victims in society are looking for pastors and churches that are 
prepared and trained to minister to them (see Horton and Williamson xi).  
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Churches have the resources to minister to abused women. Woman abuse is not a 
mission field requiring resources to reach halfway around the world. Abused women are 
sitting in U. S. Christian congregations, and ministering to them contributes to the health 
of churches while furthering the cause of Christ at home and abroad. Also, as Pellauer 
contends, churches have a responsibility to minister to abused women:  
Ministry is the task of all Christians, lay and ordained, at every level of the 
church from our smallest local parishes through denominational and 
ecumenical structures. The task of that ministry is to bring the healing and 
wholeness and liberation promised by God’s grace to every facet of 
human life, from personal woundedness to social and institutional 
structures. (52) 
 
 Churches have a number of tools to enrich marital relationships, as well as 
male/female relationships in general, in combating abuse. First, prayer is perhaps the 
most valuable tool enriching the Christian’s life in overcoming adversity, including 
adversities such as family strife and struggles. Christianity knows that prayer changes 
things. Second, Scripture provides sound principles for living. The Bible’s Golden Rule, 
“Do to others as you would have them do to you,” (Luke 6:31, NRSV) is, in the U. S., 
perhaps the most known about principle for governing human relationships. God’s Word 
is replete with principles for living an abundant life. Third, wise and godly counsel helps 
to guide intimate relationships. For instance, premarital counseling is frequently a 
requisite for church weddings. As a pastor, I refused to marry any couple that did not 
commit to complete six sessions of premarital counseling. Fourth, through Christian 
fellowship, older women encourage younger women to love their husbands (Tit. 2:4), and 
Christian husbands, exhorted to love their wives as Christ loves the Church, seek to be 
godly examples for younger men (Eph. 5:25-27). Fifth, various church disciplines deal 
with sin and its effects on relationships. For instance communion, a regularly practiced 
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rite in Christian churches, is a time for self-examination and reconciliation (1 Cor. 11:28-
33). Also in the ministry of healing, Christians are encouraged to confess their sins to one 
another and to pray for one another (Jas. 5:16). In disciplining one who has sinned, a 
fellow believer is to restore him or her in a spirit of gentleness (Gal. 6:1). Where the 
offending party is unwilling to repent, the local church is instructed to excommunicate 
him or her (Matt. 18:15-17). 
 Ironically, Christianity’s greatest assets can become its greatest liabilities. For 
instance, prayer viewed as the Christian’s life-breath can result in an empty airway of 
passivity. As the Psalms reveal, prayer is a most appropriate response to crises. Still, 
Christianity involves more than prayer and woman abuse is a crisis that demands action 
(Strom 75).  
For instance, Jesus says “My house shall be called a house of prayer” (Matt. 
21:13, NRSV), in an action-filled context of confronting sin and comforting the afflicted 
(Matt. 21:12-17). The temple cleansing recorded in Matthew 21:12-17 indicates activities 
such as (1) the removal of flagrant sinners (those buying and selling in the temple, v. 12), 
(2) the rebuking of sin (v. 13), and (3) the healing of the afflicted (v. 14) as going hand in 
hand with the community’s prayers/worship (v. 13). Likewise, Jesus would have today’s 
churches actively excommunicate unrepentant wife abusers, publicly rebuke the sin of 
wife abuse, and perform acts of healing/comfort in ministering to abuse victims in 
keeping with its prayers/worship. Eugene Fisher contends, “what went on in the Temple 
was meaningless, indeed abhorrent to God unless the people observed in daily life the 
covenant’s mandate of love for neighbor (Lv 19)” (124-25). Passivity in the face of 
woman abuse, besides failing to minister Christ to a wounded sister (spiritual or 
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biological), hinders a church’s prayers and worship.          
Where prayer is the Christian’s life-breath, Scripture is viewed as the Christian’s 
food (Matt. 4:4). Nevertheless, Christianity is at risk when the Word of God does not 
move people off of dead center into a Christian lifestyle that effectively ministers Jesus 
Christ to a hurting and dying world, which being an epidemic in the U. S. includes a large 
number of abused women. 
Counsel born out of prayer and the knowledge of God’s Word can be equally 
apathetic when the counsel given is considered to be the extent of a church’s 
responsibility. Counseling an abused woman to leave an abusive relationship is one thing, 
while providing her the resources and support she needs to leave is another. Along with 
counseling, a church’s securement of shelter for the victim’s safety is crucial.  
Theological Considerations 
Rita-Lou Clarke, a pastor experienced in woman abuse ministries, argues 
theology has ramifications for woman abuse, in general, and for Christians, in particular:  
Theological beliefs become an integral part of one’s being. These beliefs 
are very powerful for the Christian woman in a battering relationship. If a 
battered woman’s religious convictions lead her to believe that the wife is 
subordinate to the husband, that marriage is an unalterable lifelong 
commitment, or that suffering is the lot of the faithful, then those 
convictions have the sanction of God. She does not want to oppose God so 
she obeys, stays, and suffers. (61)   
 
Similarly Glenn P. Zaepfel, a licensed counseling psychologist writes, “Many Christians 
have a mistaken notion [theology] of what the Christian relationship should be like–
enduring needless suffering and dysfunction while thinking such ‘sacrificing’ is pleasing 
to Christ when it is not” (17).   
The imago Dei (i.e., the image of God), the image of Christ, submission, 
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suffering, sanctity of family (marriage-divorce-remarriage), and forgiveness are 
prominent theological factors impacting woman abuse. Of these the imago Dei is 
foundational, theologically and ethically. Theologically, the imago Dei is billed as a 
foundational theology affecting other theologies (Henry 545; Matthews 164) including 
theologies impacting woman abuse (e.g., submission; Alsdurf and Alsdurf 89). Ethically, 
as H. Ray Dunning notes, the imago Dei with its counterpart, the image of Christ, forms 
the basis for a fourfold relationship with God, others, the earth, and self where “genuine 
community is a relationship of harmony and peace, mutual trust and respect” (99; cf. 
Reinders 187-204; Runyon 79-88; Sherwin 1-12). Because of the prima facie status of the 
imago Dei and the image of Christ, woman-abuse literature needs to give due 
consideration to the image theologies (i.e., the imago Dei along with the image of Christ). 
Two possibilities would be (1) a theological treatise discussing the impact of the image 
theologies on secondary theologies impacting woman abuse and (2) an interdisciplinary 
study where various disciplines and their implications for woman abuse are discussed in 
light of the image theologies. Though in and of themselves the image theologies do not 
directly answer all the questions pertaining to the topic of woman abuse, they are 
nevertheless essential to the topic.  
From a theological standpoint, by virtue of their prima facie value, the image 
theologies are often cited (Kroeger and Nason-Clark 85) or alluded to (Alsdurf and 
Alsdurf 89) in woman abuse literature but not often explicated. For instance, without 
much discussion No Place for Abuse (the intervention for this research project) simply 
posits an egalitarian relational view of the imago Dei (85) while assigning whole chapters 
to a theology of suffering (chap. 7), family (chap. 8), forgiveness (chap. 9), and divorce 
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(chap. 12). Another approach would be to give the image theologies equal or 
substantially more consideration as foundational theologies affecting subordination, 
suffering, family and divorce, and forgiveness. A sound understanding of the image 
theologies militates against woman abuse. 
Involving a number of theological themes impacting woman abuse theological 
confusion appears to be a major factor contributing to churches’ lack of involvement in 
ministering to abused women. For example woman abuse writers Carol J. Adams and Joy 
M. K. Bussert focus on suffering, James Monte Alsdurf and Kay Marshall Strom focus 
on submission, Joy M. K. Bussert and Rita-Lou Clarke discuss patriarchy, Marie M. 
Fortune (Violence) and Al Miles focus on forgiveness, and Joy M. K. Bussert and Nancy 
Nason-Clark, Battered Wife discuss family sanctity.  
Though No Place for Abuse does not utilize the image theologies as prime facie 
theologies informing secondary theologies impacting woman abuse, it does discuss a 
number of theologies impacting woman abuse, in the hope of improving church leaders’ 
knowledge, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse 
(Kroeger and Nason-Clark). In the introduction of chapter one of No Place for Abuse, 
Kroeger and Nason-Clark write, “We believe that most Christian people, when provided 
with both the biblical teaching [theology] condemning violence and social science data 
about its consequences, will want to do something about it” (13-14). If pastors and lay 
leaders help their churches understand matters such as the theological themes impacting 
woman abuse, the epidemic nature of woman abuse, and the role and responsibility of 
churches in ministering to abused women, then a greater possibility exists for Christian 
outreach to abused women.   
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Studying the Problem 
People want to have right attitudes and beliefs, as doing the right thing makes for 
better lives. Reading materials examining the problem of woman abuse with the intent of 
helping solve the problem will, in view of the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), 
most likely foster enduring attitudes and beliefs opposing the abuse of women while 
favoring a concern for and care of abuse victims (Petty, Cacioppo, Strathman, and 
Priester 113-47). The ELM comprises two routes of persuasion: the central route and the 
peripheral route (Petty and Cacioppo). Utilizing the book No Place for Abuse, this study 
is concerned with the central route of persuasion as a means of effecting attitude change. 
According to Richard E. Petty, John T. Cacioppo, Alan J. Strathman, and Joseph R. 
Priester, “Central-route attitudes will: (1) predict behavior better, (2) come to mind more 
easily, (3) last longer, and (4) be more resistant to counterpersuasion attempts” (141). 
In summation of the two persuasion routes, David G. Myers relates (1) by 
utilizing cogent arguments (e.g., reading materials) the central route tends to evoke 
enduring agreement, while the peripheral route’s utilization of simple cues triggering 
liking and acceptance (e.g., pictures) often evokes temporary agreement; (2) the central 
route tends to appeal to an audience that is relatively analytical and motivated, while the 
peripheral route tends to appeal to an audience that is less analytical and less involved; 
and, (3) relatively speaking the central route requires a high level of effort while the 
peripheral route involves a low level of thinking (150-52). Succinctly put by Petty, 
Cacioppo, Strathman, and Priester, the main difference between the central and peripheral 
route of persuasion is, “To Think or Not to Think” (113). For this project analytical and 
motivational factors conducive to the central route of persuasion were likely met because 
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the participants volunteering for this study were Asbury Theological Seminary students 
enrolled in “Discipleship Development in the Family” where the reading and then writing 
of a personal reflection paper on the intervention served as part of their course grade.   
As a determination of attitude change, using the book No Place for Abuse (X1) as 
a central route of persuasion, this research project measured cognitive, affective, and 
conative responses via a pretest/posttest/posttest/posttest study (O1/O2/O3/O4) along with 
a keyword analysis of individual personal reflection papers (X2) written by participants. 
Participants then listened to a lecture (X3) primarily based on No Place for Abuse as the 
final treatment of the study. Thus, this study had an O1 ––– X1 – O2 ––– X2 – O3 ––– X3 – 
O4 time-series research design.   
The items on the pretest and three posttests were identical. The pretest was 
administered prior to the participants’ reading of the book No Place for Abuse. The first 
posttest (O2), hereafter referred to as a reading-posttest, was administered following the 
participants’ reading of No Place for Abuse. The second posttest (O3), hereafter referred 
to as a writing-posttest, was administered following the participants’ writing of a three-
page personal reflection paper on No Place for Abuse. The third posttest (O4), hereafter 
referred to as a lecture-posttest, was administered following participants’ listening to a 
lecture crafted around No Place for Abuse.  
According to Herbert W. Simons, “People who process information centrally ask 
themselves probing questions, generate additional arguments, and possibly seek new 
information” (35). Thus on the basis of the ELM, the additional thinking generated to 
write a three-page reflection for this study and then listen to a lecture based on No Place 
for Abuse would at the minimum likely solidify perceived attitude changes as a result of 
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participants reading the book. A comparison of the responses of the reading-posttest with 
those of the writing-posttest, and the writing-posttest with the lecture-posttest would 
determine further if the writing of the reflection papers and the listening of the lecture 
resulted in greater perceived attitude change. Thus for this study, using identical items for 
the pretest (O1), the reading-posttest (O2), the writing-posttest (O3), and the lecture-
posttest (O4), the pretest was the baseline for measuring perceived changes when 
compared with the reading-posttest (O2). The reading-posttest was the baseline for 
measuring additional or further perceived changes when compared with the writing-
posttest, and the writing-posttest was the baseline for measuring additional or further 
perceived changes when compared with the lecture-posttest. Finally, a comparison of the 
pretest with the lecture-posttest was used to establish the overall effect of No Place for 
Abuse. 
Purpose of the Study 
In keeping with the ELM, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the 
effectiveness of No Place for Abuse as a central route of persuasion in improving 
seminarians’ knowledge, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it relates to woman 
abuse. Three research questions were considered for this study.  
Research Question #1  
What perceived changes occurred in the participants’ knowledge, affect, and 
intent toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse as a result of reading the book 
No Place for Abuse?  
Composed of identical items in the form of a questionnaire, comparison of a 
pretest with a reading-posttest was used to establish perceived attitude changes as a result 
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of participants’ reading No Place for Abuse. 
Research Question #2 
 What perceived changes occurred in participants’ knowledge, affect, and intent 
toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse as a result of their overall interaction 
(reading, writing, and lecture) with No Place for Abuse?  
Composed of identical items in the form of a questionnaire, comparison of the 
pretest with the lecture-posttest (the final administration) was used to establish perceived 
attitude changes as a result of participants’ overall interaction with No Place for Abuse.  
Research Question #3  
What aspects of the book No Place for Abuse appear to have impressed 
participants with regard to their knowledge, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it 
relates to woman abuse? 
A keyword analysis of a three-page personal reflection paper submitted by 
participants as a requirement for course readings in “Discipleship Development in the 
Family” (CD615) was used for this purpose. 
Definition of Terms 
For this study the definition of abuse is limited to physical abuse. This definition 
does not deny or diminish the effects of psychological, verbal, or environmental abuse 
but for research purposes delimits the attitudinal object, which in this case is woman 
abuse or, more precisely, church ministry as it relates to woman abuse. According to 
Daniel J. Mueller, “the more precisely the attitudinal object is delimited, the more 
successful will be the measurement effect” (8). Consequently, herein woman abuse is 
defined as acts perpetrated by a male intimate with the intent of causing physical pain 
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and/or harm. In its focus on the physical aspect of abuse, woman abuse literature 
frequently uses the term woman battering. Woman battering can refer to any physical 
assault. It could be a push to an act resulting in the victim’s death.   
 Though limited to physical abuse, this study has implications for psychological, 
verbal, and/or environmental abuse in that psychological, verbal, and/or environmental 
abuse often accompany physical abuse. For instance, the National Institute of Justice and 
the Centers for Disease Control report that not only does verbal abuse often accompany 
physical abuse but that “Indeed, having a verbally abusive partner was the variable most 
likely to predict that a woman would be victimized [raped, physically assaulted, and/or 
stalked] by an intimate partner” (Tjaden and Thoenness 3). All things considered, for this 
research project a changed attitude toward physical abuse of women is most likely 
indicative of a changed attitude toward psychological, verbal, and/or environmental abuse 
of women as well.  
Though not all persuasion studies do so, this study distinguishes between 
cognitive, affective, and conative items to ascertain better the effectiveness of No Place 
for Abuse (cf. Mueller 9-10). Woman abuse is a frightening reality. Arousing people’s 
sensitivity (affect) to the severity and the likelihood of woman abuse and then supplying 
them with a strategy (cognition) for countering woman abuse and comforting female 
victims enhances the effectiveness of attitude change (cf. Myers 155-57). Consequently, 
this study took into consideration the proportional effect of No Place for Abuse on 
participants’ cognition, affect, and intent as an indication of the intervention’s success. 
Relying on definitions presented by Mueller, for this study cognitive items express beliefs 
about woman abuse; affective items constitute a very direct expression of feeling toward 
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woman abuse; and, conative items express behavioral intention or behavioral preference 
with regard to woman abuse (9-10).         
Methodology of the Study 
This is a time-series study that evaluated the effect of the book No Place for 
Abuse in changing the perceived attitudes of seminarians toward church ministry as it 
relates to woman abuse. Utilizing an identically itemized pretest/posttest/posttest/posttest 
(O1/O2/O3/O4 respectively) questionnaire in an O1 ––– X1 – O2 ––– X2 – O3 ––– X3 – O4 
research design, this study sought to measure perceived changes in particpants’ 
knowledge, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse as a 
result of reading the book No Place for Abuse (X1) followed by their writing of a 
personal reflection paper (X2) on the same book, and listening to a lecture (X3) crafted 
around the same book. Along with the measurement of perceived attitude change, I 
analyzed participants’ personal reflection papers (X2) for key words (concepts, phrases) 
to identify aspects in the intervention that participants perceived particularly to have 
impacted their attitudes toward woman abuse.    
Participants 
The subjects for this research project were a self-select group of Asbury 
Theological Seminary (ATS) students enrolled in the course “CD615 Discipleship 
Development in the Family.” Asbury Theological Seminary is self-described as an 
evangelical institution of the Wesleyan-Arminian theological tradition (Asbury 
Theological Seminary 17). Discipleship Development in the Family (CD615) is a study 
of the relationship of the church to the home in which “Special attention is given to 
contemporary threats to family life and the emerging needs of the family” (92). 
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Variables 
The independent variable in this research project was the book No Place for 
Abuse. Accepted as partial fulfillment of course requirements, No Place for Abuse, with 
its topic of woman abuse, was one of several options available to ATS seminarians 
enrolled in CD615. The research project was introduced on the opening day of class and, 
as an incentive, the book No Place for Abuse offered as a gift to those willing to 
volunteer as participants for the research project. Though the gift of the book possibly 
served as a peripheral cue favoring the attitudinal object of woman abuse, this probably 
did not diminish or negate the validity of No Place for Abuse as a central route of 
persuasion. This study had three dependent variables: the participants’ perceived 
cognitive, affective, and conative changes toward church ministry as it relates to woman 
abuse. Organismic variables (preexisting characteristics of participants) that could 
influence the study are gender, age, marital status, education, denominational 
background, and previous exposure to abuse-related concerns (see Wiersma 36).  
Instrumentation and Data Collection  
The instrumentation for this study was twofold: (1) a researcher-designed 
questionnaire (see Appendix A) to measure perceived changes in participants’ 
knowledge, affect, and intent with regard to church ministry as it relates to woman abuse 
as a result of their encounter with the book No Place for Abuse (reading the book, writing 
a personal reflection paper, and listening to a lecture) and (2) a keyword (concept, phrase) 
analysis of participants’ written personal reflection papers to identify aspects in No Place 
for Abuse perceived to have impacted participants’ attitudes toward church ministry as it 
relates to abused women. Identical items were used for the pretest and the reading, 
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writing, and lecture-posttest questionnaires; hence, the demographic section of the 
questionnaire, having been completed on the pretest, was excluded from the three 
posttests.   
Delimitations and Generalizability 
 This study was born out of the epidemic status of woman abuse in the United 
States and churches’ apparent failure to minister to abused women. Faced with the crisis 
of woman abuse, a common complaint of pastors in the United States is their sense of 
inadequacy in ministering to victims and their appeal for woman-abuse resources and 
training (Alsdurf 176, 183; Nason-Clark Battered Wife 146-47). As a central route of 
persuasion positively influencing ATS seminarians, No Place for Abuse could have a 
similar impact on clergy and church leaders engaged in ministry.  
Context of the Study 
This study took place at ATS via the course, “Discipleship Development in the 
Family” (CD615). Prior to this study, CD615 did not have a major component treating 
woman abuse. ATS is self-described as an evangelical institution in the Wesleyan-
Arminian tradition (Asbury Theological Seminary 8). Committed to personal and social 
holiness, ATS endeavors to (1) unite sound learning and vital piety in studies for 
ministers, (2) nurture men and women in the experience and practice of personal and 
social holiness, (3) encourage its members to live out the witness of a Spirit-filled life, 
and (4) prepare women and men for prophetic ministries (8).  
Three beliefs from the seminary’s statement of faith have particular relevance for 
a study pertaining to woman abuse. Under the heading of Humankind is the belief that 
human beings were created in the image of God and that though the image was marred 
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through the Fall, God through his prevenient grace restores moral sensibility to all who 
are willing to respond to his love and salvation. With regard to Entire Sanctification is the 
belief that God calls all believers to entire sanctification where the Holy Spirit delivers 
them from rebellion toward God and makes possible wholehearted love toward God and 
others. Concerning Christians in Society is the belief that along with preaching the gospel 
to every person Christians are to declare God’s insistence upon righteousness and justice 
in all relationships and structures of human society (Asbury Theological Seminary 5).   
CD615 provides an excellent setting for the topic of woman abuse and this study 
in that it functions as a core elective for both the Master of Divinity and selected Master 
of Arts programs. Consequently, it affords those preparing for the pastorate, Christian 
education, pastoral counseling, missions, and youth ministry an opportunity to study 
woman abuse that in their future ministries they might better prevent and stop it. 
Components of CD615 essential to a study of woman abuse include the doctrine of 
Creation, the relation of human sexuality to the image of God, the representation of the 
divine image by new men and women of faith, and the fact that special attention is given 
to contemporary threats to family life including the effects of divorce (see Appendix I). 
Also beneficial to the goal of stopping woman abuse and, consequently, this study, the 
objectives of CD615 are meant to enable students to (1) articulate a trinitarian perspective 
in understanding the family, (2) recognize the effects of the Fall and the disintegration of 
family life, (3) compare and contrast sociological and developmental trends changing 
contemporary family life, (4) identify critical developmental tasks associated with each 
stage of life and formulate strategic discipleship applications aimed at these life 
transformations, (5) appreciate differences in gender and ethnic identity, faith 
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development, and self-functioning, and (6) experience aspects of the classroom as a 
demonstration of trinitarian community.  
Description of the Project 
A modified, time-series design involving a pretest and three posttests, this project 
took place over a period of fourteen weeks (Sept. 4-Dec. 2). Following a brief 
introduction to seminarians enrolled in “Discipleship Development in the Family” (see 
Appendixes B and C), the project began with the pretest to ascertain participants’ 
perceived knowledge, affect, and intent (overall attitude) toward church ministry as it 
relates to woman abuse (see Appendix A).  
The purpose of the pretest was to establish a statistical control for the study. 
During the remainder of the fourteen-week period, the intervention No Place for Abuse 
was administered as (1) a reading treatment, (2) a writing treatment, and (3) a lecture 
treatment. Each treatment was followed by a posttest (reading-posttest, writing-posttest, 
and lecture-posttest respectively). The results of the reading-posttest were compared with 
the results of the pretest, the results of the writing-posttest were compared with the results 
of the reading-posttest, and the results of the lecture-posttest were compared with the 
results of the writing-posttest to measure perceived attitude changes toward church 
ministry as it relates to woman abuse due to the respective treatment. Finally, the results 
of the lecture-posttest were compared with the pretest as an overall measurement of 
perceived attitude changes toward church ministry as it relates woman abuse. Though 
woman-abuse literature in general played a role, using identical items the pre/posttest 
instrument was researcher-designed primarily on the basis of the material in No Place for 
Abuse.  
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In conjunction with the writing-posttest, participants also submitted a three-page 
personal reflection paper on No Place for Abuse. Adding a qualitative dimension to the 
study, the purpose of these papers was (via a key-word analysis) to ascertain particular 
aspects of No Place for Abuse impacting participants’ perceived attitudes toward woman 
abuse. The writing guidelines for these papers were designed so that the first page of a 
participant’s writing focused on knowledge, the second page on affect, and the third page 
on intent with regard to church ministry as it relates to woman abuse (see Appendix D). 
The lecture-posttest concluded the project.   
The lecture for this study sought to comply with No Place for Abuse while 
providing additional support from other sources (see Appendix E). From an ELM 
perspective, the lecture’s introduction contained two brief peripheral cues: a video 
segment focusing on the reality of woman abuse and personal testimony of my 
experience with woman abuse victims as a pastor and a biological brother. Where the 
first four chapters of No Place for Abuse focused “on the prevalence of violence [woman 
abuse] worldwide and its presence in evangelical homes,” the first point of the lecture’s 
main body focused on the reality of woman abuse (Kroeger and Nason-Clark 9). Defining 
and describing woman abuse, key to this section of the lecture is the reality that the 
prevalence of physical abuse of women is virtually the same for churches as society at 
large and that regardless of how unbelievable a woman’s account of her abuse, odds are 
she is telling the truth. A goal of No Place for Abuse was, “to present sociological 
evidence and biblical insights to challenge the church to stand up in opposition to 
violence against women” (Kroeger and Nason-Clark 9). Similarly, points II and III of the 
lecture focused on the conviction that in keeping with the poor Christ is concerned for 
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woman-abuse victims, and as Christ was anointed to minister to the poor, Christians are 
called to minister to abused women (Luke 4:18-19). Noting in section IV the rewards and 
struggles associated with ministering to abused women, section V of the lecture focused 
on the same theological challenges to woman abuse as do chapters 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12 of No 
Place for Abuse. The lecture’s concluding statement sought to motivate ministerial intent 
by emphasizing the unique role churches have to play in stopping woman abuse.  
No Place for Abuse was chosen to be the intervention for this project mainly 
because of its discussion of an umbrella of theologies impacting beliefs as they relate to 
woman abuse. While woman-abuse literature in general focuses on one or two of these 
theologies, No Place for Abuse provides a chapter each on suffering, family sanctity, 
repentance and forgiveness, and divorce. Submission, in conjunction with an allusion to 
the imago Dei, is discussed in a chapter as well. As a central route of persuasion, No 
Place for Abuse seeks to raise the consciousness of local churches to the problem of 
woman abuse, challenges traditional theological teachings impacting woman abuse, and 
motivates church ministry toward abused women. 
Overview of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2, addresses the literature support for Christian ministry to abused women 
and the use of No Place for Abuse as a resource for change. Chapter 3 presents the 
research design. Chapter 4 reports the research findings. Chapter 5 summarizes and 
interprets the research findings. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of No Place for Abuse 
as a central route of persuasion in improving seminarians’ knowledge, affect, and intent 
toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse. This chapter discusses the review of 
literature. First, I discuss the reality of woman abuse. Second, I discuss Church responses 
to woman abuse. Third, I discuss the theological issues regarding woman abuse, and 
fourth I present a review of No Place for Abuse. Fifth, I discuss the methodology used for 
this research project. 
The Reality of Woman Abuse 
Establishing the reality of woman abuse, literature often seeks to correct myths 
about the topic. According to Lenore Walker, “It is important to refute all the myths 
surrounding battered women in order to understand fully why battering happens, how it 
affects people, and how it can be stopped” (Battered Woman 18). The following section 
discloses a few such myths while providing empirical evidence in conveying the reality 
of woman abuse in the United States. 
Minimizing and/or trivializing the reality of woman abuse are common 
components of woman abuse myths. For instance, one myth alleges, “The battered 
woman syndrome affects only a small percentage of the population” (Walker, Battered 
Woman 19). Nevertheless, conservatively one in four U. S. women (25 percent) is 
physically abused at least once in their lifetime (Shalala; Tjaden and Thoennes 2), 30 
percent according to American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (1), 31 percent 
according to Karen Scott Collins et al. (8), and 33 percent according to American 
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Psychological Association (1; Yale-Griffin 1). A related myth asserts, “Woman battering 
is a problem only in the lower socioeconomic class” (Roberts 6; cf. Walker, Battered 
Woman 21-22). Yet, the Commonwealth Fund 1998 Survey of Women’s Health reveals, 
“One of four women with incomes above $50,000 (26%) reported domestic abuse in her 
lifetime by a spouse or boyfriend, as did 37 percent of women with incomes of $16,000 
or less” (Collins et al. 8).  
Another trivializing myth claims, “Woman battering is not a significant problem 
because most incidents are in the form of a slap or a push that do not cause serious 
medical injury” (Roberts 7). Truth be known, the severity of woman battering is often 
formidable. Victims of woman battering frequently suffer serious psychological as well 
as physical injury including premature death. Evan Stark and Anne Flitcraft believe, 
“Battering may be the single most common source of serious injury to women, 
accounting for more injury than auto accidents, muggings, and rape combined” (301). 
Summarizing a National Violence against Women Survey, Patricia Tjaden and Nancy 
Thoennes report, “41.5 percent of the women who were physically assaulted by an 
intimate partner were injured during their most recent assault” (3). The American 
Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) reports, “The level of injury resulting from 
domestic violence is severe–of 218 women presenting at a metropolitan emergency 
department with injuries due to domestic violence, 28 percent required admission to the 
hospital and 13 percent required major medical treatment” (1).  
Woman battering in the U. S. has serious medical, psychological, and social 
consequences costing billions of dollars each year. A 1996 National Institute of Justice 
(NIJ) report on Victim Costs and Consequences states, “Domestic crime against adults 
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accounts for almost 15 percent of total crime costs–$67 billion per year” (Miller, Cohen, 
and Wiersema 24). Abused women are at high risk for psychological problems, have 
more physical health problems, and in coping with the violence may engage in unhealthy 
behaviors such as smoking (Collins et al. 9). Catherine L. Wisner, Todd P. Bilmer, Linda 
E. Salzman, and Therese M. Zink report significant differences between woman abuse 
victims and nonvictims in general ambulatory and mental health care costs, noting that 
“Mental health care costs were 800% higher among identified victims of intimate partner 
violence” (441). According to Beth M. Houskamp and David W. Foy, “On a paper-and-
pencil measure (Symptom Checklist), 43% of the subjects [battered women] were rated 
as having diagnosable PTSD, while on the interview measure (SCID), 45% of the 
subjects were rated as having diagnosable PTSD” (371). Similarly, a study conducted by 
Kirstie K. Danielson, Terrie E. Moffitt, Avshalom Caspi, and Phil A. Silva reveals that 
“nearly two-thirds of the women victimized by severe partner violence met criteria for 
one or more disorders and had significantly elevated rates of mood, eating, and substance 
use disorders, as well as antisocial personality disorder and symptoms of schizophrenia” 
(132). Stress-related illnesses due to battering may include stomach ulcers, spastic colon, 
frequent indigestion, diarrhea, or constipation, angina, and hypertension while some 
direct physical effects of battering are chronic pain, broken bones, arthritis, hearing or 
sight deficits, seizures or frequent headaches (Coker et al. 454).   
A myth associated with family sanctity is that “Children need their father even if 
he is violent [toward their mother]–or, ‘I’m [abused woman] only staying for the sake of 
the children’” (Walker, Battered Woman 30). Nason-Clark addresses peculiarities of this 
myth as it relates to abused Christian women: 
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However much conservative Protestants extol the virtues of home and 
hearth, they are far from unique in their celebration of happy family living.  
In fact, across the contemporary Christian landscape (Protestant and 
Catholic alike) there is persistent and overwhelming nostalgia for “the 
family” and a pining for a bygone era when families were believed to stick 
it out through “thick and thin,” with death the only divide. One of the by-
products of this fascination with family togetherness is the failure family 
members feel–wives and children in particular–when they participate in a 
family characterized by unhappiness, conflict, or abuse. Since women are 
expected to set the “tone” that pervades the family home, they are 
particularly sensitive to failure and guilt when family life or their marital 
relationship is marked by tension, fear, and physical battery. While 
women not connected with religious communities also experience feeling 
of failure at the dissolution of marriage, the focus on the sacredness of the 
family unit [original emphasis] serves to exacerbate this experience for 
religious women. As a result, women connected to churches, and 
especially conservative faith traditions, stay in abusive marriages longer 
and work harder at marriage repair. (Battered Wife 109-10)   
   
For many, pregnancy marks the beginning of happy family life (Rosenberg 40-47; 
Kalb 48-51). For many others, contrary to the family ideal, abuse frequently begins 
during pregnancy (McFarlane, Parker, and Soeken, 284, 286; Noel and Yam 875). For 
still others, already being abused by a male intimate, the abuse escalates and/or becomes 
more acute during pregnancy (Bullock et al. 50; Campbell et al. 222, 224; McFarlane 70-
72; Parker 28; Walker, Battered Woman 105).  
Thus for some couples, pregnancy, which is naturally associated with a happy 
beginning of family life, ends up being the initial stages or heightening of woman 
battering. In one study most of the victims reported their violence not only became more 
acute during pregnancy but during the child’s infancy as well (Bullock et al. 50). For the 
abused woman, this means her pain and suffering will tend to be extended and 
compounded during child-rearing years, and the trauma of her children will be 
compounded by her abuse. Consequently, compounding her suffering, the effects of 
woman abuse are inextricably caught up in a woman’s role as a mother.    
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Though often hidden from society, woman abuse is rarely hidden from the 
children residing in the home of an abused woman. In a study conducted by Lenore 
Walker, 87 percent of battered women reported their children were aware of the spousal 
violence in their home (Battered Woman Syndrome 59). In a study by George W. Holden 
and Kathy L. Ritchie, approximately three-fourths of the women (78 percent) who were 
battered indicated their children were aware of most marital arguments (318). According 
to David Hall and Margaret A. Lynch, “Children in violent households are three to nine 
times more likely to be injured and abused, either directly or while trying to protect their 
parent” (1551). Lee H. Bowker, Michelle Arbitell, and J. Richard McFerron report that 
wife beaters abused the children in 70 percent of the families where children were present 
(162). Diane K. Bohn reports, “In one-third to over one-half of [violent] homes, the 
children are physically abused or seriously neglected” (93). Walker notes that 53 percent 
of the battered women in her study reported that their partners abused their children and 
that the battered mothers were eight times more likely to hurt their children while they 
were being battered than when they were safe from violence (Battered Woman Syndrome 
59-60). At the same time, Maura O’Keefe found in her study that “if the mother and child 
are able to maintain a harmonious relationship, even when the amount of violence 
witnessed by the child was high, the child was less likely to exhibit acting-out behaviors 
such as aggression, delinquency, and hostility” (409).   
The logic of an abused woman’s staying to keep the family together or for the 
sake of the children not only does not bear up under the data but posits yet another 
concern, the probability of woman abuse in future generations: 
Research indicates that in the United States between 3.3 million and 10 
million children are exposed to domestic violence annually. Several 
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studies have consistently demonstrated the long-lasting harm to children 
resulting from exposure to violence between their parents. These children 
exhibit a range of adjustment and anxiety disorders, cognitive and 
emotional impairments, difficulty in school, social deficits, and aggressive 
and acting-out disorders. Boys who have witnessed their mother being 
assaulted by a father or stepfather have a greater likelihood of becoming 
an abuser when they become adults, and girls have a greater likelihood of 
becoming a victim of domestic violence when they reach adulthood. 
(Roberts 14)   
 
According to Walker, “This myth [keeping the family together] shatters faster 
than some of the others when confronted with the data on the high number of children 
who are physically and sexually abused in homes where there is such domestic violence” 
(Battered Woman 30). Still, leaving a perpetrator is not easy. Though not always an 
acceptable concept (cf. King and Ryan 53; Newberger et al. 2371), Walker argues 
“learned helplessness” is a major factor keeping women in abusive relationships 
(Battered Woman 45-51). Agreeing with Walker, Roberts lists four reasons why women 
remain in abusive relationships: (1) economic need (e.g., financial dependency), (2) 
intermittent reinforcement and traumatic bonding formed around the abuse cycle1 (e.g., 
emotional attachments), (3) learned helplessness (e.g., having learned from repeated acts 
of violence that one is unable to control or escape her environment she eventually loses 
the motivation to do so), and (4) fear her abuser will hunt her down and kill her and/or 
fear of losing her children (14).  
Summary 
Contrary to minimizing and trivializing myths surrounding the topic, woman 
abuse in the U. S. is an epidemic. Woman abuse in the U. S. crosses every conceivable 
boundary whether educational, racial, social, economic, or religious. Woman abuse 
                                                 
1The abuse cycle, according to Walker, has three stages: the tension-building stage, an acute 
battering stage, followed by a stage of contrite loving behavior (Battered Woman 55-70). 
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statistics vary widely. Still, a conservative estimate is that inflicted by an intimate male 
one in four U. S. women experience some form of physical abuse in their lifetime. Also, 
other forms of woman abuse, such as verbal, psychological, and environmental abuse, 
almost always precede, accompany, and/or follow acts of physical violence.     
Family sanctity is a particular concern in woman abuse incidents, as indirectly 
and/or directly children are often victims of woman battering, which further serves to 
compound and extend the pain and suffering of battered women. Physical abuse often 
begins with or escalates with pregnancy, carries over into the child-rearing years, and 
carries with it a generational component in that male children raised in woman abuse 
homes are predisposed to battering women. Woman battering in the U. S. is a serious foe 
calling for a response from America’s churches. 
Church Responses to Woman Abuse 
Overall churches in North America have not done well in their knowledge of, 
concern for, and ministry to abused women (Alsdurf 168; Hylen 147-48; Newton 222-
28). Pastors regret their inadequacy in this area decrying their need for training (Alsdurf 
176, 183; cf. Fortune, Violence 191; Kroeger and Beck, Women 181; Nason-Clark, 
Battered Wife 98). Professional helpers openly complain about clergy’s lack of 
preparation in caring for abused women (Whipple 251-58; cf. Bohn 94). Some abuse 
victims testify despairingly of the inefficacy of churches in helping them (Alsdurf and 
Asldurf 20-24; Miles 23). Feminists (secular and Christian) lament the failure of churches 
to deal with issues pertaining to woman abuse (Penner 1-3). Recovering batterers speak 
of the failure of churches to minister effectively in abuse situations (Hegstrom 116).  
Cognitively, pastors, hence churches, in North America, while apparently quite 
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aware of the prevalence of woman abuse in society at large, appear to be relatively 
unaware of the prevalence of woman abuse in their own congregations. For instance, in a 
Canadian study, clergy estimated the prevalence of woman abuse in society at large to be 
28.8 percent while they estimated the prevalence of woman abuse in their congregations 
to be 18.8 percent. Consequently, Nancy Nason-Clark relates, “While clergy estimates of 
violence are pretty much on target as it relates to society at large, they appear to 
underestimate violent behavior within their own pastoral charge” (Battered Wife 59). 
This incongruence between clergy’s perception of the prevalence of woman abuse in 
society at large and that in their own congregations is a common occurrence among U. S. 
clergy as well (see Alsdurf 250; Miles 50).  
In reality, no appreciable difference in the prevalence rate of woman abuse exists 
in U. S. churches and society at large. In what may be the first denomination-wide sample 
studying abuse in the U. S., the total abuse prevalence rate (i.e., percentage of adult 
population having experienced at least one form of abuse–emotional, physical, or sexual) 
for the Christian Reformed Church (CRC) is reported to have been 28 percent. According 
to those at the Social Research Center of Calvin College who performed the study, “This 
suggests the prevalence of abuse in the CRC is perhaps the same as national, regional, 
and local rates” (5).   
Mildred Daley Pagelow and Pamela Johnson voice the same when they say, “A 
conservative conclusion is that wives are battered at least once in 25-30 percent of all 
marriages” (2). By “all marriages” Pagelow and Johnson are including marriages within 
church settings. Hence, for a church that is concerned about its health and that of the 
community to which it is seeking to minister, probably one in every four women has 
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suffered some form of physical violence by a male intimate at least once in her life. 
Denial of this reality exacerbates the epidemic for all concerned, including churches 
(Miles 50-53; Miller 131).              
Emotionally, affect in church ministry is measurable in part by its proclamation. 
That is, churches tend to address social issues dear to them and hence uppermost on their 
minds. For instance, many evangelicals readily proclaim a pro-life message in 
condemning abortion. At the same time, rarely do evangelicals publicly condemn woman 
abuse, even though approximately one-third of all woman-abuse victims are battered 
during their pregnancy (Kroeger and Nason-Clark 82-83; Alsdurf 207-08).   
Naming, being a key strategy in combating abuse, is one means of proclamation 
churches can use in conveying Christ’s concern for abused women (Adams 28-45; Miller 
68-69; Nason-Clark, Battered Wife 148-50). Naming is a multipurpose tool in that while 
heightening a church’s awareness and condemnation of the sin of abuse it also serves as a 
stepping stone in the abused woman’s journey to healing (Alsdurf 214; Nason-Clark, 
Battered Wife 50-51). Adams explicates and extols the benefits of naming in relation to 
woman abuse: 
Ministers can help break the power of the secret by naming battering, 
abuse, and rape as concerns of the church. This naming of abuse and 
battering offers a validation of the victim’s reality. As in the wake of the 
arrest of O. J. Simpson, what was previously unspeakable, and thus in 
some ways unknowable, becomes nameable and thus knowable. Naming 
offers an alternative reality to that which has been accepted as normative, 
the abuser’s reality. (36)   
 
Preaching on woman abuse is usually not a strong point of local churches. From 
her data pool of Canadian clergy, Nason-Clark notes that while 31 percent of evangelical 
pastors report they have preached “specific messages” on wife and/or child abuse, and 40 
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percent report they have discussed the issue of family violence in premarital counseling, 
only a couple of subjects in a study of one-hundred Canadian Baptist and Wesleyan 
women report having heard a sermon on wife abuse (“Religion” 528-29).   
 In the face of woman abuse, a concern of pastors is their need for educational 
opportunities, training, seminars, and articles on the topic (Alsdurf 176, 183). Telling the 
Truth by John S. McClure and Nancy J. Ramsay is a volume dedicated to preaching on 
the topic of sexual and domestic violence. In it McClure and Ramsay offer help by setting 
forth what might be referred to as the 3Cs (comfort victims, confront abusers, 
commission churches) in preaching on woman abuse. McClure and Ramsay provide three 
proclamation goals in preaching on woman abuse:  
1. To speak a word of hospitality, resistance, and hope to victims and  
    survivors. 
2. To send a message that the church will cease to be a place of easy   
    rationalization and cheap grace for abusers. 
3. To invite the congregation as a whole to consider how it might become  
    a “safe place” and a force for compassion and resistance in relation to  
    sexual and domestic violence. (111) 
 
Similarly, Marie M. Fortune relates that the message for a victim of woman abuse 
(in comforting the victim) is, “You need not tolerate abuse any longer; we will do 
everything we can to protect you.” The message to the abuser (in confronting the abuser) 
is, “Your abusive behavior must stop now.” The message to the whole community (in 
commissioning the church) is, “All of us share a responsibility to help stop violence in 
the family” (Violence 19). 
Two proclamation styles particularly helpful for preaching on woman abuse are 
(1) inductive and narrative preaching and (2) conversational preaching (McClure and 
Ramsay 117-19). Through inductive and narrative preaching, clergy can invite 
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congregates to participate in their personal wrestling with justice, recovery implications 
for abuse victims, and their struggles with Scripture, various theologies, and life. Through 
conversational preaching, clergy can invite hearers to identify through a roundtable 
interpretation of a passage from the perspectives of the abused, abusers, bystanders, 
social workers, families, friends, and others (117-19). The parable of the Good Samaritan 
(robbers/abusers, victim/abused woman, Levite/clergy, inn keeper/social agency, the 
good Samaritan/Christian) provides a natural bridge for conversational preaching in 
ministering to abused women.  
Along with preaching worship can be an avenue by which a church communicates 
its identification with Christ in his concern for abused women. Fortune in Violence in the 
Family provides the following worship resources: (1) prayer service–toward justice for 
women, (2) litany for healing, (3) intercessory prayer, and (4) 2 Samuel 13:1-21, litany of 
acknowledgment (95-103). Bussert has a sample litany in her book, Battered Women (99-
102). Carolyn Holderread Heggen, in Sexual Abuse in Christian Homes and Churches, 
has a chapter on “Making Worship Sensitive to Survivors” with helpful resources (153-
74). 
Finally, films are yet another means by which churches can express their 
identification with and, hence, concern for abused women. Clarke, in Pastoral Care of 
Battered Women, lists four films with a brief description of each (126; cf. Fortune, 
Violence 159; for details see Appendix G).  
Conatively, numerous sources testify that with regard to abused women churches 
are generally ministerially wanting. Herself a pastor, Fortune declares, “Up until very 
recently, it has been the secular community, through the Battered Women’s Movement, 
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that has played the good Samaritan and responded to the victims of violence in the 
family” (Violence 193). Similarly, Jeaneen Watkins, a Free Methodist domestic violence 
counselor testifies, “Often when I ask [abused women], ‘Is the church a resource for you 
right now?’ and I’m not stacking the question at all, they will burst into tears” (qtd. in 
Midgett 47). The experience of James R. Beck, a professor of counseling at Denver 
Conservative Baptist Seminary is no different. 
We can readily condemn abuse outside the church. We can even be quite 
certain about remedies and responses to it: arrest, imprisonment, 
probation, rehabilitation, treatment. But when the victims and/or 
perpetrators of abuse are church members, we seem to lack conviction and 
courage.” (233)   
 
Fear of saying or doing the wrong thing appears to be a major factor hindering 
and/or keeping churches from ministering to abused women (Kroeger and Beck, Women 
168; Miles 53-55; Miller 131). Along with the fear factor, Fortune cites lack of 
preparation, denial and minimization, solo ministry, and theological confusion as factors 
keeping churches from ministering to abused women (Violence 191-96). Consequently, 
confession can have a powerful impact on a church’s ministry as it relates to woman 
abuse (Findley 15; cf. Alsdurf and Alsdurf 125-42). For instance, a church’s confession 
that abuse is sin agrees with God, reassures victims, rebukes perpetrators, and incites 
Christians to take a stand on this issue. For Fortune, confession is basic to a church’s 
ministry to abused women: 
Any discussion of ministry in response to violence in the family should 
begin with confession. There have been times for every person in ministry 
when we looked but did not see, listened but did not hear, and so passed 
by the victim of family violence. Confession that we were hesitant, ill 
prepared, anxious, unaware, unavailable, or insensitive is a step in our 
preparation for ministry in response to violence in the family. The purpose 
of this confession is not to instill guilt, which leads to further 
immobilization. Rather it is to acknowledge our previous experiences and 
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resolve to prepare ourselves for the next occasion when we are called upon 
to minister to victims or offenders. (Violence 196)     
 
 Another preparation in ministering to abused women is that of counting the cost. 
On the one hand, ministering to abused women can be extremely hard, while on the other 
hand, it can be extremely rewarding. On the rewarding side, Mary Nella Bruce knows the 
struggle of successfully pioneering a church ministry to abused women: 
Our little church became a catalyst for healing and transformation, not 
only for the victims of violence and abuse who found haven in our refuge 
houses, but for members of the church who needed to know that they are 
part of the most powerful force on earth–the healing church of Jesus 
Christ. (174) 
  
Melissa A. Miller mentions four beneficial lessons churches can derive in ministering to 
abuse victims: (1) the lesson of listening to each other, (2) the lesson of sharing stories, 
(3) the lesson of modeling the love of God, and (4) the lesson of loving each other deeply 
(164-71).   
Ministering to abused women can be rewarding for churches and victims, but at 
the same time, it can be very hard work. On the challenge and difficulty of ministering to 
abused women, Nason-Clark relates, “To comfort and empower women victims and to 
fight the structures that give rise to their suffering is a monumental undertaking. But, 
then, the mission of the Christian church has never been for the faint hearted” (Battered 
Wife xx). Writing from the perspective of sexual abuse, Heggen agrees: 
This will not be an [sic] easy; the task is not for the faint of heart. It will 
require commitment to bring light, truth, and justice to a painful reality 
which we have preferred to ignore and deny. It will require rethinking 
basic assumptions we hold about men, women, and children; about the 
Creation and Fall; and about our physical bodies and their relationship to 
spirituality. (135)   
 
 One of the first things churches can do in ministering to an abused woman is 
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validate her pain and suffering (Horton 91-96; Kroeger and Beck, Women 158; Kroeger 
and Nason-Clark 53) through listening (Bussert 73; Kroeger and Nason-Clark 53; Strom 
103) and believing (Alsdurf and Alsdurf 157; Bussert 72-73; Miller 131-33). Listening is 
a powerful force in the healing process of abused women, and as Michael P. Nichols 
notes, “Effective listening requires attention, appreciation and affirmation [original 
emphasis]” (109). While validating the victim is the first thing to do, the first priority in 
ministering to abused women is always protecting the victim (Adams 69-86; Nason-
Clark, Battered Wife 155), followed by stopping the abuse, followed by the possibility of 
restoring the relationship (Fortune, Violence 51).   
Protecting the victim of woman abuse is congruous with churches affording them 
in word and deed the option of separation (Gondolf 104-05). Options backed by support 
are important in ministering to abused women (Bussert 73-74; Nason-Clark, Battered 
Wife 156; Strom 103; Walker, Battered Woman 188-90). Not all women will opt for 
separation, and contrary to what some may think religious beliefs may be a factor 
hindering a woman’s decision to leave an abusive relationship (Clarke 82; Davidson 175; 
Nason-Clark, Battered Wife 141; Shupe, Stacey, and Hazlewood 93-95; Spieth 73). 
Because abused women are usually in one of three stages, Terry Davidson provides 
guidelines for (1) the woman who is resigned to her fate, (2) the woman who is anxious 
to change the wife beater, and (3) the woman who is eager to change her own life (175-
91). For a victim opting for separation, currently the choices are limited to three: (1) a 
woman’s shelter (Davidson 187-91; Straus, Gelles, and Steinmetz 224-26; Strom 118; 
Thorman 126-27), (2) a friend’s, family’s, or church home (Clarke 93, 102; Gondolf 
105), or (3) the husband vacating the premises (Hegstrom 127; Gondolf 105; Miller 137).   
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Most recommend referral to a woman’s shelter though the option of the abusive 
husband leaving the home appears to be gaining support. The increased probability of 
violence accompanying a woman’s decision to leave probably accounts for the strong 
support of shelter referrals over other interventions of separation (Mahoney 60-61). 
Violence associated with a leaving incident is cause for concern not only for the victim 
but also for the abuser. Walker reports that “almost 10 percent of the men who battered 
the women in this [her study] sample killed themselves after their women left them” 
(Battered Woman 68).  
Stopping the abuse begins with prevention as the old adage asserts: “An ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of cure” (Barnett and LaViolette 112-13). According to 
Alsdurf and Alsdurf, “Education within the church about the problem of wife abuse must 
be preventative in nature if it is to touch the problem at its root” (139). In this area 
Kroeger and Nason-Clark offer a number of healthy responses to woman abuse under the 
headings of, “Awareness, Condemnation of Abusive Behavior, Education, Prevention, 
Empathy, and Referrals” (47-49). Kroeger and Nason-Clark offer some helpful 
suggestions for the prevention of woman abuse.  
 Model loving, nonabusive behavior in the families of pastors and other  
church leaders. 
 Be explicit in helping families know where they can turn for help. 
 In youth activities, encourage young men and women to treat each  
other well and to respect each other’s abilities and points of view. 
 Help newly married couples to resolve differences and seek help when  
necessary. (48)   
 
Other preventative measures include publicizing and housing library resources on 
abuse (books, newsletters, pamphlets, etc.), development and use of woman abuse 
curricula including teen-dating violence and premarital counseling (Strom 117), inviting 
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speakers (community servants, abuse victims, recovering abusers, etc.), and showing 
films that address woman-abuse issues, development of church policy, and training 
church staff for responding to victims of abuse as well as incorporating a variety of 
appropriate messages on abuse in sermons, worship components, and healing services 
(Adams 115-16; Miller 133-34).   
Nason-Clark contends that, among the many institutions seeking to stop abuse, 
churches have a distinctive role to play given their access to male perpetrators. 
While few clergy report extensive experience counseling abusive men, a 
significant minority do have regular contact with such men. This finding is 
particularly important, given that services and self-help support for 
abusive men are relatively rare and poorly funded. Clergy, then, may be 
one of the few community-based resources for perpetrators of abuse. 
(Battered 70)        
  
Aiding a church’s contact with male perpetrators is the belief, particularly held by 
Christians, that abusers can change (Kroeger and Beck, Women 175-92; Miles 101-10). 
Such a belief is for the most part not held by women’s shelters. Noting that at the 
inception of transition houses, a couple of the houses offered services for abusive men, 
Nason-Clark writes, “For the transition house movement, reconciliation of abuser and 
abused is discouraged” (“Conservative Protestants” 116).  
Edward Gondolf cites three levels in the process of changing abusive men: (1) 
denial, (2) behavioral changes, and (3) sustaining change. He notes at level one, “The 
first major task of the clergy is to help the man realize that he is abusive and needs help” 
(102). In other words, “Ministry means confronting” (Adams 89). With any ministry of 
confrontation, a church’s condemnation of abuse needs to be universal and individual 
(Miller 117-28). In confronting the abuser who is in denial, churches need to condemn 
the sin of abuse and befriend the abuser (Adams 92; Kroeger and Nason-Clark 124-30; 
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Miller 138). Paul Hegstrom (a reformed wife abuser) in advising churches to hold the 
abuser accountable writes, “This is where the church can take a stand against spousal or 
partner abuse yet offer support with structure and accountability. This gives hope of 
healing for the abuser” (131).   
At level two, the task of behavioral changes involves separation (if it has not 
already occurred) along with treatment. Here, while keeping in mind separation has 
reconciling qualities for the abuser as well as the family, safety of wife and children come 
first (Alsdurf and Alsdurf 101).   
With regard to level three, the task of sustaining change, Gondolf notes, “The 
clergy may in fact be best equipped to assist the reforming abuser at this level of personal 
transformation” (109). In sustaining change a factor that may give churches a distinctive 
edge is its influence on belief structures. Churches are in the belief business, and 
changing beliefs is critical to changing men’s treatment of women. In Confronting 
Abusive Beliefs: Group Treatment for Abusive Men, Mary Nõmme Russell maintains 
that three relationship beliefs need to be transformed from abusive beliefs to respectful 
beliefs in the lives of abusive men in order to stop abuse: (1) self as central and separate 
needs to be transformed to self as connected, (2) self as superior needs to be transformed 
to self as equal, and (3) self as deserving needs to be transformed to self as mutually 
engaged (8). 
 In restoring the relationship, keeping in mind that the responsibility for 
reconciliation/restoration lies with the abuser (Alsdurf and Alsdurf 101-02), and that 
reconciliation is not always possible or healthy is important. Fortune notes, 
“Reconciliation [original emphasis] does not imply intimacy: it does not necessarily 
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mean the survivor’s going back to the marriage, nor does it mean her automatically 
trusting the abuser again” (Violence 180). If an offender is not willing to deal with his 
sin, he is to be excommunicated from the community of faith (Matt. 18:15-17; Clarke 
80).   
The perpetrator’s confession of sin followed by genuine repentance, justice 
making, and forgiveness are essential to the process of reconciliation, and short-circuiting 
this process only perpetuates the abuse (Fortune, Violence 183). Steven R. Fleming 
explicates the process of reconciliation and repentance as it relates to woman abuse:    
The effort to reconcile must include confession (taking full responsibility 
for the violence without minimizing, denying, or blaming) and repentance 
(seeking professional help that results in permanent replacement of old 
behaviors and attitudes that lead to violence with new and healthy ones). 
(183) 
 
In the reconciliation process, justice making, according to Fortune seeks to (1) 
provide for the needs of the victim, (2) empower the victim, (3) prevent the abuser from 
harming others, and (4) produce right relationships (Violence 180). Forgiveness is the last 
step in the process of reconciliation (173-78). Furthermore, with regard to the sin of 
abuse, forgiveness does not proceed as many Christians believe: 
[Forgiveness does not] pardon the abuse,… deny the abuse,… excuse the 
abuse,… forget the pain of abuse,… deny the anger that was a legitimate 
response to the abuse,… supersede confrontation of the abuser,… [or] 
automatically guarantee reconciliation or trust between the former abuser 
and the survivor. (185)  
 
Because group therapy is the preferred method of treatment (Hampton 240-41; 
Kroeger and Beck, Women 187-88) and most clergy/churches do not have the time, 
energy, or skills to focus on treatment of perpetrators (Kroeger and Beck, Women 187), 
Daniel Jay Sonkin, Del Martin, and Lenore E. Auerbach Walker offer the following goals 
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clergy/churches can support: 
 1. Decrease isolation and develop interpersonal support systems. 
 2. Increase feelings of personal control and power.2 
 3. Increase feelings of self-esteem. 
 4. Increase his responsibility for behavior. 
 5. Increase awareness of the dangerousness of violent behavior. 
 6. Increase acceptance of consequences of violent behavior. 
 7. Increased [sic] awareness of violence in society in general. 
 8. Develop communication skills. 
 9. Develop assertiveness skills. 
 10. Develop stress-reduction skills. 
 11. Develop the ability to empathize with their partners. 
 12. Increase understanding of the relationship between violence and sex- 
             role behavior. 
 13. Develop control over alcohol and/or drug use. 
 14. Achieve/support other individual, couples, or family therapy goals.  
  (90-93) 
 
Summary 
U. S. churches have a unique role to play in the eradication of woman abuse. For 
the most part, they have been found wanting in this area. A factor contributing to 
churches’ inefficacy in ministering to abused women is their perception of woman abuse 
as more of a problem for society at large than a problem within their congregations. The 
reality is woman abuse in the U. S. is as much a problem for local churches as it is for 
society at large. Awakened to the reality of woman abuse and the role it has to play, a 
church can do much toward the eradication of woman abuse in the U. S.  
Theological Issues Regarding Woman Abuse 
Woman abuse often results in a crisis of faith. The following is a discussion of (1) 
the imago Dei and the image of Christ, (2) the imago Dei as theological support in 
ministering to abused women, (3) the image of Christ and the renewal of the imago Dei, 
                                                 
2The goal of increasing feelings of personal control and power (unlike the abuse of power that 
seeks to control others) addresses the abuser’s personal responsibility of being able to control his anger in 
nonintimidating ways.   
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and (4) the image theologies as they inform theologies affecting woman abuse.  
The Imago Dei and the Image of Christ  
Crucial to the treatment of humans and woman abuse are what might be referred 
to as the image theologies (i.e., the imago Dei and its counterpart, the image of Christ). 
Krister Stendahl writes, “We speak about human rights in our politics, but the inviolable 
and sacred nature of humanity in the West is rooted in this idea of the imago dei, the 
image of God” (143). According to Alistair I. McFadyen, the imago Dei is both an is and 
an ought:  
The assertion that we are created in the divine image operates both as an 
assertion of the way things are–an ontological given–and as an ideal 
regulating personal and social conduct. It is both an “is” and an “ought.” 
(8)     
 
Historically, three views of the imago Dei have been prominent: (1) the 
substantive view (also called the substantial or structural view, Grenz 142) focusing on 
God-like qualities/capacities in humans; (2) the relational view focusing on human 
relationships, vertical (God/human) and horizontal (human/human); and, (3) the 
functional view focusing on the human’s God-given role/responsibilities (Erickson 495-
517).   
The substantive view with its emphasis on the locus of the imago, as a God-like 
characteristic or capacity residing within the human being, has historically been the 
dominant view with humanity’s capacity to reason the major candidate for the image 
(Erickson 498). This view consists of numerous interpretations for the image, all of 
which have been extrapolated from texts other than the imago passages recorded in 
Genesis (Gen. 1:26-28; 5:1-3; 9:6). For instance, the Westminster Catechism teaches the 
image consists of knowledge (Col. 3:10), righteousness (Eccles. 7:29), and holiness (Eph. 
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4:24; Boyd 41).   
Along with these rational and moral interpretations of the imago, physical form 
has always been part of the substantive view. Etymologically, throughout the Old 
Testament, ~l,c, (image) has a strong association with the physical realm. Edward M. 
Curtis notes that apart from the imago Dei passages (Gen. 1:26-28; 5:1-3; 9:6) ~l,c, 
occurs twelve times in the Old Testament, and in ten of these twelve instances, it refers to 
a physical representation (389). Though as Emil Brunner states, “we certainly would not 
ascribe to God a corporal nature” (388), the thought of physical form is difficult to 
remove from the imago Dei, and after 1940 the image as physical form grew in 
popularity (see Clines 55-59). To this day physical form enjoys a close relationship with 
the imago Dei. For instance, Kallistos Ware (1996) writes, “Whatever our specific 
theology of the divine image, one thing is surely evident. The body is integral to our 
personhood and central to our life in Christ” (10).     
In settings where God is overwhelmingly referred to in male terms, the physical 
form of the imago can be oppressive. Shirley Gillett relates, “For many [woman abuse] 
survivors, relating to a male image of God is impossible” (108). For Elizabeth A. Johnson 
an overwhelming representation of God as male has somewhat served to stigmatize the 
worth of women and, in turn, open the door for the abuse of women:   
The critique brought by women theologians against the exclusive 
centrality of the male image and idea of God is not only that in 
stereotyping and then banning female reality as suitable reference points 
for God, androcentric thought has denigrated the human dignity of 
women. (443; cf. Clarke 71)  
 
Though God is called “Father” in Scripture, Scripture portrays God as both a 
father (Ps. 68:5) and a mother figure (Isa. 66:13). The Son of God portrays himself in the 
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imagery of a female bird (Matt. 23:37; Luke 13:34). Luke 15 records a triad of parables 
in which male and female concepts are associated with God (Marshall 597-613). In the 
parable of the lost sheep (Luke 15:4-7), God is likened unto a shepherd. Though Luke 
15:4-7 is indicative of a male shepherd, a female association is not impossible for in 
Jesus’ day the care of sheep, like the care of livestock by American farm families, was a 
shared responsibility involving females and males alike. Rachel watered sheep (Gen. 
29:6). Jacob was a shepherd (Gen. 30:31). Immediately following the parable of the lost 
coin (Luke 15:8-10), God is likened unto a woman, and in the parable of the lost son 
(Luke 15:11-32), God is likened unto a father. God is likened then unto both male and 
female personages in Jesus’ teachings. Possibly Isaiah’s depiction of God most 
poignantly associates female attributes with the Divine (see Isa. 42:14; 46:3-4; 49:15; 
66:13).   
By associating female concepts as well as male concepts with the divine, churches 
not only provide congregates with a better understanding of God but they are also taking 
a step in the prevention of woman abuse. A father (Ps. 103:13), a husband (Hos. 2:16), a 
king (Ps. 98:6), a bridegroom (Isa. 62:5), a mother (Isa. 66:13), a pregnant woman (Isa. 
42:14), a midwife (Ps. 22:9), and a mistress (Ps. 123:2), clearly God encompasses 
similarities in keeping with the human male and female alike. Substantively, a church’s 
conveyance of female aspects of the divine along with male aspects is theologically 
sound, and it serves as a correcting agent in the face of a strong historicity of assigning 
male priority to the divine, which has over the years been used by some to foster abuse of 
women.   
The relational view of the imago Dei, in contemporary thought, involves the 
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human’s relationship with God, others, the earth, and self. According to Dunning, “The 
primary relation constituting the imago Dei is humanity’s relation to God, in the sense 
that a person’s right relation to others and the earth is dependent on a right relation to 
God” (45). In keeping with the topic of woman abuse, the following discussion will be 
limited to human/God and human/human relationships.  
The doctrine of the Trinity is crucial to the relational view. In view of the Trinity, 
God exists in relationship. Genesis 1:26 reads, “Then God said, ‘Let us [emphasis mine] 
make humankind in our [emphasis mine] image, according to our [emphasis mine] 
likeness’” (NRSV). Thus, created in God’s image, humanity exists in relationship. 
Juxtaposed to the relational aspect of God, as seen in the pronominal plural of Genesis 
1:26, is the relational aspect of humankind, communicated in the pronominal plural of 
Genesis 1:27: “So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created 
them, male and female [emphasis mine] he created them [emphasis mine]” (Gen. 1:27, 
NRSV). The relational aspect of humans, as Ware reasons, is the image of God:   
If divine being is “a relational being,” then human being is likewise 
relational; and if it is impossible to speak of the being of God “without the 
concept of communion,” then this same concept of koinonia is equally 
essential to all our discourse concerning humankind. God is solidarity, 
exchange, mutual gift; so also is human personhood. Made as we are in 
the image of the Triune God, none of us can realize his or her personhood 
in isolation. (4)   
 
 Though some may raise issue with the concept of the Trinity in Genesis 1:26-27 
(cf. Wenham 27-28), as Ray S. Anderson contends, clearly these verses do indeed 
employ a relational plurality referring first to God and then to man: 
It is instructive that the plural pronoun is used with reference both to God 
and to “man” as created in the image and likeness of God. One must be 
careful about inferring from the plural pronoun here a trinitarian concept 
of God as “three persons,” but there is at least an intentional 
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correspondence in this text between the intrinsic plurality of human being 
as constituted male and female and the being of God in whose likeness 
and image this plurality exists. Genesis 2 elaborates this further in its 
commentary on the existence of the solitary male, terming such an 
existence “not good.” Adam has no fundamental “encounter of being with 
being” in his relationship with the other creatures such as occurs when the 
woman is presented to him as a “being from and for him.” Quite clearly 
the imago is not totally present in the form of individual humanity but 
more completely as co-humanity. (On Being Human 73)   
 
Karl Barth, a major proponent of the relational view, further notes that involving 
more than a plural existence the relational view involves specifically a male/female 
existence: 
What distinguishes him [a human] from the beasts? According to Gen. I, it 
is the fact that in the case of man the differentiation of sex is the only 
different-iation. Man is not said to be created or to exist in groups and 
species, in races and peoples, etc. The only real differentiation and 
relationship is that of man to man, and in its original and most concrete 
form of man to woman and woman to man. Man is no more solitary than 
God. But as God is One, and He alone is God, so man as man is one and 
alone, and two only in the duality of his kind, i.e., in the duality of man 
and woman. In this way he is a copy and imitation of God. (186) 
 
In his comments on Genesis 1:26-27, Gerhard von Rad reasons that sexuality as 
well as the Trinity is of pivotal importance in the relational view:  
Sexual distinction is also created. The plural in v. 27 (“he created them”) 
is intentionally contrasted with the singular (“him”) and prevents one from 
assuming the creation of an originally androgynous man. By God’s will, 
man was not created alone but designated for the “thou” of the other sex.  
The idea of man, according to P, finds its full meaning not in the male 
alone but in man and woman (Pr.). (60)  
 
Finally, Aída Besançon Spencer and William David Spencer provide the 
following exegetical comments in support of the relational view of the imago Dei. 
♦ “Adam” is a “they.” The clause “he created him” is parallel to  
the following clause “he created them” indicating that the ‘him’ is 
synonymous with the “them.” The “Adam” is a “male and a female.”   
♦ The synecdoche “Adam” is a singular which represents the plural  
“male and female.” By having the one “Adam” represent the two  
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“male and female,” the writer has emphasized the essential unity and 
diversity of Adam and Eve. 
♦ Synecdoches emphasize relational values. Thus, if “Adam” is  
made in the image of God then “male and female” have been made  
in the image of God. Conversely, in order to understand God’s nature, 
males and females together are needed to reflect God’s image. The 
image of God is a double image. 
♦ Moreover, the contextual significance for the image of God is  
displayed in relationships. Thus even as the Adam is singular but yet 
plural, so too God is singular but yet plural. God who is One says “let 
us make Adam in our image, according to our resemblance.” Male 
and female reflect the plurality of God as Trinity. The 
interrelationship between male and female symbolizes the 
interrelationship within God. (20-23) 
 
Relationally, God the Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit are one and of 
equal worth. God the Son has no less worth than God the Father and God the Spirit.  
Hence, created in God’s image humans are relational beings of unique and equal worth; 
woman is of the same worth as man. This equality of worth, according to Ronald B. 
Allen, dare not be muddled:   
This verse [Gen. 1:27] demands equality between the female and the male; 
male and female together are created in the image of God. I do not believe 
it is possible for a true biblical theology to be presented if this issue is 
muddled. There is no room in biblical thought that the female is worthy of 
any less dignity than the male. The concept of the image of God in man 
likely involves more than the male-female relationship; but it does 
embrace that relationship. (87) 
   
The functional view of the imago Dei is concerned with the human’s role and 
responsibility in life. Functionally, rather than a representation of God (form), created in 
the image of God, humans represent God (function) in their care and nurture of creation 
(Clines 101; Curtis 390). With the functional view, as D. J. A. Clines relates, the image of 
God is that element in humans that behaves and acts like God:  
The image is to be understood not so much ontologically as existentially: 
it comes to expression not in the nature of man so much as in his activity 
and function. This function is to represent God’s lordship to the lower 
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orders of creation. The dominion of man over creation can hardly be 
excluded from the context of the image itself. (101) 
 
In this view, rather than the proximity of male and female, the focus is on the 
proximity of hd'r' (dominion, rule) as a defining feature of the image. In the Genesis 1 
account of creation, the imago Dei, in verse 27, is sandwiched between two references to 
dominion:  
Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image, according to our 
likeness; and let them have dominion [hd'r'] over the fish of the sea, and 
over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals 
of the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the 
earth.”(Gen. 1:26, NRSV; cf. Ps 8:5-8)  
 
So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created 
them; male and female he created them. (Gen. 1:27, NRSV)  
 
God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and 
fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion [hd'r'] over the fish of the 
sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves 
upon the earth.” (Gen 1:28, NRSV)  
 
From the standpoint of woman abuse, being created in the image of God male and 
female collectively and equally humanity is charged with the responsibility of exercising 
dominion over creation, and the charge of dominion is not that of dominion over human 
beings. Thus, the functional view contains an argument against male domination. 
Prefiguring the Genesis 2 account of creation, the context of dominion in Genesis 1:26-28 
helps militate against the notion by some that in Genesis 2:18 woman as a ADg>n<K. 
rz<[e (“helper equal to him,” Rosenzweig 279) is somehow subordinate to man. Terms 
such as, “help meet” (KJV); “suitable for him” (NASB; NIV); “helper fit for him” (RSV) 
carry a sense of male priority and hence may result in bolstering errant concepts of male 
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domination. Correcting the RSV translation of, ADg>n<K. rz<[e (Gen 2:18), the 
NRSV reads, “helper as his partner.” Possibly too wordy for a translation but better still 
is the concept of “helper as his equal and complementary partner.”    
Churches take another step in preventing woman abuse when they correct errant 
subservient views of rz<[e (helper) associated with Genesis 2:18. First, nothing inherent 
in rz<[e denotes subservience. For example, far from the notion of subservience, rz<[e 
is used with reference to God. In Psalm 146:5-6, God is depicted as a human’s helper 
(rz<[e) and at the same time as “the Lord their God, who made heaven and earth, the 
sea, and all that is in them” (NRSV cf. rz<[e in Ps. 33:20; 115:9-11; 121:2; 124:8; 
Exod. 18:4; Deut. 33:7; 33:26; 33:29). Interestingly, according to Michael L. 
Rosenzweig, “To be an ezer [rz<[e] is to have a Godlike quality” (280).   
Second, various Hebrew lexicons define ADg>n<K. (Gen 2:18) as 
“corresponding to him i.e. equal and adequate to himself” (Brown, Driver, Briggs 617), 
“like his counterpart = corresponding to him” (Holladay 226), “as that which corresponds 
to” (Harris, Archer, and Waltke 550), while recent scholarship leans toward the 
translation of “equal to” (Rosenzweig 279). Functionally, then, male and female as 
created in God’s image are equal complementary partners representing God on earth in 
their care and nurture of creation.  
The Imago Dei as Theological Support in Ministering to Abused Women 
Local churches and woman-abuse literature, with its potential to influence 
churches could profit by incorporating to a greater degree the imago Dei in their 
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discussion of woman abuse. Possibly one reason for its scant appearance in both fields is, 
as Curtis notes, the ambiguity surrounding the meaning of image: 
It is clear that a certain ambiguity is associated with the meaning of the 
terms “image and likeness of God” in these passages in Genesis. It is 
difficult to know whether the author of the material used expressions from 
the tradition that his audience would immediately understand in their 
cultural context, but which we in a vastly different cultural setting lack the 
contextual clues to understand precisely, or whether the author 
deliberately presented these ideas in a somewhat ambiguous way. 
   Because of this ambiguity, interpreters have had to look for clues in the 
context of these passages that might be decisive for determining the exact 
meaning of these descriptions of humanity. Unfortunately, commentators 
have not been able to agree on what the decisive clues are, and the 
interpretation of the image of God has often reflected the Zeitgeist and has 
followed whatever emphasis happened to be current in psychology, or 
philosophy, or sociology, or theology. (389-90)     
 
Having cited no less than five considerations for the meaning of image, Gordon J. 
Wenham concludes, “The above survey indicates the difficulty of determining what 
Genesis understands by the image of God. None of the suggestions seem entirely 
satisfactory, though there may be elements of truth in many of them” (31). The elements 
of truth in the image coupled with the prima facie value of the imago Dei makes it 
essential to the Christian argument on woman abuse (Rosenzweig 277-80). Whether one 
addresses it in general terms or from a particular view (substantive, relational, or 
functional), the imago Dei offers a hope and a help churches can unpack and share in 
their ministry by (1) comforting woman abuse victims, (2) confronting perpetrators of 
woman abuse, and (3) commissioning Christians to do their part in the eradication of 
woman abuse (see McClure and Ramsay 111).  
In general terms the imago Dei assigns worth and dignity to all humans, male 
and female equally. Thus, at the heart of the discussion on woman abuse, the imago Dei 
establishes the worth of males and females alike and lays the foundation for an egalitarian 
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view of male and female relationships. These and other imago Dei features play out 
variously (depending on the circumstance or audience) in church ministry as it relates to 
woman abuse.  
In comforting victims of woman abuse, churches may want to capitalize on Walter 
Brueggemann’s notion that in general the imago Dei is good news, which can have 
special import for woman abuse victims (27). One reason supporting this notion is that 
the text’s (Gen. 1:1-2:4) original audience was exiles (Brueggemann 22; cf. Anderson, 
Self-Care 19-22). Coupling Brueggemann’s “good news insights” on Genesis 1:1-2:4 
with Jesus’ mission statement, “to bring good news to the poor” (Luke 4:18, NRSV), as it 
relates to the release of captives and letting the oppressed go free, Genesis 1:27 can have 
special import for abused women. For instance, Patricia Wilson-Kastner asserts a 
Christian response to victims of sexual abuse begins with the image of God in humans: 
A Christian response [to victims of abuse] begins with a firm affirmation 
of the image of God in each of us through creation. God creates humans in 
the divine image; this resemblance and longing for God is each person’s 
most essential gift. If even sin cannot obscure the divine image in the 
sinner (Wis. of Sol. 2:22-23), then by no means can the evil done to 
someone take it away. The victim may feel evil, destroyed, and deserted 
by God. She or he needs pastoral and theological help to regain contact 
with her or his powerful relationship with God through creation.  
Recovering the sense of God’s presence will restore a core of health and 
wholeness that provides resilience and the power and dynamism for life. 
(105)  
 
In confronting perpetrators of woman abuse, in general the imago Dei maintains 
that a woman’s life is not a trifling matter, but having the same dignity as that of a man a 
woman is to be held in high esteem. Humankind is created in the image of God. Male and 
female equally are accorded sanctity on the basis of the good news posited in the imago 
Dei. Humans are to stand in awe of God’s creation of one another not abuse one another 
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(Gen. 2:18-25).        
In commissioning Christians to take a stand against woman abuse, a proper 
understanding of the context of the imago Dei provides churches with a means for 
correcting mistaken notions (e.g., male priority) sometimes associated with the 
translation of ~d'a'h'¥-ta, (Gen. 1:27) as “man.” Wenham notes, “Whereas v 26 used 
the anarthrous ~da, here in v 27 the definite article ~dah is used, and clearly mankind 
in general, ‘male and female’ not an individual, is meant” (32). Hence  
~d'a'h'¥-ta, in Gen. 1:27 is better translated “humanity, humankind, et cetera” (32). 
For instance, the New Revised Standard Version translates Gen. 1:27, “So God created 
humankind [~d'a'h'¥-ta,] in his image, in the image of God he created them, male and 
female he created them.”    
Though virtually all commentators agree man and woman equally are created in 
the image of God, still a few yet today, in commenting on the imago Dei, propagate a 
“bad news” message of female second-class citizenry thereby opening the door for the 
abuse of women. One case in point is James G. Murphy in his commentary on Genesis 1: 
V 27. Created. Man in his essential part, the image of God in him, was 
entirely a new creation. We discern here two stages in his creation. The 
general fact is stated in the first clause of the verse, and then the two 
particulars. “In the image of God created he him.” This is the primary act 
[emphasis mine], in which his relation to his Maker is made prominent. In 
this his original state he is actually one, as God in whose image he is made 
is one. “Male and female created he them.” This is the second act or step 
[emphasis mine] in his formation. He is now no longer one, but two, the 
male and the female. His adaptation to the head of a race is hereby 
completed. This second stage in the existence of man is more 
circumstantially described hereafter (Gen. ii. 21-25). (70)   
 
Murphy explains why woman was created as secondary act. First, where the 
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creation of male and female at once would be a dualistic expression of the Divine, created 
in God’s image man was created a singular being as an expression of the absolute One. 
Second, the primary creation of an individual man provided a singular centre of human 
life, hence a perfect unity from which all others were derived. Third, installed into the 
garden as its owner, keeper, and dresser, and given review of animals as their rational 
superior, man was prepared to provide sustenance and comfort for his wife and become 
aware of his power to protect her (118).  
A second case in point is Raymond C. Ortlund Jr. in Recovering Biblical 
Manhood and Womanhood. Ortlund views Genesis 1:26-28 as an illusion to male 
headship positing that “God’s naming the race ‘man’ whispers male headship, which 
Moses will bring forward boldly in chapter two” (98). Contrary to Murphy and Ortland, I 
contend the imago Dei is foundational to fe/male equality and as such it anticipates and 
informs theologies pertaining to fe/male relationships.    
In substantivalist terms the imago Dei readily relates to various aspects and 
types of abuse. For instance, physical form has always played a role in the substantive 
view, and substantively physical abuse is the clearest assault upon the imago Dei. With 
the concept of reason as the image, psychological and mental abuse readily factor in, as 
do moral and spiritual abuse, with the concept of righteousness and holiness as the image. 
Consequently, a wholistic approach of the various substantive concepts for the image can 
be helpful in militating against woman abuse. Though not commonly expressed by 
substantivists, Clines argues for just such an interpretation of the imago: 
Man according to the Old Testament is a psychosomatic unity; it is 
therefore the corporeal animated man that is the image of God. The body 
cannot be left out of the meaning of the image; man is a totality, and his 
“solid flesh” is as much the image of God as his spiritual capacity, 
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creativeness, or personality, since none of these “higher” aspects of the 
human being can exist in isolation from the body.…  
   The importance of this understanding of the image is obvious; the value 
of the body is strikingly affirmed. The body has been consistently 
depreciated in Christian theology, under the influence of Platonic, 
Aristotelian, and Stoic conceptions of man as primarily nous, “mind” or 
“reason.” (85-86)   
 
In comforting victims and confronting perpetrators, the imago Dei indicates the 
woman’s body is sacred and man is not to abuse the body of a woman. In commissioning 
Christians to do their part in the eradication of woman abuse, as Clines points out, 
Christianity will want to guard against the tendency to downplay the worth and dignity of 
the human’s physical body. Here Ware’s argument concerning the body in the imago Dei 
doctrine is important:   
Whatever our specific theology of the divine image, one thing is surely 
evident. The body is integral to our personhood and central to our life in 
Christ. It is a “temple of the Holy Spirit” (1 Cor. 6:19) through which we 
“glorify God” (1 Cor. 6:20) and which we offer to Him as a “living   
sacrifice” (Rom. 12:1). All the sacraments of the Church involve the 
body’s participation. Furthermore, unity of soul and body continues into 
eternity, for at the resurrection of the dead on the last day, we shall be 
reunited to our bodies. (10) 
 
In relationalist terms, Jesus Christ is the clearest revelation of God’s relationship 
to the world (e.g., John 3:16). In comforting victims and confronting perpetrators, 
churches are in a position to convey that motivated by love, Jesus Christ, God’s gift to the 
world, lived his life on earth for the purpose of blessing and saving human lives from sin, 
including the sin of abuse. Abuse is a self-serving sin that tears down and destroys lives. 
Jesus Christ gave himself to bless and save lives. Christ’s self-sacrificial lifestyle is not to 
say woman abuse victims have an obligation to sacrifice themselves; such would agree 
with and ultimately promote the sin of woman abuse when sin is the very thing Christ 
came to overcome. Apprised of domestic violence, a proper application of self-sacrifice is 
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for the local church to give itself sacrificially by actively caring for the abused wife and 
confronting the abusive husband. 
 In the framework of God’s relationship to the world, perpetrators of woman 
abuse are to repent of their sin in a manner keeping with the exemplary life of Christ. 
Contrary to the sin of woman abuse and in keeping with the exemplary life of Christ, 
Anthony A. Hoekema provides a definition of the human being’s relatedness: 
Man’s relatedness to others means that every human being should not 
view his or her gifts and talents as an avenue for personal aggrandizement, 
but as a means whereby he or she can enrich the lives of others. It means 
that we should be eager to help others, heal their hurts, supply their needs, 
bear their burdens, and share their joys. It means that we should love 
others as ourselves. It means that every human being has a right to be 
accepted by others, to belong to others, and to be loved by others. It means 
that man’s acceptance of and love for others is an essential aspect of his 
humanness. (78) 
    
In commissioning Christians, the message that human relationship necessitates 
responsibility is paramount. According to Arthur F. Holmes, “If the relational character 
of the human person is one dominant theme that confronts us in Scripture, a second and 
equally dominant theme is that God holds us responsible” (117). Relationally, churches 
see themselves as responsibly connected/involved in the growth and well-being of others. 
Relationally, the sin of woman abuse cannot be tolerated. From the perspective of church 
ministry as it relates to the sin of woman abuse, the relational view has the potential to 
awaken churches to the reality that woman abuse does not happen in a vacuum, behind 
closed doors, nor is it cloaked in a shroud of silence. Woman abuse is a sinful lifestyle 
that reverberates violently throughout all of humanity. Holmes summarizes the effects of 
sin from the standpoint of the relational view:  
In the first place sin, like the sinner, must be viewed within the God-
creation distinction and relation.… In the second place, then, sin cannot be 
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confined to some segment of life but extends throughout its 
relationships.… Sin thirdly, is a pervasive condition of the inner life as 
well as the outer. (122-23; cf. Schwöbel and Gunton 149)   
 
Not surprisingly, Kroeger and Nason-Clark employ the relational view in No 
Place for Abuse (the intervention for this project) writing, “Humanity, made in God’s 
image, must be relational as God is relational, sharing mutual love and joy and 
wholeness” (85). Drawing from the relational view of the imago Dei, in Kroeger and 
Nason-Clark’s thinking, contrary to abuse, a triad of mutual love and joy and wholeness 
are exalted as God-designed characteristics of husband/wife, male/female relations. In 
ministering to abused women, for the relationalist the two greatest commandments are of 
primary concern: “‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all 
your soul, and with all your mind.’ This is the greatest and first commandment. And a 
second is like it: ‘you shall love your neighbor as yourself’” (Matt. 22:37-39, NRSV).   
Love, being as opposite of the concept of abuse as one can imagine, is key to the 
relational view of the imago Dei. As Douglas John Hall notes, “The imago is not … a 
vague and merely mystical thing, but it implies a rather precise ethic, one whose 
foundation and goal is just what we should expect it to be: love” (84). According to 
Dunning, coupled with the concept of love in the relational view of the imago Dei is the 
concept of shalom, again a concept as opposite of the violence associated with abuse as 
one can imagine: 
The word love is not found in the Genesis account, but it is a theme that is 
developed through the “whole tenor of Scripture” and can serve as a 
description of this relation: love for God, love for the other person and 
love for the earth. 
   One of the most significant theological terms in the Old Testament is 
shalom [wholeness]. While commonly thought of as meaning simply 
“peace,” it much more adequately carries the connotation of holistic well-
being, a comprehensive concept that includes all the relationships we have 
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identified. Elmer Martens defines shalom as it is depicted in the garden of 
Eden: “The state of shalom is one of inward and outward peace, material 
and spiritual satiation, harmony of an individual with himself, with nature, 
with the world of people, and clearly with God, the creator.” (47)   
    
Along with love and peace, equality and sexuality are important factors in one’s 
understanding of the relational view. Opening their discussion of chapter 6 (“Man and 
Woman: Dimensions of Their Union”) with the relational view of the imago Dei, Kroeger 
and Nason-Clark lift up equality and sexuality as important factors bearing upon the 
Christian’s countering of woman abuse (85-90). Equality and sexuality are inherent in the 
following statement: “in the image of God he created them; male and female he created 
them” (Gen. 1:27, NRSV).   
In their discussion of the relational dimension of equality, Kroeger and Nason-
Clark write, “A wife who is considered less than her husband cannot bring her full self to 
the marital union, nor can the husband know the joy of full communion” (87). In similar 
fashion Holmes underlines the importance of a husband’s view of his wife as an equal: 
If I relate to my wife as to an object, I to it, then I dominate her and use and 
repress her, and remain closed to what she could be to herself. But if we 
relate to each other as person, subject to subject with trust and openness 
and mutuality [equality], then communication develops, as does friendship.  
This is egalitarian, equal persons equally respected and equally responsible.  
It evokes love, not the eros that desires for oneself, often selfishly, but the 
agapé that gives of oneself in serving the other. Such relationships to other 
persons are the matrix where freedom and responsibility come alive. I 
become my brother’s [sister’s] keeper, and he [she] becomes mine. (113) 
 
Addressing the sexual dimensions with regard to the relational view, Kroeger and 
Nason-Clark write, “The Bible makes a strong differentiation between sex that enriches 
the human spirit and that which degrades it. Scripture speaks candidly of the sordid uses 
to which sex can be put: manipulation and exploitation, violence and aggression” (87). 
Within their discussion on sexual dimensions of the imago Dei as relational, Kroeger and 
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Nason-Clark write, “Abuse of any kind–whether verbal, emotional, physical or sexual–
destroys true intimacy” (88).  
 In functionalist terms the focus of the imago Dei is on human acts in relation to 
their care and nurture of creation as mandated by God in Genesis 1:26-28 (Erickson 508-
10). More recently, however, partly fueled by the Irenaean distinction between 
image/imago and likeness/similitudo, the focus of the functional view has expanded to 
include human activity as it relates to the care and nurture of humans out of respect for 
God’s creation purpose. In Irenaean theology the imago (image), being human nature, 
cannot be lost while the similitudo (likeness), being human supernature present in germ 
form, can be lost, hence the functional necessity for humans’ care and nurture of one 
another as part of the creation whole (Brunner 504-05). Caring for and nurturing a human 
to their fullest God-ordained potential is part and parcel with the functional view of the 
image. Stanley J. Grenz refers to the functional view of the imago Dei as “humankind’s 
divinely given goal and destiny, which lies in the eschatological future and toward which 
humans are directed” (177; cf. Hoekema 96).  
A climatic characteristic of the imago Dei passage of Genesis 1 is that of blessing 
with the creation mandate in Genesis 1:28 being introduced by the declaration that “God 
blessed them” (i.e., male and female). Thus, blessing plays a role in humanity’s care and 
nurture of one another. Walter Brueggemann, Claus Westermann, and Millard J. Erickson 
argue for the human act of blessing as opposed to abuse on the basis of Genesis 1:28: 
The “dominion” here mandated [Gen. 1:28] is with reference to the 
animals. The dominance is that of a shepherd who cares for, tends, and 
feeds the animals. Or, if transferred to the political arena, the image is that 
of shepherd king (cf. Ezek. 34). Thus the task of “dominion” does not 
have to do with exploitation and abuse. It has to do with securing the well-
being of every other creature and bringing the promise of each to full 
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fruition. (Brueggemann 32)   
 
Humanity exercises sovereignty over the rest of creation. The verb used 
here means “subjugate,” and is used particularly of the rule of kings (e.g., 
1 Kgs. 4:24; Ps. 110:2). According to the ancient view, however, there is 
no suggestion of exploitation; on the contrary, the king is personally 
responsible for the well-being and prosperity of those he rules. His rule 
serves the well-being of his subjects. (Westermann 11)   
 
In Genesis 1:26, 28, the Hebrew terms vb:K| (kavash) and hd'r' (radah) 
carry the meaning that man was to exercise a rule over the whole of 
creation similar to the rule which in later times the Hebrew kings were 
expected to exercise over their people. The kings were not to rule for their 
own sakes, but for the welfare of their subjects. When Israel desired a king 
(1 Sam. 8:10-18), God warned them that a king could exploit them. It is 
clear that for one person to dominate others is contrary to God’s will. It 
was God’s will, then that man tend and rule the creation in such a way that 
it would come to realize its full potential; man [humanity] was not to 
exploit it for his own purposes. (Erickson 510) 
 
In comforting victims far from the abuse of women, God’s goal for their lives is 
characterized by blessing. Created in the image of God, human beings are mandated to 
have dominion over God’s created order not dominion over one another (Gen. 1:28). 
Even then, the mandate is one of blessing as opposed to exploitation. Men and women 
being created in the image of God are to be a blessing to one another and all of creation 
that they might live a blessed life.    
In confronting perpetrators one of the objectives of the male life is to be a 
blessing as opposed to being abusive. Where the functional view of the imago Dei has 
associations with kingship, in no way does the context of the creation mandate suggest 
the patriarchal concept that a man is the king of his castle/home. The creation mandate is 
given to male and female collectively. The dominance mandated by God is given to 
humans over the rest of created order as opposed to human over human or male over 
female. With regard to the created order, the dominance mandated by God is to be 
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characterized by blessing as opposed to exploitation and abuse.   
In commissioning Christians to do their part in the eradication of woman abuse, 
three factors consistent with the functional view as it relates to human destiny and the 
concept of divine blessing in Genesis 1:28 are growth, self-awareness, and freedom. 
Along with relationship Ware views growth, self-awareness, and freedom (functional 
concepts) to be the meaning of the image (6-11). Beginning with growth Ware indicates 
churches have a responsibility to promote these three functional factors of the image in 
female and male alike: 
The basic and primary meaning of personhood according to the image and 
likeness of the Holy Trinity … denotes a relationship at once vertical and 
horizontal, with God and with each other [relational view]. But this is not 
all. At the same time it also signifies movement, advance, a continuing 
exploration, an uncompleted journey [functional view]. To be a human 
person is not only to share [relational view] but also to grow [functional 
view]. (6)   
  
Self-awareness in Ware’s framework is that reasoning capacity within human 
beings that offers the world (including oneself) back to God with thanksgiving and praise 
as God’s rightful possession: 
As humans in the divine image, we do not merely live in the world, 
following our instincts; we reflect, and by virtue of this capacity for 
reflection we reshape and refashion the world, endowing it with new 
meaning, giving the creation a voice and rendering it articulate in praise of 
God. “Thine own from Thine own we offer Thee, in all and for all”: 
consciously and by deliberate choice we are capable of offering the world 
back to God in thanksgiving, and in this thanksgiving we become 
ourselves. All this the animals can do only by instinct, spontaneously, and 
without full self-awareness.” (8; cf. Erickson point 1, p. 515) 
 
Freedom, according to Ware, being closely connected with self-awareness is yet 
another meaning of the imago: 
God is free; and so, as human persons made in His image, we also are free.  
God’s freedom is of course absolute and unconditioned, whereas our 
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human freedom is conditioned in a fallen world by heredity, environment, 
our own past sins, and the influence of our unconscious motives. Yet 
despite every limitation, our human liberty continues to be a genuine 
reflection of the divine Trinitarian liberty. (10; cf. Bonhoeffer 37; 
Erickson 517) 
 
Informed by the destiny aspects of the functional view (i.e., growth, self-
awareness, freedom) a church’s ministry to a woman-abuse victim is sensitive to her need 
of personal well-being and growth. For instance, counseling an abused woman to separate 
or even divorce her husband may be within the framework of biblical counsel for the sake 
of her survival as one created in the image of God and as one created with a God-
ordained destiny. Furthermore, when possible, Christian counseling informed by the 
functional view includes confronting the woman abuser as one who is destroying and/or 
diminishing God’s creation purpose in the gift of his spouse as well as the destiny aspect 
of the image of God as it relates to him. Finally, informed by the functional view, 
churches seeking to minister to abused women will help them realize (become self-
aware) that their significance is caught up in the reality that they are created in the image 
of God. A woman’s worth, her dignity, is not based on what her male perpetrator may 
think, or say, or do, but on the irreducible reality that she is created in the image of God 
with a purpose and a destiny of glorifying God.   
The Image of Christ and the Renewal of the Imago Dei 
The Fall corrupted the image. From the perspective of human abuse, relationally 
the Fall set male at odds with female (cf. ashamed nakedness, Gen. 3:7; Adam blames 
Eve, Gen. 3:12) and humans at odds with God (e.g., Adam and Eve hid from God, Gen. 
3:8). The effects of the Fall are universal (cf. Rom. 5:12), and the only solution for the 
effects of the Fall is Jesus Christ (cf. Rom. 5:19). The following is a discussion of two 
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Christological factors influencing a church’s ministry to abused women: (1) the person of 
Christ as restorer of the corrupted image and (2) the ministry of Christ as it relates to the 
oppressed as abused women.  
The person of Christ being fully human and never sinning is the perfect bearer 
of the image of God (Col. 1:15). Where in the first Adam, the image is distorted as a 
result of sin; in the second Adam, the life-giving Jesus Christ, the image in humans is 
restored (1 Cor. 15:21-22, 45-49). God’s purpose in Christ is to conform/transform 
distorted image bearers into the likeness of his Son through conversion which makes 
them new creations (Rom. 8:28-29; 2 Cor. 3:16-18; 5:17). Reginald E. O. White links the 
imago Dei with the image of Christ:  
The new creation is directed towards the same original purpose at which 
the first creation aimed: in Christ God seeks again to make men in his own 
image. As Christ himself is “the brightness of his Father’s glory and the 
express image of his person” [Heb 1:3], “the image of the invisible God” 
[Col 1:15], so the new humanity which derives from him shall bear his 
image. The pattern of the new creation is the likeness of God. (18)  
 
In Christ, fallen human beings become new creations where “everything old has 
passed away” and “everything has become new” (2 Cor. 5:17, NRSV). In Christ the new 
self “is being renewed in knowledge according to the image of its creator” (Col. 3:10, 
NRSV). In Christ the new self is “created according to the likeness of God in true 
righteousness and holiness” (Eph. 4:24, NRSV). In Christ the fallen image is being 
restored to what it was originally and shall be eternally. Adam’s sin (male and female), 
infecting all humans except the humanity of the incarnate Christ, adversely affects all of 
creation; whereas, in Christ the new creation’s destiny is that of eternal sinless perfection 
lived out in the presence of God in a new heaven and a new earth (cf. Rev. 21:1-8).  
The Fall pits humans against God and male against female. Restoring the image, 
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Jesus Christ restores human/divine-human/human relationships, and in so doing Jesus 
Christ wages war against abuse. According to Hoekema, Jesus’ restoration of the imago 
Dei in Christians addresses three relationships: (1) the human’s relationship with God, (2) 
the human’s relationship with other humans, and (3) the human’s relationship with nature 
(73-82). Furthermore, according to Patricia Gundry, Christ’s salvation is a means of 
restoring the human’s fellowship with God and “to unite ourselves with each other again 
as equals” in human/human relationships (88). 
In God’s environment of the new creation, abuse is an abomination. 
Substantively, God’s purpose of sinless perfection in restoring the image through Christ 
includes the purging of abuse. Relationally, God’s purpose in restoring the image through 
Christ is perfect harmony (God/human and human/human oneness) as opposed to abuse. 
Functionally, in opposition to abuse, God’s purpose in restoring the image through Christ 
is perfect care of one another and all creation in one’s service and worship of God.  
The ministry of Christ specifically concerns itself with the salvation and the care 
of the oppressed. A declaration of Jesus’ mission on earth, Luke 4:18-19 (cp. Luke 7:21-
23; Acts 10:38) is programmatic (cf. Fitzmyer 529; Green, Gospel of Luke 207; L. 
Johnson 81; Marshall 177 F.) and crucial to understanding Jesus’ ministry:  
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, 
  because he has anointed me  
      to bring good news to the poor. 
He has sent Me to proclaim release to  
the captives 
  and recovery of sight to the blind, 
      to let the oppressed go free, 
to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor. (NRSV) 
 
 Surely, abused women fit the concept of the poor and its parallel descriptors of 
“the captives, the blind and the oppressed” recorded in Jesus’ mission statement (Luke 
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4:18-19, NRSV). For example, abused women readily identify with the concept of the 
captives (aivcmalw,toij), literally the “prisoners of war.” According to Johannes P. Louw 
and Eugene A. Nida, “In Luke 4:18 aivcma,lwtoj occurs at two levels: (1) in the literal 
sense of “being a captive of war” and (2) in the broader sense of referring to all those 
who are oppressed by foreign domination” (552). Tortured mentally and physically in the 
confines of their homes and fearing reprisals for escape attempts, abused women fit the 
scenario of captives in Luke 4:18. In keeping with this prisoner motif, Paul Hegstrom 
describes woman-abuse victims as being in bondage to male power and control while 
feeling they cannot or must not escape (34). Similarly, clinical psychologist Arnold 
Berkman testifies that the abusive marriage of Francine Hughes had become a horror 
show, “in which she was almost literally imprisoned” (qtd. in McNulty 255). Elizabeth L. 
Beattie and Mary Angela Shaughnessy relate various cases of woman abuse including 
that of a male abuser who imprisoned his wife in that he nailed shut windows and broke 
his wife’s toes so she could not escape (7). Finally, in keeping with the prisoner motif, 
violence, including the possibility of murder, according to Walker, tends to escalate when 
an abused woman tries to escape her abuser: 
The most likely time for a homicide or suicide to occur is at the point of 
separation (Browne, 1987). Fear that a man might kill her, her children, or 
himself is one reason that a woman is reluctant to terminate the 
relationship. Threats to kill are frequently made during the abusive 
incidents. The man’s fear of abandonment is often so great that he believes 
if he cannot have her, no one else can. (“Spouse Abuse” 18)  
  
The blindness (tuflo,j, “unable to see,” Louw and Nida 281) involving abused 
women is multifaceted. Not only are abuse victims often blinded at different stages of the 
abuse by factors such as denial, fear, and false hope, but the world around them, 
including the realm of Christianity, is often blinded to the plight of these women. For 
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instance, I was blind (subconsciously and/or consciously) to the abuse of my biological 
sister. Woman-abuse victims, out of embarrassment and/or fear of reprisal, typically hide 
their abuse, and those around them repulsed by the thought and/or not knowing what to 
do about the abuse tend to remain in the dark. Walker discusses twenty-one myths (blind 
spots) surrounding woman abuse, some serving as “protection against embarrassment,” 
others serving “to protect rescuers from their own discouragement” (Battered Woman 19-
31). A prominent “blind spot” is that “battered women can always leave home”; hence, 
outsiders, including those in the local church, need not involve themselves (29). 
Typically, abuse victims cannot leave because of economic, legal, and social factors, such 
as “learned helplessness” (42-54). 
Finally, abused women readily identify with the oppressed (qrau,w) Jesus came to 
set free. In an article titled, “Victimization or Oppression? Women’s Lives, Violence, and 
Agency,” Martha Mahoney sides for the association between woman abuse and 
oppression as opposed to victimization. Various associations with woman abuse are 
inherent in the Luke 4:18 concept qrau,w. For instance, being a quote from Isaiah 58:6, 
the oppressed (#c;r') in Luke 4:18 is a reference to those who are being crushed (Brown, 
Driver, and Briggs 954). Similarly, Frederic Louis Godet translates the phrase 
avpostei/lai teqrausme,nouj evn avfe,sei (Luke 4:18), “to set at liberty them that are 
bruised” (151). Also, I. Howard Marshall defines qrau,w in Luke 4:18 as “to break, to 
bruise” (184). Society’s focus on the physical aspect of woman abuse tends to read 
physical violence into the Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, and Charles A. Briggs’ definition 
of #c;r', thereby misinterpreting the concept of oppression in its relationship to the 
whole person. Citing the term oppressed as a figurative extension of the meaning “to 
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choke,” Louw and Nida define its root (qrau,w) as “to cause serious trouble to, with the 
implication of dire consequences and probably a weakened state–‘to cause severe 
hardship, to oppress, to overwhelm’” (245). In keeping with Louw and Nida’s 
understanding of the oppressed in Luke 4:18, Richard J. Gelles and Murray Straus report, 
“The pain and suffering endured by battered women are substantial. Our statistical data 
bear out the expectation that women who live amidst violence are compromised in nearly 
every area of their physical and mental health” (136).   
Clearly abused women fit the scenario of the poor, the captive, the blind, and the 
oppressed Jesus Christ came to free. As followers of Jesus Christ, churches are expected 
to carry out the mission statement set forth in Luke 4:18-19. In the face of woman abuse, 
then, churches dare not be silent any longer but reach out to and minister to abused 
women in the name of Jesus by bringing good news to abused women as the poor, by 
proclaiming release to abused women as the captive, by helping abused women as those 
who are the blind that they might see themselves clear of their abuse, and by setting 
abused women free as those who were once oppressed.   
The Image Theologies as They Inform Theologies Affecting Woman Abuse 
Submission, suffering, forgiveness, and family sanctity are theologies impacting 
woman abuse (Kroeger and Nason-Clark 85-117). When considering the effects of these 
theologies, reflection of the image theologies, that is, the imago Dei and its counterpart 
the image of Christ can be helpful. Though the image theologies do not directly address 
woman abuse, being theologically foundational and essential to Christian ethics, the 
image theologies inform theologies affecting woman abuse.  
For instance, having prefaced their discussion of marital union (chap. 6) with the 
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relational view of the imago Dei, Kroeger and Nason-Clark repeatedly argue against 
female submission in favor of gender equality and mutuality (85, 87, 89). Similarly, 
maintaining that submission is a key factor adversely affecting woman abuse within 
Christian homes, James and Phyllis Alsdurf’s comments allude to the functional view of 
the imago Dei in arguing against female submission (89).  
Submission of females to males, viewed variously by churches today, often plays 
a significant role in the abuse of women (see Appendix H). Image theology elements 
promoting mutual submission as opposed to female submission are (1) male and female 
equally created in God’s image, (2) male and female equally mandated to rule over 
creation not one another, (3) contrary to God’s intent, the Fall resulting in male/female 
strife (cf. ashamed nakedness, Gen.3:7; Adam blames Eve, Gen. 3:12) and female 
subordination (Gen. 3:16), and (4) recreated in the image of Christ (Rom. 8:28-29; 2 Cor. 
3:16-18; 5:17) restores gender equality and mutuality. Furthermore, Gundry argues 
Christ’s salvation is a means of restoring humanity’s fellowship with God and “[uniting] 
ourselves with each other again as equals” (88).  
Suffering is another doctrine that frequently misunderstood, serves to keep some 
women in abusive relationships (Clarke 75-77). Counseling an abused woman to bear her 
cross, die to self, follow the example of the suffering Christ, realize God will not give one 
more than one can handle is consistently incorrect, while applying the belief that God 
condemns the sin of abuse and violence is consistently correct. A proper understanding of 
the doctrine of self-denial neither accommodates nor promotes sin but impedes and 
prevents sin, including woman abuse.  
From the perspective of the image theologies: (1) Suffering is not part of the 
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creation account; rather, created in God’s image humanity is occasioned by blessing and 
the divine pronouncement that everything God had made was good (Gen. 1:28, 31); (2) 
Suffering is the result of the Fall (Gen. 3), and Christ’s new creation intent in judgment of 
sin seeks humanity’s release from suffering (Luke 4:16-44); and, (3) Jesus Christ 
repeatedly removed himself from harm’s way until the time had come for his crucifixion, 
which alone secures humanity’s redemption (Luke 4:30; John 7:30; 8:59; 10:39). 
Forgiveness, as perceived and preached by many, often hinders the healing 
process for the abuse victim, the perpetrator, and others (Casey 223-31; Fortune, 
Violence 173; Hylen 147-49; Tracy 220). For instance, forgiveness is often confused with 
various factors adversely affecting woman-abuse victims, such as pardoning, condoning, 
excusing, forgetting, denying, and reconciling, which is then used by some to “restore” 
an abusive relationship (Worthington, Dimensions of Forgiveness 141; Smedes 31-36). 
Forgetting the abuse, and/or restoring the relationship without proper repentance, that is, 
repentance marked by fundamental change, puts the abuse victim at risk, enables the 
perpetrator, and gives the community a false sense of security. Rightly so, many contend 
forgiveness is a process (Fortune, Violence 173-75; Flanigan v; Worthington, Five Steps 
37-39; Meninger 48-72). For instance, as a survivor of marital abuse, Donna Acquaviva 
writes, “In prayer, I have come to understand that sometimes, when we are still in the 
midst of our pain, the best we can do is what Jesus did–ask God to forgive in our stead 
[Luke 23:34]–and then promise that we will continue the process with God’s help” (33).  
Reflecting on the relational view of the imago Dei and the image of Christ, 
forgiveness is neither easy nor cheap. According to Fortune, three steps are necessary 
before a victim of abuse is freed to forgive: (1) rebuking or confronting the offender (see 
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Luke 17:3), (2) repentance marked by fundamental change (see Luke 17:3), and (3) 
restitution, e.g., material provision for restoration of those harmed (see Luke 19:8); 
(Violence 174-75). Keeping with the image of Christ, these three steps are born out in 
Jesus’ statement on forgiveness (Luke 17:3-4) and Zacchaeus’ repentance (Luke 19:8).  
Finally, family sanctity weighs heavily in God’s economy, thus, a husband’s 
abuse of his wife weighs heavily in God’s eyes as opposed to a woman holding her 
family together at every cost. Family sanctity is a basic tenet of the image theologies. The 
concluding verses of the imago Dei passage in Genesis 2 state, “Therefore a man leaves 
his father and his mother and clings to his wife, and they become one flesh. And the man 
and his wife were both naked, and were not ashamed” (Gen 2:24-25). Addressing the 
Pharisee’s question, “Is it lawful for a man to divorce his wife for any cause?” (Matt. 
19:3), Jesus alluded to the imago Dei passages (Gen. 1 and 2) noting that from the 
beginning God made them male and female, and having become one flesh no one is to 
separate what God has joined together (see Matt. 19:4-6).  
In God’s eyes family is very important. Still, as Kroeger and Nason-Clark 
contend, “While family has great importance in Scripture, it is not accorded ultimate 
status” (102). Scripture allows for separation and/or divorce. As Jesus’ statement in 
Matthew 19:9 indicates, exceptional situations call for exceptional measures. Though the 
least desirable option, Jesus allows for divorce in cases of porneia (Matt. 19:9). The 
apostle Paul allows for separation (some say divorce: Conzelmann 119-24; Rienecker 
406; Stott 23-27) when an unbeliever deserts his wife (1 Cor. 7:15). Moses permitted 
divorce because of the hardness of people’s hearts (Matt. 19:8). Abuse, especially, 
physical abuse, can be justifiable cause to consider separation or divorce (Barber 174; 
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Kinnaird 26; Keener 106-09).   
Summary 
Various theological themes impinge upon a church’s ministry to abused women. 
Most important are the image theologies (i.e., the imago Dei and the image of Christ) 
along with submission, suffering, sanctity of family, and forgiveness. Being a way of life, 
a churches’ consideration of these theologies is crucial to their ministry in effectively 
caring for abused women. Sad but true, some theological views have tolerated, even 
promoted, woman abuse.  
The image theologies in particular are crucial to the topic of woman abuse. 
Created in the image of God, women are to be treated with respect and love as opposed to 
being abused. Historically, the doctrine of the imago Dei is characterized by three views: 
the substantive, the relational, and the functional. The substantive view, with its focus of 
the imago residing within the human being, most directly argues against the physical 
aspect of woman abuse. The relational view with its focus on a human’s relationship first 
with God then with fellow humans, most readily factors in the image of Christ and the 
concept of love in arguing against woman abuse. The functional view, with its focus on 
male and female dominion over creation in a context of divine blessing, argues against 
woman abuse while favoring mutuality in personal growth, self-awareness, and freedom.   
Submission interpreted by some Christians as almost exclusively a female 
discipline has accommodated woman abuse. Informed by the image theologies (i.e., the 
imago Dei and the image of Christ), churches can correct such an oppressive view to a 
discipline of mutual submission. Suffering, expressed in such terms as “bear your cross, 
die to self, follow the example of the suffering Christ,” has been misapplied by some in 
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the local church as counsel for abused women; whereas, suffering from the perspective of 
the image theologies is the result of the Fall (Gen. 3). God’s creation intent is that of 
blessing (Gen. 1:22, 25, 28, 31), and Christ’s new creation intent in judgment of sin seeks 
the human’s release from suffering (Luke 4). Sanctity of family, a prominent issue, 
particularly among evangelicals, is problematic for abused women when the primary 
responsibility for family harmony and cohesion are attributed to the wife as God’s 
homemaker, and marriage is proclaimed a lifelong existence. Contrary to the male 
breadwinner/female homemaker model, the imago Dei model of marriage presents male 
and female as equals functioning equally over creation, and at times, in God’s wisdom 
separation, even divorce, becomes an option for abused women. Forgiveness, as 
perceived and preached by many in the local church setting, has hindered rather than 
helped the healing process for abused women. Anything but a simple act, forgiveness is a 
process requiring repentance on the part of the perpetrator marked by fundamental 
change and restitution before consideration of restoration of fellowship or reunion of a 
relationship. Churches serious about woman abuse will want to revisit these theologies to 
gather and proclaim more appropriately their implications for comforting victims, 
confronting perpetrators, and commissioning Christians for the eradication of woman 
abuse.    
Review of No Place for Abuse 
 An in-depth review of the book No Place for Abuse is salient at this point because 
it functioned as the independent variable for this study.   
Woman abuse in the United States is a crisis that tends to set secular caregivers at 
odds with local churches. Citing patriarchy and subordination as the “seeds of wife 
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abuse,” R. Emerson and Russell Dobash maintain, “This structure and ideology 
[patriarchy and subordination] can be seen most starkly in the records of two societies 
that provided the roots of our cultural legacy, the Romans and the early Christians” (33-
34). More and more Christians are supporting this premise. For instance, Alsdurf and 
Alsdurf state, “The connection which many battered women make between their ability 
to suffer violence from their husbands and their Christian commitment reflects, we 
believe, what is widely taught within evangelical churches about the submission of 
women in marriage” (82). In view of the claim that churches are part of the problem, the 
chances may seem slim that churches can become part of the solution in eliminating 
woman abuse.   
Kroeger and Nason-Clark argue that not only can churches play a role but 
churches also have a responsibility in stopping woman abuse. Recognizing the complex 
nature of woman abuse and reflecting on the evangelical Church, through No Place for 
Abuse, Kroeger (a church historian) and Nason-Clark (a sociologist) challenge Christians 
to stand in opposition to woman abuse, to promote nonviolent family living, and to work 
in tandem with secular caregivers to eliminate woman abuse. Along with sociological 
evidence revealing the prevalence and severity of woman abuse, including a penetrating 
look at woman abuse in Christian homes, a primary contribution of this work is its 
discussion of various doctrines in relation to woman abuse, such as the patriarchy and 
subordination cited by Dobash and Dobash.    
 The first four chapters of No Place for Abuse address the prevalence of woman 
abuse in the world and churches at large while the last nine chapters of the book present a 
biblical basis for and a discussion of relevant theologies in condemning woman abuse. 
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The last chapter challenges churches to take their rightful place among secular caregivers 
in spreading a message of hope and healing to female victims. The final 20 percent of the 
book is a compilation of six appendixes: (1) God Speaks Out against Abuse: Scripture 
Passages & Principles, (2) Scriptures That Condemn Abuse & Offer Comfort to Victims; 
(3) Intervention Resources for Pastors, (4) Educational Resources, (5) Bible Studies for 
Groups, and (6) Resources for a Congregation. 
 Reading No Place for Abuse can be painfully convicting. Utilizing global 
statistics the authors clearly demonstrate the sorry phenomenon that woman abuse is no 
small matter around the world, including woman abuse in the United States. 
Compounding the pain is the reality of woman abuse in evangelical homes. According to 
Kroeger and Nason-Clark, though no multinational studies providing specific statistics on 
the prevalence of woman abuse among evangelical believers exist, evidence that woman 
abuse occurs in evangelical homes is all too common (19). In support of this premise and 
operating under the belief “that once people of faith and church leaders have been 
confronted with the wrenching reality of the prevalence of violence, they will want to do 
something about it” (41), the authors provide examples throughout the book of woman 
abuse in evangelical settings. Along with the prevalence of woman abuse, topics such as 
why men abuse and why women remain in abusive relationships, how churches might 
respond (including a list of unhealthy responses) in caring for abused women, along with 
confronting perpetrators make up the first two chapters of the book.   
Readers under conviction for churches’ failure to minister to abused women are 
encouraged in the third chapter to learn that contrary to a number of woman-abuse 
studies, pastors actually do more than pray with victims and then send them back to their 
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homes. Also a factor involving churches that is insightful and significant for the 
elimination of woman abuse is data that clergy are one of the few groups who report 
having counseling access to male perpetrators. In short, churches have a prominent role 
to play in preventing and eliminating woman abuse, but at the same time churches need 
to come to terms with the reality of woman abuse in Christian homes and the reality that 
the problem is too big and too complex to be tackled by churches alone. Consequently, 
along with an inventory for “Ensuring Care and Compassion in the Congregational 
Setting,” chapter 4 seeks to build bridges between churches and secular caregivers in 
eliminating woman abuse.   
 Reading No Place for Abuse can also be doctrinally challenging. As with the 
abolition of slavery, woman abuse challenges churches to examine certain doctrines.  
Comprising nine of the book’s thirteen chapters, the theological discussions housed in 
chapters 5-13 make up the book’s primary contribution to churches, in particular, and to 
woman-abuse literature in general. For churches to minister effectively to abused women 
and to become a dynamic force in stopping woman abuse, they need to be aware of 
relevant doctrines and understand their effect.  
Of first importance is the knowledge that siding with the oppressed, God opposes 
the oppressor. Not only is the female victim hurt by the perpetrator’s abuse, but the 
perpetrator himself is adversely affected in his relationship with God and others. 
Furthermore, woman abuse, having a generational component to it, harms the couple’s 
children. Marriage, affording the most intimate of human relationships, is in God’s 
economy intended to be a lifelong male-female relationship between equals, 
characterized by mutual respect and sharing. Thus along with marital rape, not always 
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viewed as part and parcel with sexual abuse, is the use of manipulation or coercion 
(common in Christian homes). 
A common misinterpretation of Scripture having devastating effects for victims of 
woman abuse is the teaching that a wife’s suffering brings her husband to a saving 
knowledge of Jesus Christ. In reality, the thinking that suffering domestic violence is 
redemptive serves to keep women in abusive relationships while enabling their abusers to 
carry on in their sin. According to Kroeger and Nason-Clark, rather than an exhortation 
for wives to endure abuse, submission in 1 Peter 3:1-4 “involves scrupulous fulfillment of 
all legitimate obligations of marriage while upholding freedom to serve Christ. The aim is 
not subordination but conversion, not by enabling what is wrong but by persisting in what 
is right” (95). Also of interest here is the authors’ comments on Sarah’s obedience to 
Abraham (1 Pet. 3:6) and Jesus as the Christian’s example (see chap. 7). 
Challenging to the family nostalgia popular in America’s Christianity is the 
revelation of God at work in some of the most dysfunctional families imaginable, 
including separated and divorced families. Piggybacking the Christian’s fascination with 
the ideal family is the reality that denying, ignoring, or minimizing woman abuse for the 
sake of holding a family together obstructs the work of the Holy Spirit. “The Scriptures,” 
Kroeger and Nason-Clark maintain, “offer the hope of healing for troubled families, but it 
requires honesty, faith, hard work and the support of the believing community” (101).   
In the context of America’s quick-fix society, some elements of forgiveness and 
repentance that will undoubtedly be disturbing but nevertheless needful considerations in 
the context of woman abuse are the realities that forgiveness is a hard road, and  
forgiveness does not necessarily mean reconciliation. Forgiveness, rather than a simple 
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act of human will, is a gift of enablement from God. Repentance is the reality of a 
changed lifestyle. According to Kroeger and Nason-Clark, “Too often Christians demand 
that others forgive immediately, before it is appropriate or advisable, before there can be 
adequate contrition, reflection or amelioration” (113). Besides rushing forgiveness, five 
other errors commonly associated with woman abuse are (1) denial, (2) concealment, 
secrecy and silence, (3) presuming on God’s protection, (4) discouraging a victim from 
finding shelter, and (5) boycotting available resources.   
Amid these challenges is the good news that abusers can change. Therein, 
however, the reader discovers yet another challenge, that is, change for perpetrators of 
woman abuse does not come easily. Though tempting, helping abusers escape the 
consequences of their sin can be counterproductive. To date, group therapy and tough 
love are the most productive means for the transformation of attitudes in perpetrators of 
woman abuse. Violence is not to be tolerated. Abusers cannot properly hold church 
offices, and Christian perpetrators unwilling to change are to be excommunicated (Matt. 
18:17).     
Finally, churches are faced with the challenge of divorce as it relates to cases of 
woman abuse. Though divorce is clearly the least desirable option, divorce is, 
nevertheless a biblical option that may be necessary in wife-abuse cases. While the first 
half of Malachi 2:16 reports the Lord’s hatred of divorce, the second half of Malachi 2:16 
reports the Lord’s hatred of “a man’s covering his wife with violence as well as his 
garment.” Common in cases of wife abuse, seven other things the Lord hates according to 
Proverbs 6:16-17 are “haughty eyes, a lying tongue, and hands that shed innocent blood, 
a heart that devises wicked plans, feet that hurry to run to evil, a lying witness who 
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testifies falsely, and one who sows discord in a family” (NRSV). Insightful and crucial to 
the divorce issue are the authors’ discussions of the breaking of the marriage covenant 
and the meaning of Jesus’ use of porneia in Matthew 5:32 and 19:9.  
Summary 
Though at times painfully convicting and doctrinally challenging, reading No 
Place for Abuse can ultimately be rewarding, as the closing statement of the book 
contends: 
The Bible consistently pronounces God’s judgment on those who use their 
power to inflict suffering on others. Conversely, great blessing is promised 
to those who use their power to alleviate the oppression and suffering of 
others. How will we respond to the challenge? (Kroeger and Nason-Clark 
143)   
 
Great reward awaits those willing to rise above the pain of conviction and meet 
the doctrinal challenges presented in this book in relation to woman abuse. The testimony 
of Mary Nella Bruce, whose small church rose to the occasion by establishing refuge 
houses for abused women and their children, is a case in point:  
The Jubilee House and the WellSpring House helped us grow in our faith 
as a local church. We could see in visible and dramatic ways the results of 
our standing with the oppressed, abused, widows, and orphans. We heeded 
the words of James, “Religion that is pure and undefiled before God, the 
Father, is this: to care for orphans and widows in their distress, and to keep 
oneself unstained by the world” (James 1:27 NRSV), and we discovered 
that when you set yourself on the side of the weak, God makes you strong. 
(173)   
 
In overcoming the pain and wrestling through the challenges presented by No 
Place for Abuse and to keep from becoming defensive or entertaining the notion that 
evangelical bashing is occurring here, the reader does well to remember the preface, 
which notes that this book was born out of a request before the Women’s Commission of 
the World Evangelical Fellowship (WEF): 
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The Women’s Commission of the WEF was asked to form a task force on 
violence against women and to consider how the evangelical church 
worldwide could offer compassion and healing to [woman abuse] victims.  
What is the extent of the problem of abuse? How are evangelical churches 
responding to the suffering caused by violence in the home? What 
theological principles can help the church offer hope in the midst of crises, 
to families both inside and outside the fold? (8)    
   
 My only regret in reading this book is the same I have in reading woman-abuse 
literature in general, that is, the imago Dei, the most crucial of doctrines in dealing with 
human abuse, is but a mere mention in the space of the book’s two hundred pages. 
Essentially the whole of the imago Dei doctrine is contained in a single sentence where 
Kroeger and Nason-Clark write, “In the creation story, male and female are made equally 
in the image of God, as woman is drawn from the very substance of man, to share his 
dreams, his intellect, his emotions, his spirituality” (85). This description is much too 
short as the imago Dei is the prima facie theology supporting non-abusive human 
relationships (see Clines 53; Henry 546; Matthews 164). 
Methodology 
Utilizing the book No Place for Abuse, this research project revolved around the 
central route of persuasion. Persuasion research argues for two routes in changing 
people’s attitudes: the central route and the peripheral route. The central route is defined 
by Myers as “one that marshals systematic arguments to stimulate favorable thinking” 
(150) while the peripheral route is “one that provides cues that trigger acceptance without 
much thinking” (151). Both routes have the potential to change attitudes, however, 
studies indicate that the central route of persuasion will result in attitudes being (1) more 
accessible in that they are more readily called to mind, (2) more stable over time, (3) 
more resistant to challenge, and (4) more predictive of a person’s attitude-relevant 
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behavior (Petty, Cacioppo, Strathman, and Priester 117-18).   
The book No Place for Abuse was chosen particularly as this project’s 
intervention because of its theological content. Various theological themes impinge upon 
churches in their understanding of, concern for, and care of abused women. The book’s 
discussion of theological themes relating to woman abuse, having favorably impacted 
seminarians in this study, will likely prove helpful to churches, especially as a resource 
for clergy and church leaders in ministering to abused women. Consequently, the 
researcher-designed questionnaire in this study sought to measure, through a pre/posttest 
design, such theological themes as divorce and family sanctity, suffering, submission, 
and forgiveness in relation to woman abuse. The reading-posttest was administered 
relatively soon after participants had read the intervention to ascertain the truest measure 
of the book’s impact apart from further input (e.g., other woman-abuse resources) or 
outside motivation (e.g., peer discussion).  
Following this posttest, participants wrote and submitted a three-page Personal 
Reflection Paper (PRP) on their reading of No Place for Abuse. These PRPs were a 
requirement for CD615 course readings (assigned or recommended). Though overlaps 
exist, the assigned writing guidelines for the first page of the PRP correlates most readily 
with the reader’s knowledge regarding the text’s topic. The second page correlates most 
readily with the reader’s affect regarding the text’s topic, and the third page correlates 
most readily with the reader’s intent regarding the text’s topic. A keyword/concept 
analysis of these Personal Reflection Papers was performed to identify aspects of the 
book that appear to have most impressed participants as well as aspects that expand upon 
participants’ perceived attitudinal changes measured via the reading-posttest. Following 
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the participants’ writing of their PRPs, a writing-posttest was administered to determine 
if this reflective writing exercise furthered attitudinal change. If the results of the reading-
posttest indicate the book had a positive impact in changing attitudes toward woman 
abuse and the results of the writing-posttest indicate that the reflective writing exercise 
also positively impacted participants in further changing attitudes toward woman abuse, 
then agencies desiring to use this book, possibly as a training resource, may want to 
consider use of a similar PRP exercise as part of their training program. Finally, 
participants listened to a lecture primarily based on No Place for Abuse, which was 
followed up by a lecture-posttest to determine any further attitudinal change as a result of 
the lecture, and to ascertain the overall effect of the intervention.   
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN OF STUDY 
Woman abuse in the United States is of epidemic proportions (Shalala). 
Conservatively, one in four women in the U. S. has suffered some form of physical abuse 
at the hands of a male intimate at least once in their life (Shalala). The prevalence of 
woman abuse is evidenced in every segment of society whether educationally, racially, 
economically, or religiously. All U. S. churches have in their midst women who have 
personally experienced abuse whether in the past or the present (Adams 11). Abused by a 
male intimate, these women tend to distrust and fear males including Jesus Christ. On the 
one hand, abused women believe they cannot trust the Son of God, but on the other hand, 
they long to trust him. Jesus Christ, of course, longs to minister to these women. Abused 
women in particular fit the purpose statement of Jesus’ mission: “to bring good news to 
the poor … to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the 
oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor” (Luke 4:18-19, NRSV). 
Churches that are willing and prepared to minister to abused women are in a position to 
effect a change for Christ for a significant portion of society.   
Scripture is the medium for preparing churches to minister Christ to the world at 
large, yet review of woman-abuse literature demonstrates that some Christian theologies 
(traditions) can actually contribute to woman abuse (Adams 103-14; Bussert 55-66; 
Clarke 61-85; Kroeger and Nason-Clark 41-45). For example, some churches have 
admonished abused women to remain in an abusive relationship as a self-sacrificial way 
of life (Adams 108; Clarke 74-77).   
Today’s woman-abuse epidemic is just cause for churches to take another look at 
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various doctrines relevant to this topic. Nevertheless, as the account of Luke 4:28-29 
testifies, churches are not always open to a renewed vision of existing theologies. 
Considering a number of current theologies, the purpose of this research was to evaluate 
the effectiveness of No Place for Abuse in improving knowledge, affect, and intent in 
preparing Asbury Theological seminarians for ministering to abused women. If the book 
proves effective in this seminary setting, then it could hold promise for church leadership 
in general.   
Research Questions 
The book No Place for Abuse is primarily a sociological/theological study on 
woman abuse, that Kroeger and Nason-Clark believe will have an overall positive effect 
upon its readers, particularly Christian leaders, for ministering to abused women: 
Our purpose in writing this book is to challenge the evangelical Christian 
community to listen to the voices of women from around the world– 
including their own backyard–talk about the violence they have 
suffered.… We believe that most Christian people, when provided with 
both the biblical teaching condemning violence and social science data 
about its consequences, will want to do something about it. (13-14)  
 
Targeting change effect (the effect of the intervention in changing attitudes), as a 
result of reading No Place for Abuse, this project raised three research questions.  
Research Question #1  
What perceived changes occurred in the participants’ knowledge, affect, and 
intent toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse as a result of reading the book 
No Place for Abuse? A pretest and identical posttest questionnaire were used to establish 
perceived changes as a result of participants reading the book No Place for Abuse.  
Research Question #2 
 What perceived changes occurred in participants’ knowledge, affect, and intent 
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toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse as a result of their overall interaction 
(reading, writing, and lecture) with No Place for Abuse? A comparison of the pretest with 
the lecture-posttest, the final posttest in this project was used to establish perceived 
changes as a result of participants’ overall interaction with No Place for Abuse.  
Research Question #3  
What aspects of the book No Place for Abuse appear to have impressed 
participants with regard to their knowledge, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it 
relates to woman abuse? An analysis of three-page personal reflection papers submitted 
by participants as a requirement for course readings in “Discipleship Development in the 
Family” (CD615) was used for this purpose. 
Participants 
The subjects for this study were a self-selected group of Asbury Theological 
Seminary (ATS) seminarians enrolled in the course, “Discipleship Development in the 
Family” (CD615). CD615 students are an appropriate sample for this study for the 
following reasons. First, as a course, CD615 focuses on the relationship of the local 
church to the home in bringing about mature Christian discipleship in the family. A 
crucial aspect of the course for this study is its focus on “contemporary threats to family 
life and the emerging needs of the family” (Asbury Theological Seminary 92). Second, 
Asbury Theological Seminary is self-described as an evangelical institution. The 
intervention, No Place for Abuse, addresses evangelicals in particular (Kroeger and 
Nason-Clark 13). Third, as seminarians these students are most likely teachable, but at 
the same time, having sought out an evangelical seminary for study, most are carrying 
some of the theological baggage No Place for Abuse challenges. Fourth, as seminarians 
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most of these students are preparing to serve as clergy, counselors, Christian educators, 
youth ministers, church leaders, etc. If No Place for Abuse positively impacts these 
participants, then No Place for Abuse may have a similar impact upon practicing clergy, 
counselors, Christian educators, youth ministers, and church leaders. 
Methodology 
This project was a single-group evaluative study in the quasi-experimental mode 
utilizing a time-series design. Identical questionnaires were administered during the 
course of the fourteen-week study to measure perceived changes in participants’ 
knowledge, affect, and intent toward woman abuse as a result of their encounter with the 
book No Place for Abuse. The study began with a pretest (O1) to establish a baseline 
reading of participants’ attitudes toward woman abuse. Following the pretest, participants 
read No Place for Abuse (X1) at their discretion. Ten weeks later a reading-posttest (O2) 
was administered. Participants then wrote a three-page personal reflection paper (X2) on 
No Place for Abuse, which was analyzed to identify specific aspects in the intervention 
impacting them. Two weeks after these papers were collected, a writing-posttest (O3) was 
administered, and participants listened to a lecture (X3) primarily based on No Place for 
Abuse. Concluding the project, a lecture-posttest (O4) was administered one week after 
the lecture presentation (see Table 3.1).  
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Table 3.1. Single-Group Time-Series Design 
 
O1  X1  O2  X2  O3  X3  O4 
Pretest O1 – Questionnaire 
Treatment X1 – Reading No Place for Abuse 
Reading-Posttest O2 – Questionnaire 
Treatment X2 – Writing Personal Reflection Paper 
Writing-Posttest O3 – Questionnaire 
Treatment  X3 – Lecture 
Lecture Posttest O4 – Questionnaire 
 
 
 
The intervention’s goal in this project was that of fostering change in knowledge, 
affect, and intent in preparing church leaders to minister to abused women. The test 
group, composed of seminarians enrolled in “Discipleship Development in the Family” 
(CD615) as taught by Dr. Chris Kiesling, was self-selected on the basis of their 
submitting a completed pretest questionnaire, which also served as a means of their 
consent to be participants in this study. To encourage participation in the project, the 
intervention, No Place for Abuse, was (1) a recommended course reading for CD615 and 
(2) a free gift to CD615 class members volunteering to participate in the project.  
The questionnaires were color coded (white–pretest, yellow–reading-posttest, 
green–writing-posttest, and blue–lecture-posttest) for ease of operation in recording data. 
Upon each administration the pre/posttests were individually enclosed in envelopes along 
with number two mechanical pencils for distribution. Following completion of each 
pre/posttest, the group was directed to check that their personal code was entered 
correctly and that each item was answered by circling the response they had chosen. The 
group then enclosed their pre/posttests (completed or not) in the envelopes used for 
distribution and passed them in for collection. Those completing the pre/posttests chose 
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to participate in the study. Those who did not complete the pre/posttests chose not to 
become participants in the study or following the pretest administration, participants may 
have dropped from the study. Participants kept the mechanical pencils as gifts for their 
participation. 
With the distribution of the pretest, participants received a methodology handout 
(see Appendix B), and a research study description handout (see Appendix C). With the 
distribution of the reading-posttest, participants received a personal reflection paper 
writing guidelines handout (see Appendix D). Having been distributed, each of these 
handouts was explained in detail at the appropriate time (either before or after the 
administration of the pretest and reading-posttest), and I gave the opportunity for 
participants to ask questions. I described each pre/posttest at the time of its administration 
and emphasized that the study was entirely voluntary. Finally, I gave instructions for the 
formation of personal codes.  
To begin the project, Dr. Kiesling introduced me and the study to the class. I then 
thanked him and the class for the opportunity to share the project with them, distributed 
and administered the pretest, and upon collecting the pretest envelopes invited all 
participants to take a copy of No Place for Abuse at the close of the day’s class. Each 
copy of No Place for Abuse contained a bookmark providing counseling information, if 
needed, as a result of a participants’ encounter with the intervention (see Appendix F). To 
conclude the project, I thanked Dr. Kiesling and the class for their participation and 
invited all study participants to take a copy of the Study Bible for Women as a gift 
(Kroeger, Evans, and Storkey).         
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Variables 
The independent variable for this study was the book No Place for Abuse 
authored by Kroeger and Nason-Clark, who are respected for their knowledge of and 
experience in the field of woman abuse. The study also involved three dependent 
variables: participants’ cognition, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it relates to 
woman abuse. A number of organismic variables (gender, age, marital status, education, 
denominational background, ministry status, previous abuse experience, and previous 
NPFA knowledge) were placed in the demographic section of the pretest questionnaire to 
avoid confounding of variables. For instance, demographic input may be found to 
indicate a relationship between gender and participants’ response to a cognitive item on 
the questionnaire concerning “family sanctity.” Perceived changes in cognition, affect, 
and intent were determined using an identical, researcher-designed pre/posttest five-point 
Likert questionnaire and, as a means of expanding upon data received via the 
questionnaire, I did an analysis of participants’ written personal reflection papers on their 
reading of No Place for Abuse. 
Instrumentation 
The instrumentation for this study was twofold: a researcher-designed 
questionnaire followed by analysis of written Personal Reflection Papers. Using identical 
questions, the questionnaire was used for the pretest and three posttests. Only the pretest 
had a demographic survey.  
Questionnaire  
Focusing on various issues raised through the review of woman-abuse literature 
(particularly that of No Place for Abuse), the questionnaire was designed to measure 
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cognition, affect, and intent with regard to church ministry as it relates to woman abuse. 
Table 3.2 lists the numbered items on the questionnaire according to their respective scale 
of measurement (see Appendix A for item text). The total range of responses for this 
questionnaire was thirty-one to 155. The range of cognitive scores was ten to fifty. The 
range of affect scores was eleven to fifty-five. The range of intent scores was ten to fifty. 
I conducted a pilot test to ascertain the questionnaire’s understandability and ease of use. 
 
 
Table 3.2. Primary Orientation of Items Listed by Subscales3 
 
Primary Orientation Cognitive Items Affect Items Intent Items 
Sociological 31, 44   
Christian Ministry 17, 19 15, 18, 21, 23, 24, 28, 34, 40, 43 
11, 12, 22, 25, 27, 
32, 33, 38, 39, 41, 42 
Theological:    
   Forgiveness 14, 29   
   Sanctity of family 13, 20, 37 35  
   Submission 36 30  
   Suffering 26 16   
 
 
  
Personal Reflection Paper  
 A requirement of CD615, project participants submitted a written three-page 
personal reflection paper on their reading of No Place for Abuse according to the writing 
guidelines set forth in the handout, Personal Reflection Paper Writing Guidelines (see 
Appendix D). A natural bridge exists between the three-page contents of the personal 
reflection paper assigned in CD615 and the three dependent variables (knowledge, affect, 
and intent) being measured for perceived change as a result of participants reading No 
                                                 
3 Factual items 9 and 10 were not included in the subscales.   
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Place for Abuse. That is, knowledge most readily applies to the personal reflection paper 
contents of page one, affect most readily applies to the personal reflection paper contents 
of page two, and intent most readily applies to the personal reflection paper contents of 
page three. For the purpose of analysis, I was given a copy of each participant’s personal 
reflection paper with regard to their reading of No Place for Abuse. The cover pages of 
these personal reflection papers contained the participants’ research codes as opposed to 
their names.    
Data Design and Collection 
The main source of data collection for this project was the researcher-designed 
questionnaire composed of three sections: a section for composition of the participants’ 
research codes, a section collecting demographic data, and a survey testing participants’ 
knowledge, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse. The 
questionnaire was designed in response to literature reviewed in conjunction with three 
variables (cognition, affect, and intent) in measuring change effect, as a result of reading 
the book No Place for Abuse. Written by a church historian and sociologist respected in 
the study of woman abuse, No Place for Abuse is described by its subtitle as Biblical and 
Practical Resources to Counteract Domestic Violence (Kroeger and Nason-Clark). With 
the exception of factual items (9 and 10), which focus on the prevalence of woman abuse, 
the questionnaire used a five-point Likert scale with the following assigned intervals: 1. 
Strongly Agree, 2. Agree, 3. Neutral, 4. Disagree, 5. Strongly Disagree. Identical in their 
makeup (the demographic section was not repeated on the three posttests), a selected 
response scale was used to enhance internal reliability (see Wiersma 181). 
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Confidentiality and Anonymity  
Confidentiality and anonymity were assured through a code composed of the first 
letter of the participant’s father’s first name, the first letter of the participant’s mother’s 
first name, and the typical double-digit numbering system for the month followed by the 
day of the participant’s birth. Phone numbers for national and local, secular and Christian 
domestic violence counseling were provided on the questionnaire with instructions to 
record them in some available place (see Appendix A) and on a bookmark inserted in 
each copy of the book No Place for Abuse (see Appendix F).  
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
 Being an epidemic, woman abuse is a reality affecting every church in the U. S. 
Utilizing a time-series design, this study evaluated the impact of No Place for Abuse 
(NPFA) on participants’ perceived attitudes (cognition, affect, and intent) toward church 
ministry as it relates to woman abuse. This chapter presents the findings of the study. 
First, I describe the demographic characteristics of participants. Second, I report the 
results from the quantitative and qualitative data analyses as related to the study’s 
research questions.   
Profile of Participants 
 Forty-one (N=41) seminarians participated in this study by completing four 
questionnaires (pretest, reading-posttest, writing-posttest, and lecture-posttest). Also, a 
total of thirty-eight personal reflection papers were analyzed for the purpose of 
identifying aspects of NPFA that affected perceived attitude change toward church 
ministry as it relates to woman abuse. Of the forty-one participant sample, two did not 
submit personal reflection papers, and a third paper was not coded so it was removed 
from the data set. Having completed all the tests (pretest and three posttests), these three 
participants were not dropped from the sample. Table 4.1 displays the demographics for 
this project in the order of their appearance on the questionnaire (see Appendix A). 
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Table 4.1. Demographic Characteristics (N=41) 
Characteristic n % 
Gender   
Male 17 41.5  
Female 24 58.5  
Age   
20-29 29  70.7  
30-39 8  19.5  
40-49 3  7.3  
50-59 0  0.0  
60-69 1  2.4  
Marital Status    
Single 22  53.7  
Married 18  43.9  
Separated 0  0.0  
Divorced 1  2.4  
Remarried 0  0.0  
Widow 0  0.0  
Widower 0  0.0  
Education   
Public High School 30  73.2  
Religious High School 8  19.5  
No Answer 3  7.3  
Secular College 18  45.0  
Religious College 22  55.0  
Secular Graduate 2  100.0  
Religious Graduate 0  0.0  
Secular Post Graduate 0  0.0  
Religious Post Graduate 0  0.0  
Student Status   
1st Year 21  51.2  
2nd Year 11  26.8  
3rd Year 5  12.2  
4th Year 3  7.3  
Audit 1  2.4  
Study Area4   
MA-CE & Pastoral Counseling 1  2.4  
MA-Christian Education 14  34.1  
MA-Counseling 1  2.4  
MA-Pastoral Counseling   1  2.4  
MA-Pastoral Counseling & CE 1  2.4  
MA-World Mission/Evangelism 2  4.9  
MA-Youth Ministry & Christian      
Leadership 1  2.4  
MA-Youth Ministry 5  12.2  
MDiv 10  24.4  
MDiv/MA-Counseling 1  2.4  
                                                 
4 MA = Master of Arts, MDiv = Master of Divinity, CE = Christian Education 
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Table 4.1. Demographic Characteristics (N=41), continued 
 
MDiv/MA-Pastoral Counseling 4  9.8  
Denomination   
Assemblies of God 2  4.9  
Baptist 1  2.4  
C&MA 1  2.4  
Church of the Brethren 1  2.4  
Church of God (Anderson) 1  2.4  
Free Methodist 2  4.9  
Lutheran (ELCA) 2  4.9  
Nazerene 4  9.8  
Pentecostal Holiness 1  2.4  
Presbyterian 3  7.3  
United Methodist 16  39.0  
Wesleyan 2  4.9  
Nondenominational 3  7.3  
Unaffiliated 2  4.9  
Ministry Status   
Pastor  4  9.8  
Sunday School Teacher 3  7.3  
Bible Study Teacher/Leader 1  2.4  
Worship Leader 2  4.9  
Christian Counselor 1  2.4  
Youth Minister/Worker 2  4.9  
None 20  48.8  
Other 8  19.5  
Previous Woman Abuse5   
Yes = Know a Victim 33 80.5  
No = Do Not Know a Victim 8 19.5  
If yes, relationship to abuse victim:   
Abused Mother 3  7.3  
Abused Father 1  2.4  
Self 2  4.9  
Spouse 0  0.0  
Sister 1  2.4  
Brother 1  2.4  
Female Friend 23  56.1  
Male Friend 3  7.3  
Other 15  36.6  
None 8  19.5  
NPFA6 Background Information   
Previously Read NPFA 0 0.0  
 
 
                                                 
5 If answered yes, the participant knows an abuse victim, if answered no, the participant does not 
know any abuse victims. 
6 NPFA = No Place for Abuse 
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Demographically, five factors are worthy of comment. First, the gender ratio for 
this sample is inconsistent with that of the ATS population (see Asbury Theological 
Seminary 274). With twenty-four females participating and seventeen males, the fe/male 
gender ratio for the sample is approximately three to two (3/2). By contrast the fe/male 
gender ratio for ATS is approximately one to two (1/2). Assuming females are more 
empathetic toward the topic of woman abuse, this difference could account for some of 
the success attributed to NPFA; however, nothing in the data indicates the females in this 
study are more empathetic toward woman abuse than the males.  
For instance, contrary to the notion that females are more apt to share the reality 
of their abuse with females rather than with males (cf. Beaman 111-32; Nason-Clark 
“Religion” 521-22), in this study the number of males who personally knew a female 
friend who had been physically abused was virtually the same as that of the number of 
females who personally knew a female friend who had been physically abused. For this 
study ten males (58.8 percent of the males in this sample) and thirteen females (54.1 
percent of the females in this sample) reported they personally knew a female friend who 
had been physically abused. This finding may have implications for the way churches 
approach ministry to abused women. With no significant difference demographically, 
possibly gender is not as much of an issue for a woman sharing the reality of her abuse as 
is a person’s or community’s openness to the topic.  
Second, age could be a factor contributing to the success of NPFA. The 
impressionableness of youth coupled with recent events (e.g., impact of the women’s 
liberation movement, focus on violence in America, and the O. J. Simpson/Nichole 
Brown case) could have influenced the effect of NPFA. About 70 percent (70.7) of those 
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involved in this study were between 20 to 29 years of age. The average age for those 
attending ATS is 33. By comparison another 20 percent (19.5) of those involved in this 
study were between the ages of 30 and 39. With 90 percent falling into the category of 
the second and third decades of life, this was a relatively young sample. Though possibly 
age would have been a factor in this study had more respondents been in the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth decades of life, again for this sample (three in their 40s, none in their 50s, and 
one over sixty), no significant difference occurred as a result of participant age.  
Third, with regard to student status and study area, over one-half of the 
participants (51.2 percent) in this study were first year students and another quarter (26.8 
percent) were second year students. In other words, for most in this study, a few years 
will elapse before they are engaged in full-time ministry, and as one respondent noted, 
“The difficulty in accessing whether or not the authors were successful in attaining their 
goal is in having a method for determining if the readers gave pure intellectual/emotional 
responses, or if the readers are actually driven to action.” With 48 percent (48.7) pursuing 
degree plans in the area of Christian Leadership (MA–Christian Education, MA–Youth 
Ministry, and MA–Christian Leadership) and 24 percent (24.4) pursuing a Masters of 
Divinity degree, most will enter positions of Christian Leadership.  
Fourth, regarding previous woman-abuse experience, with thirty-three 
participants (n=33) reporting they personally knew a total of forty-nine abuse victims, 80 
percent (80.5) of this sample had previous knowledge of at least one victim of physical 
abuse. More telling, the category of “Female Friend” was markedly the largest group of 
known abuse victims. That is, over one-half (56.1percent) of those reporting they 
personally knew at least one abuse victim considered the victim they knew to be a female 
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friend. In other words, for this sample of Christians ample opportunity exists for 
ministering to abused women. By contrast, only three of those reporting they personally 
knew an abuse victim considered the victim they knew to be a male friend, a figure 
keeping with the adult gender ratio of physical abuse victims for the U. S. (see Adams 7). 
The category of “Other” was markedly the second largest group of known abuse victims 
for this sample. A catch-all phrase, this category may have included a proportionately 
high number of females (e.g., relatives, neighbors, fellow employees, church attendants, 
and others).  
Also of interest with regard to participants’ previous experience with abuse is the 
finding that of the twenty-four female participants in this study, only one reported to have 
been physically abused. This finding is inconsistent with the national average that one in 
every four adult women in the U.S. has been physically abused at least once in their 
lifetime. The homogeneity of the study group (i.e., seminarians, age, and singleness) may 
be a contributing factor to this finding. Nevertheless, this low rate of woman abuse 
prevalence may be accounted for by participants’ level of religious commitment and/or 
that within their family backgrounds (see Newton 32-34; cf. Allport and Ross 434).  
Fifth, none of the participants in this study had read NPFA prior to this study. Yet, 
having read the book as the study’s intervention, most (68.3 percent and 43.9 percent 
respectively) considered it (1) to be helpful/successful in meeting its goal to “challenge 
the church to stand up in opposition to violence against women” (Kroeger and Nason-
Clark 9) and (2) to be in keeping with the objectives of CD615 (see Appendix I). A 
cursory reading of the thirty-eight reflection papers written by participants suggests 
woman abuse was a study welcomed by these seminarians and one that was considered 
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appropriate training in their preparation for church leadership. Though one cannot predict 
the book’s actual impact on church ministry as it relates to woman abuse, and though this 
study did not take into consideration participants’ training and/or experience with other 
woman-abuse resources, the fact that none of the participants had previously read NPFA 
coupled with the significant impact of the book underline the importance of this or some 
other woman-abuse resource as part of seminary education.   
For the most part, demographics did not play a role in the effect of NPFA. A 
bivariate correlation matrix was generated between the demographic variables and the 
subscales of cognition, affect, and intent across the four administrations of the 
intervention. With two exceptions, relationships between the demographic variables and 
the subscales were not significant, possibly due to the homogeneity of the sample in 
terms of their training and belief systems toward church ministry as it relates to woman 
abuse. Of those interactions that were significant, married participants were slightly more 
likely to score higher on the cognitive scale after reading NPFA than all unmarried 
subjects (p<.05). Also, participants who knew a female friend who had been physically 
abused were more likely to score higher after reading the book and writing a personal 
reflection paper on the book in contrast to all other demographic categories pertaining to 
participants’ previous experience with abuse (p<.03 and p<.02 respectively).  
Results from Researcher-Designed Questionnaire 
This study was a single program of training with four intermittent test 
administrations: (1) a pretest serving as a baseline, (2) a reading-posttest for measuring 
perceived changes as a result of participants reading NPFA, (3) a writing-posttest for 
measuring perceived changes as a result of participants’ reflection upon NPFA, and (4) a 
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lecture-posttest for measuring perceived changes as a result of participants interacting 
with a lecture primarily based on NPFA. As such, this study sought to evaluate the effect 
of No Place for Abuse with regard to three research questions.  
Reliability of Instrument 
The questionnaire used in this study was researcher-designed and based primarily 
on the material in NPFA (see Appendix A). A five-point Likert-type scale was employed 
to measure participants’ perceived attitude change via three subscales: cognition, affect, 
and intent. From the perspective of woman abuse, positively directed items were those 
favoring a strongly agree response while negatively directed items were those favoring a 
strongly disagree response. Negatively directed items (9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
22, 26, 29, 36, 37) were reverse scored to correspond with positively directed items for 
each of the three subscales. The stability for each item remained constant over the three 
measures at the Cronbach alpha level of .7 or higher (see Table 4.2).  
 
 
Table 4.2. Reliability of Scales 
Scales a 
Cognition .75 
Affect .75 
Intent .81 
 
 
Analysis of Results 
Research question one asked, “What perceived changes occurred in the 
participants’ knowledge, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it relates to woman 
abuse as a result of reading the book No Place for Abuse?” First, participants’ factual 
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awareness of the prevalence of woman abuse in church settings was measured using two 
items on the questionnaire: item 9, “In my estimation the percentage of adult women (18 
yrs. or older) attending my church who have been physically abused at least once in their 
lifetime is,” and item 10, “In my estimation the percentage of adult women (18 yrs. or 
older) in American society who have been physically abused at least once in their lifetime 
is.” According to paired t-test calculations, the means for all administrations of the 
posttest on these two items were significantly different from the pretest (p=.000). 
Participants learned information about the prevalence of woman abuse as a result of 
reading NPFA, and the information learned held across all measures (see Table 4.3).  
 
 
Table 4.3. Estimated Prevalence Rate of Woman Abuse in Church Settings 
Administrations Mean Response 
Estimated 
Prevalence 
Rate 
Significance 
Pretest cf. Pretest 2.58 6-10% 
Reading-posttest 
p=.000 Reading-posttest 3.38 11-25% 
 
 Writing-posttest 3.40 11-25% 
Pretest cf. 
Lecture-posttest Lecture-posttest 3.43 11-25% 
p=.000 
            *p<.05 significant difference between treatments 
 
 
An analysis of variance [ANOVA] was calculated to determine whether or not 
significant changes occurred between each administration of the researcher-designed 
questionnaire (see Table 4.4). The null hypothesis was rejected. A significant difference 
exists between administrations of the pretests and the three posttests for cognitive (F[3, 
114]=22.39, p<.05), affective (F[3, 114]=6.84, p<.05), and intent scales (F[3, 
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114]=10.99, p<.05). Significant changes in thought, feeling, and intent occurred over the 
course of the treatment.  
 
 
Table 4.4. Differences among Administrations (ANOVA Sphericity Assumed) 
  Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p* 
Cognitive 381.25 3, 114 127.08 22.39 0 
Affect 146.38 3, 114 48.79 6.85 0 
Intent 152.74 3, 114 50.92 10.99 0 
*p<.05 significant difference between this treatment and previous treatment 
 
 
Research question two asked, “What perceived changes occurred in participants’ 
knowledge, affect, and intent toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse as a 
result of their overall interaction (reading, writing, and lecture) with No Place for 
Abuse?” While the ANOVA reported that a significant change in cognition, affect, and 
intent had occurred over the course of treatment, it did not indicate the locations of those 
changes; therefore, a series of paired t-tests were calculated post hoc to determine the 
location of significant changes. Table 4.5 shows that for all three scales, significant 
change took place between the pretest and the reading-posttest–cognitive, t(39)= -6.48, 
p<.05; affective, t(39)= -4.02, p<.05; intent, t(40)= -4.26–between the pretest and the 
writing-posttest–cognitive, t(39)= -5.61, p<.05; affective, t(39)=-4.02, p<.05; intent, 
t(38)= -4.15, p<.05–and between the pretest and the lecture-posttest–cognitive, t(40) = -
5.52, p<.05; affective, t(39) = -2.55; intent, t(39)= -3.64, p<.05. No significant changes 
were reported between reading-posttest and writing-posttest, between reading-posttest 
and lecture-posttest, or between writing-posttest and lecture-posttest for all three scales.  
  
       
Table 4.5. Paired Samples Test 
           
         PAIRED DIFFERENCES 
  95 % Confidence
Interval of the 
Difference
    Mean SD
Std. 
Error 
Mean 
Lower Upper           t df Significance (2-tailed) 
 Pair 1             PCOG–RCOG -3.70 3.61 .57 -4.85 -2.55 -6.48 39 .00 *
 Pair 2             
             
              
              
             
PCOG–WCOG -3.30 3.72 .59 -4.49 -2.11 -5.61 39 .00 *
 Pair 3 PCOG–LCOG -3.54 4.10 .64 -4.83 -2.24 -5.52 40 .00 *
 Pair 4 RCOG–WCOG .21 2.79 .45 -.70 1.11 .46 38 .65
 Pair 5 RCOG–LCOG .00 3.49 .55 -1.12 1.12 .00 39 1.00
 Pair 6 WCOG–LCOG -.30 2.38 .38 -1.06 .46 -.80 39 .43     
 Pair 7 PAFF–RAFF -2.45 3.86 .61 -3.68 -1.22 -4.02 39 .00 *
 Pair 8 PAFF–WAFF -1.73 4.27 .68 -3.09 -.36 -2.55 39 .02 *   
   
            
           
            
 Pair 9 PAFF–LAFF -1.88 4.65 .74 -3.36 -.39 -2.55 39 .02 *
 Pair 10 RAFF–WAFF .72 2.68 .43 -.15 1.59 1.67 38 .10 
 Pair 11 RAFF–LAFF .58 3.20 .51 -.45 1.60 1.14 39 .26 
 Pair 12 WAFF–LAFF -.10 3.70 .59 -1.30 1.10 -.17 38 .86     
 Pair 13 PINT–RINT -2.49 3.74 .58 -3.67 -1.31 -4.26 40 .00 *
 Pair 14            
  
            
            
         
   
 PINT–WINT -2.21 3.32 .53 -3.28 -1.13 -4.15 38 .00 *
 Pair 15 PINT–LINT -2.13 3.69 .58 -3.31 -.94 -3.64 39 .001 *
 
 Pair 16 RINT–WINT .23 2.51 .40 -.58 1.04 .58 38 .57
 Pair 17 RINT–LINT .28 2.57 .41 -.55 1.10 .68 39 .50
 Pair 18 WINT–LINT .03 1.81 .29 -.56 .61 .09
 
38
 
.93
 
    
*p<.05 significant difference between this treatment and previous treatment  
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These results support that the location of significant change happened between the 
pretest and all posttests. The negative direction of the t-statistics reflect the anchoring of 
Likert-scale responses so that “strongly agree” was coded with “1” and “strongly 
disagree” was coded with a “5.”  Evidently, the writing exercise and the lecture exercise 
reinforced change as a result of reading NPFA, but in and of themselves the writing and 
lecture administrations did not result in any additional significant change. 
 Research question three asked, “What aspects of the book No Place For Abuse 
appear to have impressed participants with regard to their knowledge, affect, and intent 
toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse?” A keyword analysis of three-page 
personal reflection papers submitted by participants as a requirement for course readings 
in “Discipleship Development in the Family” (CD615) was used for this purpose. As a 
result of this keyword analysis, three cognitive categories were identified: (1) awareness 
knowledge, (2) theological knowledge, and (3) critical knowledge. Regarding affect, six 
categories were identified: (1) a sense of shock, (2) a sense of anger, (3) a sense of 
conviction, (4) a sense of inadequacy, (5) a sense of grief, and (6) a sense of 
encouragement. Regarding intent, four categories were identified: (1) comforting victims, 
(2) confronting (ministering to) perpetrators, (3) commissioning churches, and (4) 
continuing personal growth. Percentages in this section are determined on the basis of the 
thirty-eight (N=38) personal reflection papers submitted by participants (see Table 4.6). 
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Table 4.6. Impact of Aspects of Book (N=38)  
 
Aspects of Book n % 
 
Cognitive7 
  
Awareness knowledge   
      Prevalence of Woman Abuse8 26 68.0 
      Woman Abuse Comprehension 28 73.7 
      Church Response Awareness 30 78.9 
Theological Knowledge   
      Family Sanctity 12 31.6 
      Divorce 20 52.6 
 Critical Knowledge   
      Deemed Book Helpful/Successful 28 73.7 
Affective9   
      Shock 16 42.1 
Anger 4 10.5 
Conviction 11 28.9 
Intent   
Comforting Victims 15 39.4 
Confronting Perpetrators 2 5.2 
Commissioning Churches 13 34.2 
Continuing Personal Growth 
 
13 
 
34.2 
 
 
 
 
 Three cognitive categories (awareness knowledge, theological knowledge, and 
critical knowledge) were identified as a result of a keyword analysis of participants’ 
personal reflection papers. Regarding awareness knowledge, the authors’ use of statistics 
and life stories of abuse was crucial in heightening participants’ knowledge of abuse in 
churches and society at large. Of the 38 personal reflection papers submitted, 26 
participants (68.4 percent) directly cited abuse statistics and life stories as impacting their 
awareness of the prevalence of woman abuse in churches and society at large. A typical 
                                                 
7 Cognitive aspects not recorded on this table but commented on in the text are those occurring at 
n≤10 or 25 percent. 
8 Though not a part of the cognitive scale and, hence, quantitative analysis, “Prevalence of woman 
abuse” is cited here as a factor of qualitative analysis because it is factual knowledge. 
9 Affect aspects not recorded on this table but commented on in the text are those occurring at n<4 
or 10 percent. 
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response to the abuse statistics and life stories is that of participant MP1109: 
The authors’ purpose in writing this book is to challenge evangelical 
Christian community to listen to the voices of women from around the 
world including their own backyard talk about the violence they have 
suffered. The authors were successful in accomplishing this purpose by 
the use of the true stories and the sobering statistics.  
 
 Along with a greater awareness of the prevalence of woman abuse in the U. S., 
using various descriptors (i.e., articulate, aware, broaden view, convince, discern, 
enlighten, eye-opening, inform, insight, light, know, perception, perspective, really think, 
realize, reinforce, reveal, seen, show, understand), twenty-eight participants (73.7 
percent) credit NPFA with enlarging their comprehension of the subject. A typical 
response in this area is that of participant SM1028: “I feel now that I understand more 
clearly the effects of abuse on the entire family unit and structure.”  
Of particular interest to thirty participants (78.9 percent) was their heightened 
awareness regarding church responses to woman abuse. Along with a commanding 
percentage of participants noting their increased awareness in this area, a number of 
personal testimonies by participants supported the authors’ presentation of churches’ poor 
response in ministering to abuse victims in general. Relating her own experience of 
emotional and verbal abuse by her spouse, participant AM0726 states, “He listened to 
them [Crisis Center] (and would not have listened had I gone to some church for 
counseling), prayed and began to drastically change his ways.” Concerning an 
acquaintance of hers, participant DR0629 relates that even though a pastor knew of a 
sexual abuse incident involving a female child, to her surprise “they did totally nothing 
instead they were protecting the abuser instead of the abused in order to keep their names 
clean for both the church and home.” Concerning a wife abuse incident, FM0910 reports, 
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“I saw a church and a pastor that was [sic] not prepared to deal with this abuse, mostly 
because of lack of training.” Concerning sexual abuse of a female child, participant 
JK0426 relates, “My sister never received any kind of counseling or support from the 
church. I think that part of the reason why she does not go to church is that she has never 
addressed what happened to her and the church failed to help her do that as well.” 
Concerning an abusive father, participant MD0308 writes, “One particular area of 
reflection I kept focusing on while reading this book was the lack of action and support 
from our church.” Herself and her mother physically abused by her father and her church 
aware of the situation, participant MP1109 writes, “I can remember no one from our 
church or neighborhood helping us through this time and definitely no one coming to 
confront my father about his unacceptable behavior.” Addressing violence in her 
extended family, participant RB0423 relates, “My mom’s father beat my grandmother 
and every child besides my mom. There was a church located less than a mile down the 
road and in the small place they lived in, I have to surmise that some Christian 
somewhere knew what was going on. There was never any help, though.” Aware of wife 
abuse involving his paternal grandparents, RS0606 relates, “My grandfather’s father was 
a Free Methodist preacher, which sent the whole thing underground.” Regarding child 
abuse of her best friend, TL0513 notes, “Their family has always been in the church, and 
her father has never been confronted about it.” Speaking of a missionary’s daughter raped 
by another missionary’s son, participant WS0201 relates, “The worst part for her is that it 
was never dealt with or even acknowledged in a processing way.” Finally, eight 
participants (21.1 percent) noted they were unaware of the topic of woman abuse being 
addressed from the pulpit in the churches they have attended.  
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Regarding theological knowledge, a number of participants commented on one or 
more of the theologies discussed in NPFA as impacting woman abuse. Of the thirty-eight 
participants, one participant (2.6 percent) mentioned suffering, three (7.9 percent) talked 
about submission, seven (18.4 percent) spoke of forgiveness, twelve (31.6 percent) 
indirectly (family idealization) or directly (staying together at all costs) cited family 
sanctity and twenty (52.6 percent) addressed divorce.  
Participants repeatedly noted they found the authors’ presentation of divorce to be 
the most challenging theologically. Of the twenty personal reflection papers where 
divorce occurred as a keyword, fifteen (39.4 percent of submitted personal reflection 
papers) were authored by females who for the most part agreed with the book’s position 
of divorce being a biblical option for abused women; whereas, of the five males (13.2 
percent of submitted personal reflection papers) two opposed the book’s position on 
divorce and favored separation to divorce.  
Two participants (5.2 percent) indicated NPFA had little or no impact on them 
theologically. Reflecting upon the book, JA0128 relates, “My theological views were not 
really changed, but my convictions to better assist those in abused relationships are 
stronger.” Also JC0106 relates, “I do not believe that there were any aspects of this text 
that challenged me theologically.” Interestingly, both JA0128 and JC0106 note they 
agreed with the authors’ discussion on divorce. In the end, although a number of 
participants commented on the various theological issues in the book, apart from further 
analysis one cannot say whether NPFA had a meaningful theological impact on the 
participants in this study and if so which theologies impacted participants. 
Regarding critical knowledge, twenty-eight participants (73.7 percent) expressed 
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that they thought NPFA was helpful and/or successful. Six participants (15.8 percent) 
deemed the book to be helpful, along with one participant who focused on troubling 
features of the book and would have liked more discussion on such topics as (1) 
emotional and verbal abuse, (2) husband, child, and elder abuse, and (3) churches who 
were responsive (as opposed to unresponsive) to woman abuse. These six participants 
also mentioned two topics they believed were somewhat of a hindrance: (1) the authors’ 
position on divorce, and (2) the downplaying of forgiveness. In other words overall 
participants viewed NPFA to be helpful and/or successful with some wanting more 
discussion on a limited number of related topics. Participants particularly appreciated the 
appendixes, and most felt NPFA fit well with the course objectives of CD615.  
Six affective categories (a sense of shock, anger, conviction, inadequacy, grief, 
and encouragement) were identified as a result of a keyword analysis of participants’ 
personal reflection papers. Shock appears to have been the most pervasive emotional 
response of participants’ interaction (n=16; 42.1 percent) with the intervention. Utilizing 
context and combining a number of synonyms (alarming, amazed, appalling, astounding, 
disturbing, frightening, hard to grasp, mind-boggling, overwhelming, shocking, 
staggered, startling, and surprising), many participants were shocked by the material in 
NPFA. Three factors contributed to participants’ shock: (1) abuse statistics in general, (2) 
abuse statistics involving churches, and (3) inappropriate church responses pertaining to 
woman abuse. Along with shock, four (10.5 percent) noted they were angry (furious, 
blood boils, intense anger) as a result of poor responses of churches toward woman 
abuse. SM1028 cited a sense of grief as result of poor responses of churches toward 
woman abuse. At the other end of the spectrum, DN0526 felt defensive as a result of the 
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book’s presentation of clergy “encouraging couples to stay together no matter what,” and 
GE0728 was irritated as a result of the book doing “a fair to poor job of treating the 
abuser as a person in need of help rather than just demonizing him.” 
Conviction was another emotional response cited by participants (n=11 or 28.9 
percent) in the writing stage of this study. Having read NPFA, a number of participants 
used terms related to conviction or spoke from a context of conviction. BV0616 and 
DN0205 seemed to speak from a context of guilt regarding their past responses to women 
they knew to have been in abusive relationships. After reading the intervention, SK0521 
and TD0622 were bothered (troubled) by their present lack of awareness of any abused 
women. Being blessed with a good marriage, DN0526 spoke out of a conviction of 
responsibility related to the concept “To whom much is given, much is required.” 
WB0730 was convicted about her nonconfrontational manner. Five of the participants 
were convicted (convinced, challenged) that they and/or their churches must become 
more responsive (e.g., take action, publicly address) toward woman-abuse issues.  
Less frequently expressed than a state of shock occasioned by anger and 
conviction were participants’ feelings of inadequacy, grief, and, finally, encouragement. 
After reading NPFA, three (7.8 percent) were left with some sense of inadequacy. Three 
(7.8 percent) grieved (heart breaking, wept, sickened, hurt) over women’s suffering and 
pain, and three (7.8 percent) were encouraged as a result of reading NPFA. A participant 
who is also a female survivor of child and adult abuse was “pleased [emphasis mine] to 
see the authors’ zero tolerance toward abuse in chapter eleven.” Another considered 
herself blessed as one living an abuse-free childhood and marriage, also a third 
respondent felt affirmed in her views on abuse.  
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Four intent categories (comforting victims, confronting perpetrators, 
commissioning churches, and continuing personal growth) were identified as a result of a 
keyword analysis of participants’ personal reflection papers. In comforting victims (i.e., 
abused women), fifteen participants (39.4 percent) stated they intend to seek out present 
and/or future ways to minister to abused women. Responses varied from keeping handy 
the reference lists provided in the book to establishing a center for ministering to abused 
women. Evaluating written contexts, as individuals, participants intend (1) to keep handy 
the various reference lists provided in NPFA for the purpose of helping abused women, 
(2) to be advocates of some support group to help abused women, (3) to be available to 
listen and talk to abused women, (4) to feed and fellowship with abused women, (5) to 
reconnect with a known abused woman from the past, (6) to tell abused women they do 
not have to put up with abuse, and (7) to minister in tangible ways to abused women. 
Ministering more on a community level, participants intend (1) to counsel abused 
women, (2) to develop action plans for ministering to abused women, (3) to put small 
groups in place to minister to abused women, (4) to establish a survivor’s group, and (5) 
to establish a center for abused women. 
 In confronting perpetrators of abuse, with only two (5.2 percent) noting they 
would do so, participant intentions appear to have diminished considerably in comparison 
with their intentions for comforting victims and commissioning churches to take an active 
stand against woman abuse. Desiring to cultivate a ministry responding to the issue of 
woman abuse, a participant reports, “I want this to be a ministry that not only assists the 
female, but also biblically confronts the husband and seeks to help him as well.” Possibly 
avoiding confrontational language, GS0319 reports, “I am committed more than ever 
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before to minister to those who abuse.” Along with the two who noted they would 
confront perpetrators of woman abuse, WB0730 noted she was convicted stating, “My 
non-confrontational manner allows me to show compassion to the oppressed, but rarely 
do I take a risk and stand against the oppressors. However this book laid out some 
possible ways of addressing the problem with the abuser and still loving them.” 
 With regard to commissioning churches to respond to woman-abuse issues, 
thirteen participants (34.2 percent) commented on the role of a preaching and/or a 
teaching ministry addressing woman abuse. Four (10.5 percent) want to establish some 
form of a woman abuse ministry team, and two participants (5 percent) want to establish 
an emergency fund for abused women. Four participants (10.5 percent) spoke of woman-
abuse training for clergy and/or congregations. Three participants (7.8 percent) wrote 
about the importance of making woman-abuse literature available to congregates. One 
spoke of developing church resources regarding woman abuse. One spoke of bringing 
about positive change regarding woman abuse to the local church. One spoke about 
making the local church a safe place. Along with the concept of commissioning churches, 
nine participants (23.6 percent) spoke of the need of churches partnering in some fashion 
with secular organizations to combat woman abuse. One of them advocated secular 
training of local pastors while all the others focused on an awareness of secular resources 
to help churches in their care of abused women.  
 Finally, twenty-three participants (60.5 percent) noted their desire for continuing 
personal growth with regard to the topic of woman abuse. Thirteen participants (34.2 
percent) spoke of continuing their educational process with regard to woman abuse, 
whether via self-education or outside training. Eight participants (21.1 percent) focused 
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on living a nonviolent lifestyle for themselves and/or their families. One focused on being 
sensitive to woman abuse first at home and then society at large. One spoke of moving 
beyond fear to compassion for abused women. One spoke of maintaining a willingness to 
help abused women.  
Summary of Findings 
Four major findings resulted from this study: (1) as a reading exercise, NPFA had 
a significant impact on participants’ attitudes; (2) this impact remained throughout the 
study; (3) NPFA had a significant impact on participants’ awareness of the prevalence of 
woman abuse in church settings; and (4) though not quantitatively proven at this level of 
study, qualitatively NPFA played an important role, with regard to participants’ 
responses toward churches’ inadequacy in ministering to abused women. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 Being an epidemic in the United States, woman abuse has implications for 
churchgoers and society at large. Clergy are aware of the problem, but many if not most 
are uncertain how to respond to the problem, hence, the need for books like No Place for 
Abuse (NPFA). This study evaluated the effect of NPFA on seminarians’ attitudes toward 
church ministry as it relates to woman abuse to ascertain its potential as a resource. The 
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) argues that reading (a central route of persuasion) 
will likely foster enduring attitudes and beliefs of persons who are analytically minded 
and who are sufficiently motivated toward a given topic (Petty, Cacioppo, Strathman, and 
Priester 113-47). As predicted by the ELM, the results of this study were favorable. 
Consequently, having a positive effect on the sample in this study, NPFA may be one of 
the resources clergy are looking for to help them combat woman abuse and enable them 
to minister more effectively to abused women (Alsdurf 183).  
Major Findings Summary 
This study resulted in three major findings. First, review of quantitative findings 
indicates participants’ view of the prevalence of woman abuse in church settings changed 
significantly. Initially, participants estimated the prevalence rate of woman abuse in 
church settings to be between 6 and 10 percent and the prevalence rate of woman abuse 
in society at large to be between 11 and 25 percent. Following the reading of NPFA, 
participants viewed the prevalence rate of woman abuse in church settings to be between 
11 and 25 percent and the prevalence rate of woman abuse in society at large to be 
between 11 and 25 percent. Conservatively, the national average of woman abuse in 
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North American is 25 percent (see Pagelow and Johnson 2). Having read NPFA, 
participants gained a more realistic view of the prevalence of woman abuse in churches. 
This change in participants’ belief of the prevalence of woman abuse in churches is 
important to church ministry as it relates to woman abuse because it helps bring the 
reality of the problem within a church’s grasp. For instance, where Al Miles reports many 
of the 158 clergy he interviewed “insisted that there were no abused women worshiping 
in their congregations,” the seminarians from this study will likely be more open to the 
possibility of woman abuse within a church setting (50). 
Second, as a reading administration (a central route of persuasion) NPFA had a 
significant impact on participant attitudes toward church ministry as it relates to woman 
abuse across all three subscales (see Table 4.5 p. 103). Furthermore, the impact of NPFA 
as a reading exercise remained significant throughout the course of the study across all 
three subscales (see Table 4.5 p. 103). Demographically, the book’s impact was 
essentially the same for all participants involved in the study, though (1) married 
participants were slightly more likely (p=.048) to have higher scores on the cognitive 
subscale after reading the book than all other marital status categories on the 
questionnaire (see Appendix A item 3) and (2) participants who knew a female friend 
who had been physically abused were more likely to score higher after reading the book 
and writing a personal reflection paper on the book (p=.028 and p=.017 respectively) as 
opposed to all other demographic categories on the questionnaire (see Appendix A item 
7). These results suggest NPFA could be a helpful resource for clergy and church leaders 
as a formal study and a helpful resource for congregants in general. 
A third finding of major interest for this study revolves around participant 
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responses to the authors’ presentation of churches as institutions that tend to respond 
inadequately to instances of woman abuse. Qualitatively, not only were participants 
shaken by this knowledge, but many of their personal testimonies in this area affirmed 
the authors’ presentation suggesting more training is needed in this area and possibly 
NPFA can help.  
Implications of Results 
 The first and second research questions for this study were concerned with the 
degree to which NPFA influenced participants’ perceived attitudes toward church 
ministry as it relates to woman abuse. A recurring two-part scenario played out for each 
of the three subscales. Part one, each subscale evidenced significant change when 
comparing the pretest with all three posttests (see Table 4.5 p. 103). Part two, 
comparisons of posttest to posttest administrations, indicates the effect of the writing and 
lecture administrations were not significant (see Table 4.5 p. 103). This suggests that for 
all three subscales the book significantly impacted participants as a result of the reading 
administration and the book’s impact as a result of the reading administration remained 
significant throughout the course of the study. In other words, the writing and lecture 
administrations do not account for any significant change in this study. Such does not 
discredit the value of the writing and lecture administrations. Quite possibly, the writing 
and lecture administrations helped stabilize and to some degree strengthen the significant 
change that occurred as a result of participants reading NPFA or that the researcher-
designed questionnaire could not detect changes that may have occurred. 
This finding is consistent with the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM). A basic 
tenet associated with the ELM is that the greater one’s investment in a given topic of 
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sufficient interest the greater the topic’s impact upon one’s attitudes and beliefs. For this 
study the reading administration (a central route of persuasion) was the first 
administration, and it required the greatest investment intellectually. I suspect had the 
lecture (the least investment intellectually) been the first administration, different results 
may have occurred.  
Though the writing and lecture administration did not impact participants in a 
significant way, one important value of the writing administration is that it provides 
insight into the book’s impact upon participants as demonstrated through their personal 
reflection papers. These written reflections reveal aspects of the book that impacted 
participants to the point that they were important enough for them to address. 
 The third research question for this study was concerned with which aspects of 
NPFA influenced participants’ perceived attitudes toward church ministry as it relates to 
woman abuse. The percentages for the remainder of this section were based on the thirty-
eight (N=38) reflection papers submitted by participants. Qualitatively, two cognitive-
oriented issues are noteworthy. First, family sanctity issues relating to separation and 
divorce were repeatedly commented on in response to participants reading NPFA. Of the 
thirty-eight personal reflection papers submitted, twenty participants (n=20; 52.6 percent) 
commented on the divorce issue raised in the book. Fifteen females and three males 
agreed with the book that divorce is a biblically viable option for woman-abuse victims, 
while two males viewed separation as a biblically viable option but not divorce. Factors 
outside of the book that may have contributed to participants’ addressing of this 
particular issue are (1) the controversial nature of the topic in Christian culture and (2) 
divorce being discussed in the course content of CD615. Still, as a consideration of 
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divorce from the particular perspective of woman abuse, NPFA seems to have influenced 
participants’ view in that divorce can be a biblically viable alternative though not a 
necessity in cases of woman abuse. Reconsideration of divorce in light of woman abuse 
is important because it has been used by some to keep women in abusive relationships.  
 Second, participant awareness, as it relates to churches’ lack of knowledge to 
minister effectively to abused women and perpetrators of abuse was commented on by 
twenty-seven participants (n=27; 71.0 percent). At times participants’ comments on  
churches’ inadequacy or unwillingness to minister to abused women were fervently 
related and, for a number of participants, from a perspective of personal experience. Ten 
participants (n=10; 26.3 percent) related accounts (some heartrending) of clergy and 
churches who failed to minister effectively to abuse victims in general. Along with being 
a point of impact, the book’s concern in this area was for a sizeable number of 
participants a matter of personal experience. The ability of participants to recall and for 
some to relate still fervently these incidents speaks to the importance of churches’ 
preparedness and willingness to minister effectively to abused women. The failure of 
churches to minister to abused women hurts the cause of Christ (Luke 4:18). The failure 
of churches to minister to abused women can serve to perpetuate the abuse. Therefore, 
clergy’s awareness to woman abuse and their preparedness to respond is important. This 
feature was further born out via participants’ emotions. 
Regarding affect, as opposed to any one emotion, the important factor was that 
participants’ emotions were directed toward churches’ poor response in ministering to 
abuse victims. The guidelines for the second page of participants’ personal reflection 
papers targeted affect, and as part of the writing administration participants were directed 
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to include concrete experiences and reflective observations NPFA stirred for them (see 
Appendix D). Of the thirty-eight (n=38) papers analyzed, twelve participants (n=12; 31.6 
percent) related from personal experience heartfelt accounts of churches failing to 
minister in known cases of woman abuse or they expressed shock and anger as a result of 
the book’s presentation of churches who failed to minister to abused women. One could 
not read these personal testimonies of churches failing to minister to abused women and 
not realize the adverse rippling effects it had upon the victims and others privy to the 
accounts with regard to their church relationships or destruction thereof. A church’s 
silence or failure to respond appropriately to woman abuse can have long-term adverse 
effects upon church relations with victims and others who are privy to the experience. 
Along with accounts of woman abuse, participants’ emotions came through as they 
related accounts of churches failing to respond in cases of child abuse as well.  
 With regard to intent, three findings are noteworthy. First, nineteen participants 
(n=19; 50 percent) intend to further their personal growth with regard to woman abuse 
issues through study and practice of a nonviolent lifestyle. Again, this finding is in 
keeping with the ELM. That is, people who are influenced by the central route of 
persuasion tend to continue growing in that they (1) ask themselves probing questions, 
(2) generate additional arguments, and (3) possibly seek new information (Simons 35). 
Thus, having spiked the interests of a number of seminarians (50 percent in this sample), 
NPFA may be a resource that has the potential to inspire a number of church leaders to 
invest themselves in the cause of eradicating woman abuse. 
Second, having read NPFA, twenty-six participants (n=26; 68.4 percent) 
expressed their ministry intentions with regard to (1) commissioning churches for the 
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eradication of woman abuse and (2) comforting woman-abuse victims. As the literature 
review indicated, a variety of criticisms have been leveled against churches regarding 
their willingness and preparedness to care for woman-abuse victims. Though NPFA 
appears to be less harsh in its criticism stating that clergy do more than just pray, the 
book nevertheless agrees that in the main churches have not been effective in ministering 
to woman-abuse victims. Finally, keeping with the criticisms presented by the review of 
literature and those presented in NPFA, a number of personal testimonies provided by 
this sample seem to substantiate this criticism. Apparently identifying with the realities of 
woman abuse as a result of reading NPFA, a number of seminarians from this study (68.4 
percent) stated intentions that may make a difference in the future of church ministry as it 
relates to the eradication of woman abuse and the care of woman-abuse victims. Similar 
results may occur among practicing clergy and church leaders if they too are given the 
opportunity to interact with NPFA as a central route of persuasion.   
Third, only two participants (n=2; 5 percent) noted their intentions with regard to 
confronting perpetrators of woman abuse. Apparently, while the book presented a chapter 
on perpetrators of woman abuse, “Good News for & about Abusers” its effects were 
minimal. Possibly, the remainder of the book so outweighed the topic of confronting and 
ministering to abusers that its impact was considerably limited. Of the two noting they 
intend to confront abusers, the one favored the concept of ministering to abusers as 
opposed to confronting abusers, and he found it troubling that the book failed to address 
abuse against men and male children. Being the path of least resistance and a laudable 
path at that, the appeal of comforting victims and commissioning churches to eradicate 
woman abuse may have played a part in participant responses. Whatever the reason, this 
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study indicates more needs to be done to promote the confrontation of abusers as an 
initial step in ministering to them if churches are to be effective in doing their part to 
eradicate woman abuse. A finding of this study was participants’ identification with 
churches’ failure to adequately respond in cases of woman abuse including that of 
confronting perpetrators. According to the personal experiences related by participants, 
this inadequacy has adverse rippling effects for church relations with victims and others 
apprised of the situation (e.g., a family member or friend of the victim). Not only does a 
church’s failure in this area adversely affect abuse victims, it also adversely affects 
perpetrators of abuse. “Ministry means confronting” (Adams 89), and according to 
Nason-Clark’s research “clergy may be one of the few community-based resources for 
perpetrators of abuse” (Battered Wife 70).   
Implications of Findings and Practical Applications  
 Implications of findings and practical applications of this study are discussed in 
terms of (1) NPFA and woman-abuse literature in general, (2) NPFA as a ministry 
resource, and (3) the Elaboration Likelihood Model. 
NPFA and Woman-Abuse Literature 
 NPFA is a credit to current woman-abuse literature. Largely sympathetic with the 
literature, NPFA challenges churches to stand up and do their part in eradicating woman 
abuse. While an apparent rift exists between the secular and sacred in some materials 
(e.g., Whipple 251-57), Kroeger and Nason-Clark provide a needed voice by promoting 
the development of “trust and respect among ministers and secular community workers” 
(67). Too often, a wedge stands between secular institutions and churches when in reality 
they have more in common than they might think (e.g., the prevalence of woman abuse).  
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Part and parcel with the secular/sacred polarization struggle, Kroeger and Nason-
Clark discuss an array of theologies (forgiveness, family sanctity/divorce, submission, 
and suffering) that erroneously used by some Christians have served to foster woman-
abuse. A benefit of NPFA over other woman-abuse literature (e.g., Alsdurf’s focus on 
submission; Miles’ focus on forgiveness; Clarke’s focus on patriarchy) is that it covers an 
array of theologies impacting woman abuse as opposed to one or two theological topics. 
Though the divorce issue as discussed in the book seems to have had the greatest 
theological presence on the participants in this study, all the theologies discussed in 
NPFA are important to woman abuse.   
Another factor contributing to the secular/sacred rift is churches’ failure to 
minister to abused women. Adding to the prophetic voice of others (Hylen 147-48; 
Newton 222-28; Whipple 251-58 to mention a few), and responded to favorably in this 
study, NPFA brings to light in a charitable yet candid way the failure of churches to 
minister effectively to abused women. Concerning churches’ failure to minister to abused 
women, personal testimonies of many of the respondents (26.3 percent) in this study 
substantiated the view of NPFA and that of woman-abuse literature in general. By 
helping its readers realize that woman abuse is as much of a problem in church settings as 
in society at large, NPFA is helping secular and sacred institutions understand that 
together they have a problem, and as such it calls for a combined solution.   
One way literature brings the reality of woman-abuse into focus is to correct a 
number of myths surrounding the issue (see Walker, Battered Woman 19-31; King and 
Ryan 48-54; Miles 47-76). Countering minimizing and trivializing myths about woman 
abuse through life stories and statistics, the content of NPFA appears to have been quite 
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successful in making the readers in this study aware of the prevalence and effects of 
woman abuse. Finally, adding to published ministerial helps regarding woman abuse 
(e.g., worship resources by Fortune, Violence 95-102; Bussert 99-102; Heggen 153-74; 
preaching helps by McClure and Ramsay; film resources by Clarke 126 and Fortune, 
Violence 159), the resource lists in NPFA chapters and appendixes were highly valued by 
the seminarians in this study.  
NPFA as a Ministry Resource 
 The positive impact NPFA had on the seminarians in this study suggests this book 
may be a ministry resource worthy of further consideration. For instance, the book fit 
well with a number of CD615 course objectives. Given the epidemic nature of woman 
abuse, Christ’s commission to minister to oppressed people (Luke 4:18), and the apparent 
struggle for many churches to meet this call as it relates to woman abuse, other 
seminaries may want to consider this book for their curriculum. For the same reasons, 
denominations may want to consider NPFA as a continuing education resource. Alsdurf’s 
study notes the desire of pastors to have access to woman-abuse resources (183), and the 
seminarians in this study repeatedly lauded the book’s appendixes as a woman-abuse 
resource they will want to keep close at hand in their future ministry. Consequently, 
clergy may want to consider the place of NPFA for their church office, library, or home 
study. Most in this study (78.9 percent) deemed the book to be either helpful or 
successful in its approach and goal of challenging evangelical churches to respond 
appropriately to the epidemic of woman abuse in the United States. Consequently, church 
leaders and churches in general may want to consider the place of NPFA for their church.   
At the same time, those using NPFA may benefit from a supplement of 
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theological materials on topics such as the image theologies (the imago Dei and the 
image of Christ), forgiveness, submission, family sanctity, divorce, and suffering. As this 
study demonstrated, NPFA did a very good job of meeting its goal of presenting 
sociological evidence and biblical insight to challenge churches to stand in opposition to 
violence against women, but for two seminarians in particular the book did not seem to 
challenge them theologically. Also, having interacted with NPFA, those compelled to 
comment theologically primarily focused on the divorce issue with relatively little 
discussion of suffering, submission, and forgiveness. All of the theologies discussed in 
NPFA have important consequences for church ministry as it relates to woman abuse. 
Consequently, a more balanced theological response seems preferable. Respondents 
repeatedly lauded the book’s use of woman-abuse statistics juxtaposed with life stories. 
Possibly, life stories relating victims’ suffering, submission, and struggles with 
forgiveness would help balance readers’ theological responses to this book.  
Another feature churches may want to use in conjunction with NPFA is that of 
published resources. Again, respondents particularly appreciated the authors’ resources 
provided in the appendixes. Finally, in my opinion a required feature for churches using 
this book is that of the bookmark I used (appropriately edited) or a similar resource (e.g., 
business card) supplying area counseling information (see Appendix F). Participant 
responses (e.g., guilt) suggest counseling could be helpful, and given the epidemic nature 
of woman abuse the possibility of present abuse among the book’s readers is real.    
Elaboration Likelihood Model  
As the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) contends, being a central route of 
persuasion, under certain circumstances (e.g., analytical and topic-motivated people) 
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reading can significantly impact a person’s life. The seminarian sample and CD615 
course objectives (see Appendix I) for this study met with the ELM criteria favoring the 
central route of persuasion, and the results were positive. Having read NPFA, 
participants’ attitudes toward church ministry as it relates to woman abuse were 
positively impacted across all three subscales (cognition, affect, and intent).  
Contending that reading significantly impacts people’s lives when circumstances 
are ripe, the ELM notes that among other things attitudes influenced via the central route 
of persuasion are more stable and last longer than those influenced via a peripheral route 
of persuasion (e.g., pictures). Comparing pretest means with reading, writing, and 
lecture-posttest means, the book’s positive influence as a result of participant reading was 
maintained throughout the fourteen-week course of this study. Though this study is 
limited by time, the results appear to coincide with the ELM contention that attitudes 
affected by the central route of persuasion are more stable, last longer, and are more 
resistant to counterarguments. Possibly the positive attitude changes brought about as a 
result of participants’ interaction with NPFA in the study will remain intact and relatively 
strong. Given that reading tends to plant a desire in people to further their learning on the 
subject (another ELM contention) and a number of participants noted they intent to do so, 
churches may want to provide a recommended and topically oriented bibliography along 
with their use of NPFA or supply readers with supplemental reading material (e.g., 
theological material).  
Limitations 
 A major limitation of this study is that of time. A longer period of testing 
following the last treatment would undoubtedly improve the validity of the study with 
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regard to the effectiveness of the intervention and various contentions of the Elaboration 
Likelihood Model. Sample size and homogeneity are concerns as well. For instance, a 
larger sample would have afforded a comparative study involving two or more groups as 
opposed to a single study group. Also, a sample involving laity and seasoned ministers 
may have produced different results. Possibly, the book’s theological impact would have 
been greater had the sample included laity. Possibly, a higher number of abuse incidents 
would have been reported had laity been involved in the study.  
Social desirability may have limited the study’s findings in that participants may 
have been eager to please me as a researcher and fellow seminarian or Dr. Kiesling as 
their professor by responding favorably to the book. The instrument used for each 
administration was identical; consequently, having become familiar with the instrument a 
response pattern may have set in. Finally, since the treatments for this study occurred in 
only one order as opposed to counterbalancing (treatments administered in all possible 
orders), this may have confounded the results (see Vogt 160, 50).   
Further Study 
 From the perspective of educational research, given the positive impact of NPFA 
on the seminarians involved in this study, various religious institutions (seminaries, 
denominations) may want to duplicate this or an improved version of this study or 
perform a longitudinal or a comparative study such as comparing a sample’s interaction 
with NPFA with a demographically similar group that has not interacted with NPFA. 
Variations on this study might be that of altering the administrations (e.g., lecturing on 
NPFA first followed by the reading of NPFA and a writing exercise) or adding 
theologically oriented reading materials to a group’s interaction with NPFA.  
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 Theologically, given the impact of NPFA on participants’ views of divorce and 
family sanctity with regard to church ministry as it relates to woman abuse, some may 
want to explore this topic further. For many the only provision for divorce in the Bible is 
the exception clause in Matthew 19:9, which they interpret to mean sexual unfaithfulness. 
For these people woman abuse is not sufficient grounds for divorce, and as a result their 
influence upon female victims of abuse may result in women remaining in abusive 
relationships even unto death. For the seminarians in this study and possibly for others, 
though a guarded option, divorce can be a biblical option in some cases of woman abuse. 
A new awareness of the effects of woman abuse coupled with the epidemic nature of 
woman abuse may provide the impetus for some to delve further into the Bible’s 
understanding of family sanctity and divorce. 
 From the perspective of ministry, given the fact that only two participants felt 
compelled to comment on the ministry of confronting abusers, some may want to further 
the study of ministering to male perpetrators of abuse. Clearly, woman abuse will not be 
effectively diminished until more are committed to confronting perpetrators of woman 
abuse with their sin. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Pretest/Posttest Questionnaire 
CD615 RESEARCH SURVEY  
 
Thank you for taking the time and expending the energy to complete this 
questionnaire. Your submitting of this questionnaire in completed form entitles you 
to a free copy of the book No Place for Abuse while acknowledging your consent to 
be a participant in this research project. This study is entirely voluntary; thus, you 
have the right to withdraw at any time without any penalty whatsoever. Should 
personal issues be raised as a result of your participation in this study, please 
contact one of the following counseling resources: for secular counseling contact the 
YWCA Spouse Abuse Center 859-255-9808 or toll free 1-800-544-2022 or the 
National Hot Line 1-800-799-SAFE, for Christian counseling contact Bonnie 
Crandall MALPCC 859-278-2190 or Richard Landon 859-258-2060.   
 
For anonymity please fill in the following blanks to create your personal code: 
 
The first letter of your father’s first name:        __ 
The first letter of your mother’s first name:   __ 
Your date of birth (month/day, e.g., 0 5 / 2 4):   __ __    __ __    
  
Please check the appropriate box and fill in the blank for the following: 
1. Gender:     Male     Female  
 
2. Your Age:   
3. Marital Status: 
 
 Single       Married   Separated       Divorced  Remarried 
 
 Widow/er 
 
4. Education (please check all that apply and fill in the appropriates blanks): 
 Public        Secular   Secular       Secular   
    High School         College      Graduate            Post Graduate  
    Degree          Degree      Degree           Degree 
 
 Christian or       Christian or  1st Year Seminarian   
    Parochial            Parochial  2nd Year Seminarian     
    High School         College   3rd Year Seminarian 
    Degree           Degree   4th Year Seminarian 
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 Master of Divinity Student   Master of Arts Student      
                                                 (write in specialization) 
 
 Other Study Program          
                            (for other please write in your program of study)     
              
5. Current Denominational Affiliation  
 
    Denomination                  
     
    Nondenominational  
 
    Unaffiliated   
 
6. Present Ministry Status:  
 
 Pastor     Sunday School Teacher     Bible Study Teacher/Leader     
 
 Worship Leader     Christian Counselor     Youth Minister/Worker     
 
 None     Other          
(for other please stipulate by writing in your title/position in church ministry) 
 
7. Previous Experience with Abuse: 
Have you personally been or do you personally know anyone who has been a victim of 
physical abuse? 
 
 No      Yes 
 
If yes please identify your relationship (past and/or present relationship) to the abused 
person(s) by checking all that apply: 
  
 Mother     Father     Self     Spouse     Sister     Brother     Female Friend     
 
 Male Friend    Other     
 
8. Background Information: 
    I have read the book No Place for Abuse by Catherine Clark Kroeger and Nancy  
    Nason-Clark 
 
 No      Yes 
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Please respond to the following statements by circling the appropriate number. This 
questionnaire refers to “my church.”  Identify in your mind one congregation in 
which you participated to answer the following questions. Woman abuse in this 
study is defined as “acts perpetrated by a male intimate with the intent of causing 
physical pain and/or harm.” 
 
9. In my estimation the percentage of adult women (18 yrs. or older) attending my  
    church who have been physically abused at least once in their lifetime is:   
 
    (1) 5% or less     (2) 6%—10%     (3) 11%—25%     (4) 26%—49%     (5) 50% or more 
 
10. In my estimation the percentage of adult women (18 yrs. or older) in American  
      society who have been physically abused at least once in their lifetime is: 
 
    (1) 5% or less     (2) 6%—10%     (3) 11%—25%     (4) 26%—49%     (5) 50% or more 
 
11. It is imperative that my church directly help at least one abused woman from its   
      surrounding community each year.  
 
    (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
12. My church has an obligation to care for abused women just as much as civil  
      authorities and public institutions.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
13. According to the Bible, abuse alone is not legitimate grounds for a wife to leave  
      her husband. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
14. I believe true forgiveness on the part of a woman abuse victim will always be  
      evidenced by restoration of the couple’s marital relationship.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
15. I feel strongly that God is pleased with the church that helps abused women. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
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16. It deeply saddens me, but wife abuse does not surprise me given that it is  
      associated with the suffering one might expect as a Christian.    
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
17. Christians know what to do and not to do to help a woman-abuse perpetrator. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
18. I feel confident that my church is prepared to meaningfully care for abused  
      women materially, emotionally, and spiritually.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
19. Christians know what to do and not to do to help abused women.  
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
20. I am convinced a wife should seek to keep her family (spouse and children)  
      together at all costs.  
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
21. I would very much like woman abuse to be a specific topic preached on at    
      least twice a year in my church.  
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
22. I reject women’s shelters that are not Christian owned and operated as a viable  
      option in the Christian’s care of abused women.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
23. It deeply troubles me to think there are women in my church who are being   
      abused by their Christian husbands.  
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
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24. I feel my church needs to confess its failure to minister to abused women.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
25. A Christian should specifically pray for abused women along with other  
      oppressed groups in the church, the community, and the world at large. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
26. I am confident woman abuse can be used by God to bring about the abusive  
      husband’s salvation. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
27. It should be a requirement that woman-abuse perpetrators undergo church  
      discipline, including their removal from any church office they are holding. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
           Agree         Disagree 
 
28. Anger is justifiably a Christian response to the sin of woman abuse.     
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
29. Biblically, there is no excuse for a Christian who has been abused not to forgive  
      her abuser.  
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
30. I wish so much that a sermon on submission in relation to woman abuse would  
      be preached in my church at least once a year.  
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
31. I am certain that the sons of male perpetrators of woman abuse are  
      preconditioned to become abusers themselves.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
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32. I am willing to actively promote/support a woman-abuse ministry in my church.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
33. My church has a responsibility to provide woman-abuse literature and  
      informational helps both secular and Christian to its congregation.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
34. I feel strongly that my church would benefit greatly from holding a healing 
      service for abused women.  
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
35. I would love to attend a seminar on family sanctity as it relates to woman abuse. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
36. According to the Bible, in marriage the burden of submission is ultimately that  
      of the wife as opposed to the husband. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
37. According to the Bible, abuse alone is not legitimate grounds for a wife to  
      divorce her husband. 
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
38. Male perpetrators of woman abuse who do not accept full responsibility for their  
     abusive acts and stop their abusive ways must be excommunicated from the  
     church.     
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
39. The use of a questionnaire designed to identify potential and/or actual abuse in  
      a relationship is a must for a church’s premarital counseling program.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
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40. It outrages me when I discover that a church refuses to confront a male  
      perpetrator for his sin of woman abuse.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
41. The church is obligated to secure refuge for woman abuse victims.    
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
42. The church should never intentionally reject an abused woman’s pleas for help.     
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
43. It concerns me, to the point of questioning the authenticity of a man’s profession  
      of faith, if he is physically abusing his wife.   
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
 
44. I am certain that regardless how unbelievable the story a woman shares about  
      her abuse, it is nevertheless, true.  
 
 (1) Strongly           (2) Agree           (3) Neutral           (4) Disagree           (5) Strongly 
            Agree         Disagree 
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APPENDIX B 
Methodology Handout 
 
Introduction and Pretest (Sept. 4) 
¾ Dr. Kiesling introduces research project and me during CD615 class meeting 
¾ I thank Dr. Kiesling and the class  
¾ I distribute to every student: 1) methodology handout, 2) research study description 
handout, 3) pretest with envelope, and 4) no. 2 mechanical pencil with eraser 
¾ I explain: 1) the study description handout (emphasizing the study is entirely 
voluntary), and 2) the pretest (emphasizing formation of participants’ personal codes).  
¾ Pretests administered  
¾ All pretests (completed or not) closed by students in envelopes provided and collected 
by me (mechanical pencils a gift) 
¾ I invite participants (those having completed a pretest) to take a free copy of No Place 
for Abuse upon conclusion of the class 
 
Reading-Posttest and Personal Reflection Paper Writing Guidelines (Nov. 13)  
¾ I distribute a reading-posttest with envelope, and a no. 2 mechanical pencil with 
eraser to every student 
¾ I describe the reading-posttest (emphasizing the study is entirely voluntary and 
emphasizing formation of participants’ personal codes) 
¾ Reading-posttests administered 
¾ All reading-posttests (completed or not) closed by students in envelopes provided and 
collected by me (mechanical pencils a gift) 
¾ I distribute a copy of personal reflection paper writing guidelines to every student 
¾ I describe personal reflection paper writing guidelines  
 
Writing-Posttest, Personal Reflection Paper, Lecture (Nov. 20) 
¾ I distribute a writing-posttest with envelope and a no. 2 mechanical pencil with eraser 
to every student 
¾ I describe the writing-posttest (emphasizing the study is entirely voluntary and 
emphasizing formation of participants’ personal codes) 
¾ Writing-posttests administered 
¾ All writing-posttests (completed or not), along with personal reflection papers 
enclosed by students in envelopes provided and collected by me (mechanical pencils 
a gift) 
¾ Lecture presentation 
 
Lecture-Posttest (Dec. 2) 
¾ I distribute a lecture-posttest with envelope and a no. 2 mechanical pencil with eraser 
to every student 
¾ I describe the lecture-posttest (emphasizing the study is entirely voluntary and 
emphasizing formation of participants’ personal codes) 
¾ Lecture-posttests administered  
¾ All lecture-posttests (completed or not) enclosed by students in envelopes provided 
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and collected by me (mechanical pencils a gift) 
¾ I thank Dr. Kiesling and participants for their involvement, and I invite participants to 
take a free copy of The Study Bible for Women upon conclusion of the class 
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APPENDIX C 
Research Study Description Handout 
 
Violence permeates today’s world. An important component of Discipleship 
Development in the Family is its special consideration of “contemporary threats to family 
life and the emerging needs of the family.” Woman abuse is a contemporary issue 
adversely affecting families in the United States.  
 
In conjunction with this course, Dr. Kiesling has graciously extended to me the privilege 
of sharing with you, over the next thirteen weeks, a research project on woman abuse. My 
name is Ed, and I am doing this project as a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury.  
 
The book I am using for this research project is No Place for Abuse by Catherine Clark 
Kroeger and Nancy Nason Clark. Dr. Kiesling has included the book as one of the 
recommended readings for this course, and it is free to you, should you choose to 
volunteer for the research project. Catherine Clark Kroeger is an adjunct professor of 
classical and ministry studies at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary and Nancy 
Nason Clark is a professor of sociology at the University of New Brunswick. Both 
authors have extensive knowledge of the problem of woman abuse in North America.   
 
All the research materials for this research project, should you volunteer to participate, 
will be coded by you and placed by you in a closed envelope to assure anonymity. Most 
of the materials (i.e., a pretest, a reading-posttest, a writing-posttest, and a lecture-
posttest) will be completed during class time. The test materials for this project are not 
academic tests but surveys, which should take about fifteen minutes to complete.  
 
As with the other recommended course readings for Discipleship Development in the 
Family, should you choose to read No Place for Abuse, you will be required to write a 
three-page personal reflection paper on the book. For research purposes, however, the 
personal reflection paper guidelines for No Place for Abuse have been altered slightly. 
That is, should you volunteer to participate in the research study, along with the course’s 
personal reflection paper guidelines, you will need to respond to two additional 
questions: “What aspects in this text did you find helpful and/or a hindrance to your 
perception of church ministry, as it relates to abused women? What aspects in this text 
challenged your theological views of church ministry, as it relates to abused women?” As 
a research participant, besides submitting your personal reflection paper to Dr. Kiesling 
for course credit, you will supply a coded copy in a closed envelope to me for research 
purposes.   
 
The final step for your participation in this project is that you attend the Dec. 2 class 
lecture on woman abuse presented by me, and following the lecture you complete a 
lecture-posttest.   
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APPENDIX D 
 
Personal Reflection Paper Writing Guidelines 
 Again, thank you for participating in this research project. While the surveys you 
complete provide quantitative data, your reflections on No Place for Abuse will provide a 
much-appreciated qualitative aspect to this research project. Please follow the guidelines 
below in writing your three-page personal reflection papers on No Place for Abuse and 
bring two copies of your completed work to class (Nov. 20). One copy bearing your 
name will be submitted to Dr. Kiesling as part of your course requirements. The other 
copy bearing your personal research code (not your name) in the upper right-hand corner 
of each page will be submitted to me for research purposes.  
 
Page One–Consider the objectives for this course. How does this text help you 
address these objectives?  Demonstrate in your first page how reading this text 
has helped you think about these objectives. What did the authors desire to 
accomplish in the writing of this text and were they successful?  What aspects in 
this text did you find helpful and/or a hindrance to your perception of church 
ministry to abused women?  What aspects in this text challenged your theological 
views in relationship to a church’s ministry to abused women? 
 
Page Two–Report the concrete experiences and reflective observations that this 
material stirred for you while reading this book. These may be personal 
anecdotes, observations about your family and others you have observed, ideas 
that you wrestled with or felt convicted by, questions that you felt the book 
answered or failed to address, connections you made to other topics presented in 
class, etc. 
 
Page Three–Detail the commitments/changes you want to make personally in 
your family or in ministry resulting from the reading of this book. Examples may 
include such things as repairing a broken relationship, deepening a commitment in 
marriage or to children, practicing a deeper level of relationship integrity, 
planning to utilize this material in ministry, or future study areas that you need to 
pursue. Be as specific as possible in this section and aim at practical personal 
steps and proposed uses in future ministry situations.   
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APPENDIX E 
Woman Abuse Lecture 
 
Introduction  
  A. Video “Domestic Violence: What Churches Can Do” (Segment 1) 
  B. Brief statement of how I become interested in woman abuse. 
 I.  Reality of Woman Abuse 
  A. Definition and Descriptions of Physical Abuse  
 1. Physical Abuse 
 2. Sexual Abuse 
 3. Homicidal Abuse 
    B. Prevalence of Woman Abuse at Large 
 1. Kroeger and Nason-Clark Stats 
   2. Governmental Stats 
   3. Respected Agency Stats 
   4. Conservative Estimate 
   C. Prevalence of Woman Abuse among Christians  
 1. Expert Testimony 
   2. Pastoral Experience 
 3. Adams’ Contention 
 II. Christ and the Poor (Abused Women) 
  A. Jesus’ Mission to the Poor (Luke 4:18-19) 
 1. The Poor 
 2. The Captives 
   3. The Blind 
 4. The Oppressed 
  B. Jesus’ Good Samaritan Ministry Model (Luke 10:25-37) 
 1. Hearing the Victim  
   2. Helping the Victim 
 III. Christians and the Poor (Abused Women) 
     A. First Disciples’ Call 
     B. First Church’s Ministry 
 IV. Ministry Reward and Struggle  
        A. Reward Associated with Ministering to the Poor 
     B. Struggle Associated with Ministering to the Poor 
     C. Reward and Struggle in Ministering to Abused Women 
 V. Theological Challenges and Woman Abuse Ministry 
  A.  Theology of the Imago Dei  
   1. Critical Nature of the Imago Dei 
   2. Three Views of the Image Dei 
   B. Theology of Submission 
   1. Negative Impact of Female Submission Affecting Woman Abuse 
   2. Positive Impact of the Image Theologies on Submission   
   C. Theology of Suffering 
   1. Negative Impact of Suffering Traditions Affecting Woman Abuse 
   2. Positive Impact of the Image Theologies on Suffering 
     D. Theology of Family Sanctity 
   1. Basic Tenet of Image Theologies 
   2. Allowance for Separation and/or Divorce 
    E. Theology of Forgiveness 
   1. Negative Impact of Forgiveness Teachings Affecting Woman Abuse 
 2. Positive Impact of the Image Theologies on Forgiveness 
Conclusion 
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APPENDIX F 
Bookmark  
 
For Domestic Violence Counseling Contact: 
YWCA Spouse Abuse Center Hot Line 859-255-9808 or 1-800-544-2022 
Or  
Christian Counselors: Bonnie Crandall (MALPCC)  859-278-2190 
Richard Landon 859-258-2060 
 [responsibility for any counseling fees rests with the client] 
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APPENDIX G 
Domestic Violence Films/Videos  
Films and videos are another means by which the church can express its 
identification with and hence concern for abused women.   
Domestic Violence Films 
Rita-Lou Clarke in Pastoral Care of Battered Women lists four films with a brief 
description of each (126):  
Battered Women: Violence Behind Closed Doors. A film produced by J. 
Gary Mitchell Film Company, Sausalito, CA, 1977. 16mm., color, 24 
minutes. Battered women describe their feelings of helplessness, fear, and 
guilt. The film explores options for women and methods of intervention 
and counseling. Order from the Center for Women Policy Studies (202-
872-1770). 
 
Time Out. A series of three short films on spouse abuse, seen through the 
eyes of men. 16mm., color, 12 to 18 min. each. A discussion guide is 
available. Obtain through ODN Productions, 74 Varick Street, New York, 
NY 10013 (211-431-8923). Or 1454 Sixth Street, Berkeley, CA 94701 
[see Fortune comments below].      
  
To Have and to Hold. A film about men who batter women. 16mm., color, 
20 min. New Day Films, P.O. Box 315, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 (212-
891-8240). 
 
We Will Not Be Beaten. A film produced by women who have themselves 
been battered, telling their own stories. 16mm., black and white, 35 min.  
Transition House Films, 25 West Street, 5th floor, Boston, MA 02111.   
 
Regarding the Time Out Series, Marie M. Fortune makes the following comments 
(Violence 159): 
Time Out Series: Deck the Halls, Up a Creek, Shifting Gears. O.D.N. 
Productions. Inc. Distributed by Select Media. New York (212) 431-8923.  
Videocassette and 16 mm color film, 20 minutes.  
  
These three powerful vignettes portray situations of wife abuse that 
provide useful discussion material. Do not use this as a general 
educational presentation. It requires previous discussion of basic  
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information about domestic violence.   
 
Domestic Violence Videos 
The Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence10 produced the 
following four videos, which include a study guide for facilitators and a brochure for 
viewers:  
 Broken Vows: Religious Perspectives on Domestic Violence Parts I and II (37 
mins. and 22 mins. respectively).  
  Broken Vows, a two-part video program, is intended for clergy,  
congregations, religious educators, and staff of battered women’s 
programs and human service agencies. Three aspects are focused upon: (1) 
understanding the dynamics of domestic violence, (2) supporting 
individuals experiencing domestic violence through the cooperation of 
religious and secular communities, and (3) developing programs for the 
prevention of domestic violence. Broken Vows is divided into two 
segments: Part I (37 minutes video time) addresses the various aspects of 
the problems and situations of battered women; Part II (22 minutes video 
time) discusses possible clergy and congregation responses to these 
problems. Throughout both parts, the viewpoints of formerly battered 
women, clergy, psychologists, and shelter workers are examined. It is 
recommended that there be two separate study sessions, each of two 
hours’ duration, to allow attendees to absorb the information presented in 
Part I and formulate questions prior to viewing Part II. (Hatchell 6). 
 
Domestic Violence: What Churches Can Do (60 mins., includes sufficient 
material for a 90-minute or 120-minute session). 
 This is a one-hour study session intended for Christian congregations,  
laity, religious leaders and anyone interested in increasing awareness 
about domestic violence. It utilizes the 20-minute educational video, 
Domestic Violence: What Churches Can Do, an edited version of the 
video, Broken Vows: Religious Perspectives on Domestic Violence. 
(Burgonio-Watson 7) 
 
 
                                                
To Save a Life: Ending Domestic Violence in Jewish Families (35 mins., 
organized into 7 sessions).  
 
10Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, 1914 North 34th Street, Suite 105, 
Seattle, Washington 98103-9058, (206) 634-1903.   
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  The videotape and support material for To Save a Life: Ending Domestic  
Violence in Jewish Families are intended for use in synagogues and 
shelters and in other places where women meet to talk and learn. To Save 
a Life is an educational videotape which provides guidance to Jewish 
women who are experiencing abuse in their marriages and to religious 
leaders, shelter staff, and other helpers who work with victims of domestic 
violence. The program directly addresses the religious issues that may be 
troubling women and preventing them from seeking help. (Downer 6) 
 
 Wings Like a Dove: Healing for the Abused Christian Woman (34 mins., 
organized into 6 sessions). 
  The videotape and support material for Wings Like a Dove: Healing for  
the Abused Christian Woman are intended for use in churches and shelters, 
in fellowship meetings, and in other place where women meet to talk and 
learn. Wings Like a Dove is an educational videotape which provides 
guidance to Christian women who are experiencing abuse in their 
marriages and clergy, shelter staff, and other helpers who work with 
victims of domestic violence. The program directly addresses the religious 
issues that may be troubling women and preventing them from seeking 
help. (Downer 6) 
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APPENDIX H 
Christian Views of Submission 
 
 The following quotes reveal the diversity with which Christian view submission 
of females to males (anywhere from unquestioned female submission to mutual 
submission). 
From a perspective of the wife’s unquestioned submission, Elizabeth Rice 
Handford writes, “The Scriptures say a woman must ignore her ‘feelings’ about the will 
of God, and do what her husband says. She can be certain of what God wants her to do, 
as if God had spoken audibly from Heaven!” (35).   
In response to some question about and/or conditional status of a wife’s 
submission to her husband, Bruce Wilkinson writes, “But conditional submission is no 
more acceptable from the wife than conditional love is acceptable from the husband” 
(60).   
Promoting a wife’s submission apart from her committing a sin, nouthetic 
counselor Martha Peace writes, “One biblical requirement of your [the wife’s] obedience 
is for you to graciously place yourself and remain under your husband’s authority (unless 
he asks you to sin). If you do not you are out of God’s will” (16).   
Aubrey Malphurs posits the concept of the submissive helper as the wife’s 
redemptive role and at the same time criticizes wife abuse. “[N]umerous negative 
examples of abuse, explains [sic] why the biblical term ‘submission’ is so negative to 
many women. Regardless, a woman must realize God has only her best interests at heart. 
He would not do anything that would harm her or expose her to any form of abuse. [You 
say] But to submit to a man sounds so risky!… Nevertheless, Christ is saying through 
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Paul that the wife is to take the risk” (130-31).   
From a perspective of mutual submission, Kay Marshall Strom writes, “God’s 
way is that marriage be a partnership of equals, each submitting in love to the other, each 
building one another up, each recognizing Christ as the head of their home” (58).   
Patricia Gundry defines mutual submission as “not self-negation and letting 
yourself be a doormat.”  But saying in effect, “You are as valuable as I am, and so I will 
not take advantage of you. By the same token, I am as valuable as you are, so you should 
not take advantage of me either” (97).   
An advocate of mutual submission, Glenn Zaepfel provides an impetus for 
nonsubmission when he states, “As with the whole of Christianity, the concept of 
submission must contain balance. We are to be submissive to the right things and 
nonsubmissive to the wrong things” (124).  
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APPENDIX I 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
Department of Christian Education 
Course Prospectus 
CD 615–Discipleship Development in the Home (3 hours) 
 
 A study of the relationship of the church to the home in the joint enterprise of 
strengthening the family, nurturing children, and bringing them to mature Christian 
discipleship. Systemic reflection on the doctrine of Creation, the relation of human 
sexuality to the image of God, and the summons to “new men and women” of faith as 
representatives of the divine image to infants, children, and to the entire human 
community. Special attention is given to the contemporary threats to the family and to 
examining the effects of divorce and father absence. 
 
Instructor:  
Chris Kiesling   B.G.St., M.Div., Ph.D. 
Meeting Room:   9:30-10:45 TTH,  M103 (enrollment max–50 students) 
Office:   FM108 (the “womb” of the bookstore) 
Phone: 858-2382 (If I am unavailable you may access my voice mail) 
E-Mail: c_kiesling@asburyseminary.edu 
Office Hours:   Wednesday 2:00-3:00 or by appointment 
 
Course Objectives 
This class is designed so that persons who participate in the communal experiences of the 
class and who engage fully in critical study and reflection will be able to:  
1. Articulate a Trinitarian perspective in understanding the family, family roles, 
personhood, sin, salvation and the consequent impact on the family.   
2. Recognize the effects of the fall and the disintegration of family life both in the 
Biblical story and in one’s own personal narrative, while yet embracing the 
unshakable confidence of God to utilize family experiences, one’s current community 
of faith, and the identity wounds we suffer to return us as healers to the very places 
that wounded us.  
3. Compare and contrast the broad sociological and developmental trends that are 
changing the definition, structure, and outcomes of contemporary family life in 
various cultures and subcultures. From these comparisons to further one’s 
understanding, sensitivity, and capacity to discern issues of the family within the 
churches, cultures and communities they serve.       
4. Identify the critical developmental tasks associated with each stage of life and 
formulate strategic discipleship applications aimed at these life transitions: 
Parent-child attachment and deprivation  
Image of God and how familial interactions shaped understandings of justice and 
mercy 
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Identity and sexuality  
Intimacy/marriage and relational development 
Parenting/Generativity and mid-life transformations 
Retirement and the years of wisdom 
5. Appreciate differences in gender and ethnic identity, faith development and self-
functioning with a view toward understanding why people are the way they are.  
6. Experience aspects of the classroom as a demonstration of Trinitarian community. 
 
Textbooks: 
Paul Borgman, Genesis: The Story We Haven’t Heard. Downers Grove: Intervarsity 
Press.  
 
Larry Crabb, Connecting: A Radical New Vision. Nashville: Word, 1997. 
 
Ben Freudenberg and Rick Lawrence, The Family Friendly Church. Vital Ministry, 1998. 
 
Donald Joy, Empower Your Kids to be Adults. Nappanee, Indiana: Evangel, 2000.  
 
Donald Joy, Two Become One. Napannee, Indiana, 2000. OR  
Walt Wangerin,  As For Me and My House. Thomas Nelson: Nashville, 1987. 
 
Catherine Clark Kroeger & Nancy Nason-Clark, No Place for Abuse. Downers Grove, 
IL: 2001. (Available free of charge for those willing to participate in research project) 
 
The following required articles and book chapters are on electronic reserve: 
Popenoe, David (1993) American Family Decline, 1960-1990: A Review and 
Appraisal. Journal of Marriage and the Family, 55, 527-540. 
  
Dobson, James (2001) The Essential Father in Bringing Up Boys: Practical 
Advice and Encouragement for those Shaping the Next Generation of Men. 
Tyndale House, pp. 53-66.  
 
Hart, Archibald, (1994) Why Male Sexuality Goes Wrong in The Sexual Man: 
Masculinity without Guilt. Word Publishing, pp 51-68.  
 
Josselson, Ruthellen,  (1987) Becoming Herself: Identity, Individuation, and 
Intimacy in Finding Herself: Pathways to Identity Development in Women. 
Jossey Bass, pp. 10-41. 
 
Schnarch, David (1997) Differentiation: Developing a Self in Relation in 
Passionate Marriage. Henry Holt and Co., pp. 53-69. 
 
June, Lee (ed.) (1991) The Black Extended Family in The Black Family. 
 
Kroger, Jane  (200 ) in Identity Development: Adolescence through Adulthood, 
pp. 3-28.  
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Additionally there are several articles and book chapters that are recommended reading or 
referenced in class that are available on my reserve shelf at the library:  
Clifford Stevens, The Trinitarian Roots of the Nuptual Community. St. Vladimir’s 
Theological Quarterly, 35 (4), 351-358. 
 
Hart, Archibald, (1994) How Men Think About Sex  in The Sexual Man: 
Masculinity without Guilt. Word Publishing, pp 51-68. 
 
Josselson, Ruthellen,  (1987) Conclusions: Reflections on Female Identity in 
Finding Herself: Pathways to Identity Development in Women. Jossey Bass, pp. 
10-41. 
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